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A fi ne tradition continued...

For many years the Yellow Sale has provided key mathematics titles 

from the extensive Springer mathematics program at substantially 

lowered prices. 

This years’ list features 317 titles, half of which are textbooks, ideal for 

students. For the professional; one third of the list consists of monographs 

and what will appeal to all: 281 titles out of the 317 are now priced 

UNDER € 50,00!

Featuring the Birkhäuser Green Sale

With almost 60 titles, highlighted in the green centerfold section, 

the Birkhäuser Green Sale joins the Yellow Sale to give you an even 

better selection!

Limited time and stock

These rock-bottom prices will only last until July 31, 2007 or as long as the 

stocks are available. Don’t let this Yellow Sale pass you by ... buy now!

Reasons to ORDER NOW!

  Up to 50% discount

  Sale limited to July 31, 2007 or as long 

  as the stocks are available

  Total of 317 titles on off er, of which

  Approx. 150 textbooks – ideal for students

  Approx. 100 monographs – ideal for professionals

  281 titles priced UNDER € 50,00!

How to order

Use         the enclosed order form

Visit         springer.com/booksales

E-mail       SDC-bookorder@springer.com

Contact    your local bookseller 

          or one of our recommended

          booksellers

Call          +49 (0) 6221 4301

          (Springer Customer Service)

Please note

 Book with CD-ROM

   The books in this catalogue 

are per chapter (language), 

arranged alphabetically by 

the author’s last name

   Some stocks may be limited 

and are subject to availability

   This sale is not valid in North 

and South America

   Prices are subject to change 

without notice 

  All prices are exclusive 

of carriage charges. All errors 

and omissions excepted

VAT for books

Austria 10%

France 5.5%

Germany 7.0%

Italy 4.0%

Spain 4.0%

Please add your country’s 

sales tax to the net sale prices

For a list of participating booksellers in your area and more information 
about these titles please visit our website at springer.com/booksales
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S. Abbott, Middlebury College, Middlebury, VT, USA

Understanding Analysis

From the Reviews  This is a dangerous book. 
Understanding Analysis is so well-written and the 
development of the theory so well-motivated that 
exposing students to it could well lead them to 
expect such excellence in all their textbooks ... 
Understanding Analysis is perfectly titled; if 
students read it, that’s what’s going to happen. This 
terrific book will become the text of choice for the 
single-variable introductory analysis course; take a 
look at it next time you’re preparing that class.  
 Steve Kennedy, The Mathematical Association of 
America, 2001

1st ed. 2001. Corr. 2nd printing 2002. XII, 257 p. 
32 illus.  (Undergraduate Texts in Mathematics) 
Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-95060-0

List price
 € 39,95 | £30.50
 * € (D) 42,75 | € (A) 43,95 | sFr 65,50

Sale price
 € 19,95 | £15.50
 * € (D) 21,35 | € (A) 21,95 | sFr 33,00

H. Alexander, University of Illinois, Chicago, IL, USA; 
J. Wermer, Brown University, Providence, RI, USA

Several Complex Variables and 
Banach Algebras
This book develops principal applications of 
function theory in several complex variables to 
Banach algebras, and addresses problems of 
uniform approximation on compact subsets of 
the space of n complex variables. This third 
edition offers new material on maximum 
modulus algebras and subharmonicity; the hull 
of a smooth curve; perturbations of the Stone-
Weierstrass Theorem and more. Includes 
commentaries on history and recent develop-
ments.

3rd ed. 1998. XII, 253 p.  (Graduate Texts in  
Mathematics, Volume 35) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-98253-3

List price
 € 59,95 | £46.00
 * € (D) 64,15 | € (A) 65,95 | sFr 98,50

Sale price
 € 29,95 | £23.00
 * € (D) 32,05 | € (A) 32,95 | sFr 49,50

A. Alexandrov

Convex Polyhedra
Transl. Russian: N. Dairbekov, S. Kutateladze,  
A. Sossinsky

From the Reviews  The book is one of the classics 
in geometry. It covers a wealth of aspects of the 
theory of 3-dimensional convex polyhedra, 
nowhere to be found in any other book in a 
comparable way, and in anywhere near its detail 
and completeness. [...] The English edition includes 
numerous comments as well as added material 
and a comprehensive bibliography ... Moreover, 
related papers by L.A. Shor and Yu.A. Volkov have 
been added as supplements ...  Zentralblatt für 
Didaktik der Mathematik, 2005

 Original Russian edition published by Gosudarstv. 
Izdat. Tekhn.-Teor. Lit., Moscow-Leningrad, 1950

2005. XII, 539 p. 165 illus.  (Springer Monographs in 
Mathematics) Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-540-23158-5

List price
 € 99,00 | £76.00
 * € (D) 105,93 | € (A) 108,90 | sFr 162,50

Sale price
 € 49,95 | £38.50
 * € (D) 53,45 | € (A) 54,95 | sFr 82,00

G. Allaire, École Polytechnique, Paliseau, France

Shape Optimization by the 
Homogenization Method

From the Reviews  The book is very well 
structured, very clearly written, very well 
motivated, and complete in its treatment of 
modelling, analysis and simulation. It will be a 
basic reference for whoever wants to deeply 
understand homogenization from the point of 
view of its application to optimal design ... In 
summary, I believe this text may become a main 
source for the subject of optimal design and shape 
optimization.  Pablo Pedregal, Mathematical 
Reviews, 2002

2002. XV, 456 p. 54 illus.  (Applied Mathematical 
Sciences, Volume 146) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-95298-7

List price
 € 84,95 | £65.50
 * € (D) 90,90 | € (A) 93,45 | sFr 139,50

Sale price
 € 42,95 | £33.00
 * € (D) 45,96 | € (A) 47,25 | sFr 70,50

G. E. Andrews, Pennsylvania State University,  
University City, PA, USA; B. Berndt, University of 
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, IL, USA

Ramanujan’s Lost Notebook
Part I

From the Reviews The ‘lost notebook’ was in fact 
a 138-page manuscript found in materials from 
the estate of G.N. Watson. The manuscript, 
written in ‘Ramanujan’s distinctive handwriting’, 
contained over 600 formulas. The authors have 
taken these results, provided proofs, placed them in 
the context of contemporary mathematics, and 
organized them accordingly ... If you enjoyed the 
original Ramanujan’s Notebook series, then it’s 
hard to pass this up.  Donald L. Vestal,  
MathDL-online, 2006

2005. XIV, 437 p. Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-25529-3

List price
 € 69,95 | £54.00
 * € (D) 74,85 | € (A) 76,95 | sFr 115,00

Sale price
 € 34,95 | £27.00
 * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 57,50

T. S. Angell, University of Delaware, Newark, DE, USA; 
A. Kirsch, University of Karlsruhe, Karlsruhe, Germany

Optimization Methods in 
Electromagnetic Radiation
This book considers problems of optimization 
arising in the design of electromagnetic radiators 
and receivers, presenting a systematic general 
theory applicable to a wide class of structures. 
The theory is illustrated with examples, and 
indications of how the results can be applied to 
more complicated structures. The final chapter 
introduces techniques from multicriteria 
optimization in antenna design. References to 
mathematics and engineering literature guide 
readers through the necessary mathematical 
background.

2004. XIII, 331 p. 78 illus.  (Springer Monographs in 
Mathematics) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-20450-5

List price
 € 99,95 | £77.00
 * € (D) 106,95 | € (A) 109,95 | sFr 164,00

Sale price
 € 49,95 | £38.50
 * € (D) 53,45 | € (A) 54,95 | sFr 82,00



The first € price and the £ price are net sale prices, subject to local VAT. The prices indicated with an * are gross prices; the € (D) for Germany includes 7% VAT for books, the € (A) for Austria includes 10% VAT for books.
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S. Antman, University of Maryland, College Park, MD, 
USA

Nonlinear Problems of Elasticity

From the Reviews of the First Edition  The 
monograph is a masterpiece for writing a modern 
theoretical treatise on a field of natural sciences. It 
is highly recommended to all scientists, engineers 
and mathematicians interested in a careful 
treatment of uncompromised nonlinear problems 
of elasticity, and it is a ‘must’ for applied 
mathematicians working on such problems. 
 L. v Wolfersdorf, Zeitschrift fur Angewandte 
Mathematik und Mechanik, 1995.

Enlarged, updated, and extensively revised, this 
second edition illuminates specific problems of 
nonlinear elasticity, emphasizing the role of 
nonlinear material response. 

2nd ed. 2005. XVIII, 838 p.  (Applied Mathematical 
Sciences, Volume 107) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-20880-0

List price
 € 89,95 | £69.00
 * € (D) 96,25 | € (A) 98,95 | sFr 147,50

Sale price
 € 44,95 | £34.50
 * € (D) 48,10 | € (A) 49,45 | sFr 74,00

R. Arcangéli, M. Cruz López de Silanes, University 
of Zaragoza, Spain; J. J. Torrens, Public University of 
Navarre, Spain

Multidimensional Minimizing 
Splines
Theory and Applications

From the Reviews  Part of the purpose of this 
book is to describe an abstract theory of mini-
mizing splines which includes the Duchon splines 
... Four chapters are devoted to this subject ... 
The rest of the book deals with what are called 
discrete Dm splines. … These chapters contain 
explicit examples with tables giving numerical 
results ... The book is well organized, and the 
English is very good. I recommend the book to 
researchers in approximation theory, and to 
anyone interested in bivariate data fitting. 
 L.L. Schumaker, Mathematical Reviews, 2005

2004. 280 p. Hardcover
ISBN  978-1-4020-7786-9

List price
 € 100,00 | £69.00
 * € (D) 107,00 | € (A) 110,00 | sFr 164,00

Sale price
 € 49,95 | £38.50
 * € (D) 53,45 | € (A) 54,95 | sFr 82,00

V. I. Arnold, Steklov Mathematical Institute, Moscow, 
Russia (Ed.)

Arnold’s Problems

From the Reviews  […] The book is divided into 
two parts – the first containing the problems posed 
in chronological order and the second part with 
comments on the problems. […] Every working 
mathematician will find something of direct value 
to their own interests and find it an invaluable 
resource to dip into from time to time. One hopes 
that this is an on-going project and that updates 
will make their appearance regularly. […]. 
Nicholas Witte, Australian Mathematical Society 
Gazette, 2006

 Original Russian edition published by Phasis, 
Moscow, Russia, 2000. 
 Published jointly with Phasis, Moscow, Russia

2005. XV, 639 p. Softcover
ISBN  978-3-540-20748-1

List price
 € 49,95 | £38.50
 * € (D) 53,45 | € (A) 54,95 | sFr 82,00

Sale price
 € 24,95 | £19.00
 * € (D) 26,70 | € (A) 27,45 | sFr 41,00

V. I. Arnold, Steklov Mathematical Institute, Moscow, 
Russia

Lectures on Partial Differential 
Equations
 Translated by: R. Cooke

From the Reviews  ... is an ambitious, intensely 
personal effort to reconnect the subject ... we both 
found the book by V.I. Arnold most stimulating 
and thought provoking, leading to statements such 
as … ‘I cannot point to any other book in 
mathematics written with the same intensity’ by 
EAT ... We know of no other book like it on the 
market and highly recommend it for individual 
reading and as an accompaniment to any course 
in PDEs.  Ronald B. Guenther and Enrique  
A. Thomann, SIAM Review, 2005

 Jointly published with PHASIS. Original Russian 
edition by PHASIS, Moscow, Russia

2004. X, 157 p.  (Universitext) Softcover
ISBN  978-3-540-40448-4

List price
 € 39,95 | £30.50
 * € (D) 42,75 | € (A) 43,95 | sFr 65,50

Sale price
 € 19,95 | £15.50
 * € (D) 21,35 | € (A) 21,95 | sFr 33,00

V. I. Arnold, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow, 
Russia

Mathematical Methods of 
Classical Mechanics
 Transl. Russian: K. Vogtmann, A. Weinstein

From the Reviews  The book’s goal is to provide 
an overview, pointing out highlights and unsolved 
problems, and putting individual results into a 
coherent context. It is full of historical nuggets ... 
The examples are especially helpful ... The writing 
is refreshingly direct, never degenerating into a 
vocabulary lesson for its own sake. The book 
accomplishes the goals it has set for itself. While it 
is not an introduction to the field, it is an excellent 
overview. American Mathematical Monthly

 Originally published by Nauka, Moscow, 1974

2nd ed. 1989. Corr. 4th printing 1997. XVI, 509 p.  
269 illus.  (Graduate Texts in Mathematics,  
Volume 60) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-96890-2

List price
 € 52,95 | £40.50
 * € (D) 56,66 | € (A) 58,25 | sFr 87,00

Sale price
 € 26,95 | £20.50
 * € (D) 28,84 | € (A) 29,65 | sFr 44,50

M. Audin, Université Louis Pasteur, Strasbourg, 
France

Geometry

From the Reviews  With this book on geometry - 
an English translation of the French original - the 
author has without a doubt created a work which 
will crucially influence many generations of 
geometers to come. Audin knows how to combine 
clarity with modern methods of geometric thought, 
and one cannot help but notice the love for 
geometry on each and every page ... Congratula-
tions!  Hans Sachs, Mathematical Reviews, 2003

 Original French edition published by Editions Belin 
et Editions ESPACES 34, Paris, France

2002. VI, 357 p. 172 illus.  (Universitext) Softcover
ISBN  978-3-540-43498-6

List price
 € 29,95 | £23.00
 * € (D) 32,05 | € (A) 32,95 | sFr 49,50

Sale price
 € 14,95 | £11.50
 * € (D) 16,00 | € (A) 16,45 | sFr 24,50



Sales prices are valid until July 31st, 2007. This offer is not valid in North and South America.
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A. Auslender, Université Lyon 1, Villeurbanne, France; 
M. Teboulle, Tel Aviv University, Ramat Aviv, Israel

Asymptotic Cones and Functions 
in Optimization and Variational 
Inequalities

From the Reviews  The main purpose of this book 
is to provide a systematic study of asymptotic 
cones and asymptotic functions in finite dimen-
sional normed spaces ... The book is addressed to 
graduate students at an advanced level and to 
researchers and practitioners in the fields of 
optimization theory, nonlinear programming and 
applied mathematical sciences ... We recommend 
this book to all those who are interested in 
asymptotic analysis and its use.  Constantin 
Zalinescu, Zentralblatt MATH, 2003

2003. Approx. 265 p.  (Springer Monographs in  
Mathematics) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-95520-9

List price
 € 79,95 | £61.50
 * € (D) 85,55 | € (A) 87,95 | sFr 131,00

Sale price
 € 39,95 | £30.50
 * € (D) 42,75 | € (A) 43,95 | sFr 65,50

S. Axler, San Francisco State University, CA, USA

Linear Algebra Done Right

From the Reviews  This second edition of an 
almost determinant-free, none the less remarkably 
far-reaching and didactically masterly undergrad-
uate text on linear algebra has undergone some 
substantial improvements ... Altogether, with the 
present second edition of his text, the author has 
succeeded to make this an even better book. 
 Zentralblatt MATH 
 
 The most original linear algebra book to appear 
in years, it certainly belongs in every undergrad-
uate library.  CHOICE

2nd ed. 1997. Corr. 7th printing 2004. XV, 251 p.  
(Undergraduate Texts in Mathematics) Softcover
ISBN  978-0-387-98258-8

List price
 € 32,95 | £25.50
 * € (D) 35,26 | € (A) 36,25 | sFr 54,00

Sale price
 € 16,95 | £13.00
 * € (D) 18,14 | € (A) 18,65 | sFr 28,00

L. Badescu, Romanian Academy, Bucharest, Romania

Algebraic Surfaces
 Translated by: V. Masek

From the Reviews  This is an excellent textbook, 
very good for a graduate course in algebraic 
geometry ... The added exercises improve the 
quality of the book as a textbook ... many new 
references are added … the last paragraph of every 
section, which contains bibliographic references; 
they reflect the author’s point of view on the 
history of these mathematical discoveries and they 
give useful hints for further readings, both to 
students and to advanced researchers.  
 Marco Andreatta, Mathematical Reviews, 2001

 Original Rumanian edition published by Bucuresti, 
1981

2001. XI, 258 p. 15 illus.  (Universitext) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-98668-5

List price
 € 44,95 | £34.50
 * € (D) 48,10 | € (A) 49,45 | sFr 74,00

Sale price
 € 22,95 | £17.50
 * € (D) 24,56 | € (A) 25,25 | sFr 38,00

J. Bak, Columbia University, New York, NY, USA;  
D. J. Newman, Temple University, Philadelphia, PA, 
USA

Complex Analysis
This unusually lively textbook introduces the 
theory of analytic functions, explores its diverse 
applications and shows the reader how to harness 
its powerful techniques. The book offers new and 
interesting motivations for classical results and 
introduces related topics that do not appear in 
this form in other texts. For the second edition, 
the authors have revised some of the existing 
material and have provided new exercises and 
solutions.

2nd ed. 1996. Corr. 2nd printing 1999. X, 294 p. 
69 illus.  (Undergraduate Texts in Mathematics) 
Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-94756-3

List price
 € 54,95 | £42.50
 * € (D) 58,80 | € (A) 60,45 | sFr 90,50

Sale price
 € 26,95 | £20.50
 * € (D) 28,84 | € (A) 29,65 | sFr 44,50

A. Baker, University of Glasgow, UK

Matrix Groups
An Introduction to Lie Group Theory

From the Reviews  This excellent book gives an 
easy introduction to the theory of Lie groups and 
Lie algebras by restricting the material to real and 
complex matrix groups. This provides the reader 
not only with a wealth of examples, but it also 
makes the key concepts much more concrete ... To 
summarize, this is a well-written book, which is 
highly suited as an introductory text for beginning 
graduate students without much background in 
differential geometry or for advanced undergradu-
ates. It is a welcome addition to the literature in 
Lie theory.  Mathematical Reviews

1st ed. 2002. Corr. 2nd printing 2003. XI, 330 p.  
16 illus.  (Springer Undergraduate Mathematics 
Series) Softcover
ISBN  978-1-85233-470-3

List price
 € 36,95 | £19.95
 * € (D) 39,54 | € (A) 40,65 | sFr 61,00

Sale price
 € 19,95 | £15.50
 * € (D) 21,35 | € (A) 21,95 | sFr 33,00

J. Bang-Jensen, University of Odense, Denmark;  
G. Gutin, University of London, Surrey, UK

Digraphs
Theory, Algorithms and Applications

From the Reviews  Digraphs (directed graphs) 
are a long-standing and important field of graph 
theory. Nevertheless, this is the first comprehensive 
monograph devoted to the subject. As a handbook, 
it addresses various groups of readers. Throughout, 
because of their importance for applications, 
emphasis is on algorithms (in form of constructive 
proofs whenever possible) ... a valuable and 
indispensable reference for many years to come. 
Readers and users will be thankful!  P. Schmitt, 
Monatshefte für Mathematik, 2004

 Originally published in the series: Springer 
Monographs in Mathematics

1st ed. 2001. 3rd printing 2002. XXII, 754 p. 186 illus.   
Softcover
ISBN  978-1-85233-611-0

List price
 € 59,95 | £44.00
 * € (D) 64,15 | € (A) 65,95 | sFr 98,50

Sale price
 € 29,95 | £23.00
 * € (D) 32,05 | € (A) 32,95 | sFr 49,50



The first € price and the £ price are net sale prices, subject to local VAT. The prices indicated with an * are gross prices; the € (D) for Germany includes 7% VAT for books, the € (A) for Austria includes 10% VAT for books.
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A. Banyaga, The Pennsylvania State University,  
University Park, PA, USA; D. Hurtubise, The  
Pennsylvania State University, Altoona, PA, USA

Lectures on Morse Homology

From the Reviews  This book presents in great 
detail all the results one needs to prove the Morse 
homology theorem using classical techniques from 
algebraic topology and homotopy theory ... This 
book collects all these results together into a single 
reference with complete and detailed proofs ... 
With the stress on completeness and by its 
elementary approach to Morse homology, this 
book is suitable as a textbook for a graduate level 
course, or as a reference for working mathemati-
cians and physicists.  Bulletin Bibliographique, 
2005 
 
 This book is an exposition of the ‘classical’ 
approach to finite dimensional Morse homology. ... 
References to the literature ... A lot of examples, 
suggestive figures and diagrams ... and many 
useful exercises .. makes this book a good and 
attractive textbook (as well as an excellent 
monograph) ...  Ioan Pop, Zentralblatt MATH, 2006

2004. IX, 326 p.  (Texts in the Mathematical Sciences, 
Volume 29) Hardcover
ISBN  978-1-4020-2695-9

List price
 € 62,00 | £43.00
 * € (D) 66,34 | € (A) 68,20 | sFr 102,00

Sale price
 € 29,95 | £23.00
 * € (D) 32,05 | € (A) 32,95 | sFr 49,50

M. Bartholomew-Biggs, University of Hertfordshire, 
Hatfield, England

Nonlinear Optimization with 
Financial Applications
This instructive book introduces the key ideas 
behind practical nonlinear optimization, 
accompanied by computational examples and 
supporting software. It combines computational 
finance with an important class of numerical 
techniques.

2005. XVII, 261 p. Hardcover
ISBN  978-1-4020-8110-1

List price
 € 59,95 | £46.00
 * € (D) 64,15 | € (A) 65,95 | sFr 98,50

Sale price
 € 29,95 | £23.00
 * € (D) 32,05 | € (A) 32,95 | sFr 49,50

A. F. Beardon, University of Cambridge, UK

Iteration of Rational Functions
Complex Analytic Dynamical Systems

From the Reviews  This book makes available a 
comprehensive, detailed, and organized treatment 
of the foundations of the theory of iteration of 
rational functions of a complex variable. The 
material covered extends from the original 
memoirs of Fatou and Julia to the recent and 
important results and methods of Sullivan and 
Shishikura. Many of the details of the proofs have 
not occurred in print before.  Zentralblatt MATH

1st ed. 1991. 1st softcover printing 2000. XVI,  
280 p. 35 illus.  (Graduate Texts in Mathematics, 
Volume 132) Softcover
ISBN  978-0-387-95151-5

List price
 € 39,95 | £30.50
 * € (D) 42,75 | € (A) 43,95 | sFr 65,50

Sale price
 € 19,95 | £15.50
 * € (D) 21,35 | € (A) 21,95 | sFr 33,00

C. M. Bender, Washington University, St.Louis, MO, 
USA; S. A. Orszag, Yale University, New Haven, CT, 
USA

Advanced Mathematical 
Methods for Scientists and 
Engineers I
Asymptotic Methods and Perturbation Theory

This book gives a clear, practical and self-
contained presentation of the methods of 
asymptotics and perturbation theory for 
obtaining approximate analytical solutions to 
differential and difference equations. These 
methods allow one to analyze physics and 
engineering problems that may not be solvable in 
closed form. The presentation provides insights 
that will be useful in approaching new problems.

 Originally published by McGraw Hill, 1978

1999. XIV, 593 p. 148 illus. Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-98931-0

List price
 € 74,95 | £57.50
 * € (D) 80,20 | € (A) 82,45 | sFr 123,00

Sale price
 € 36,95 | £28.50
 * € (D) 39,54 | € (A) 40,65 | sFr 61,00

M. Berger, Bures-sur-Yvette, France

Geometry I
 Transl. French: M. Cole, S. Levy

Volume I of this 2-volume textbook provides a 
lively and readable presentation of large parts of 
classical geometry. For each topic the author 
presents an esthetically pleasing and easily stated 
theorem – although the proof may be difficult 
and concealed. The mathematical text is 
illustrated with figures, open problems and 
references to modern literature, providing a 
unified reference to geometry in the full breadth 
of its subfields and ramifications.

 Original French edition published by CEDIC and 
Fernand Nathan, Paris, 1977

1st ed. 1987. Corr. 3rd printing 2004. XIII, 428 p.  
426 illus.  (Universitext) Softcover
ISBN  978-3-540-11658-5

List price
 € 44,95 | £34.50
 * € (D) 48,10 | € (A) 49,45 | sFr 74,00

Sale price
 € 22,95 | £17.50
 * € (D) 24,56 | € (A) 25,25 | sFr 38,00

D. Betounes, University of Southern Mississippi, 
Hattiesburg, MS, USA

Differential Equations: Theory 
and Applications
with Maple

From the Reviews  This book is a comprehensive 
reader-friendly introduction to differential 
equations ... The theory is illustrated by a great 
number of nice examples, applications, figures.  
... the CD-ROM attachment is a powerful add-on 
resource ... I can warmly recommend the book for 
graduate mathematics, physic students and also 
students in applied sciences. Finally, I would like to 
encourage students, their professors and 
researchers to do computer experiments and 
explorations with ... the CD-ROM for improving 
their study, teaching and scientific work.  János 
Karsai, Acta Scientiarum Mathematica, 2004

          2001. XIV, 680 p. 195 illus. With CD-ROM.   
Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-95140-9

List price
 € 84,95 | £65.50
 * € (D) 90,90 | € (A) 93,45 | sFr 139,50

Sale price
 € 42,95 | £33.00
 * € (D) 45,96 | € (A) 47,25 | sFr 70,50



Sales prices are valid until July 31st, 2007. This offer is not valid in North and South America.
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D. Betounes, University of Southern Mississippi, 
Hattiesburg, MS, USA

Partial Differential Equations  
for Computational Science
With Maple and Vector Analysis

This book will have strong appeal to interdisci-
plinary audiences, particularly in regard to its 
treatments of fluid mechanics, heat equations, 
and continuum mechanics. There is also a heavy 
focus on vector analysis. Maple examples, 
exercises, and an appendix is also included.

1998. XIX, 517 p. 102 illus. Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-98300-4

List price
 € 69,95 | £54.00
 * € (D) 74,85 | € (A) 76,95 | sFr 115,00

Sale price
 € 34,95 | £27.00
 * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 57,50

T. R. Bielecki, Northeastern Illinois University, 
Chicago, IL, USA; M. Rutkowski, Warsaw University of 
Technology, Warsaw, Poland

Credit Risk: Modeling, Valuation 
and Hedging

From the Reviews  ... provides an excellent 
treatment of mathematical aspects of credit risk ... 
a worthwhile addition to the literature and will 
serve as highly recommended reading for students 
and researchers in the subject area for some years 
to come.  Mathematical Reviews 
 
 The main purpose of this outstanding mono-
graph is to present a comprehensive survey of the 
existing developments in the area of credit risk 
research, as well as to put forth the most recent 
advancements in this field. An important feature 
of this book is its attempt to bridge the gap 
between the mathematical theory of credit risk 
and the financial practice. ... provides an 
indispensable guide to graduate students, 
researchers, and also to advanced practitioners in 
the fields ...  Neculai Curteanu, Zentralblatt MATH, 
2002

1st ed. 2002. Corr. 2nd printing 2004. XVIII, 501 p.  
(Springer Finance) Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-540-67593-8

List price
 € 69,95 | £54.00
 * € (D) 74,85 | € (A) 76,95 | sFr 115,00

Sale price
 € 34,95 | £27.00
 * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 57,50

N. H. Bingham, University of Sheffield, UK; R. Kiesel, 
University of Ulm, Germany

Risk-Neutral Valuation
Pricing and Hedging of Financial Derivatives

From the Reviews  ... It is easy to alienate readers 
by being too technical, but it is just as easy to write 
a fluff book that communicates nothing of 
substance. With this book, authors Bingham and 
Kiesel have got the balance just right... It is 
mathematically rigorous but with a practical, 
reader-oriented focus. ... The narrative moves 
along at a nice clip so you never get bogged down 
in minutia...  www.riskbook.com

2nd ed. 2004. XVIII, 437 p.  (Springer Finance) 
Hardcover
ISBN  978-1-85233-458-1

List price
 € 59,59 | £39.50
 * € (D) 63,76 | € (A) 65,56 | sFr 98,00

Sale price
 € 29,95 | £23.00
 * € (D) 32,05 | € (A) 32,95 | sFr 49,50

C. Birkenhake, H. Lange, Universität Erlangen- 
Nürnberg, Erlangen, Germany

Complex Abelian Varieties

From the Reviews  ... Offers a wealth of 
complementary, partly quite recent material that is 
not found in any other textbook on Lie groups ... 
this book covers an unusually wide spectrum of 
topics ... the entire presentation is utmost 
thorough, comprehensive, lucid and absolutely 
user-friendly ... Altogether, this graduate text is a 
highly interesting, valuable and welcome addition. 
 Werner Kleinert, Zentralblatt MATH, 2005 
 
 ... The book well deserves to become a standard 
reference for more researchers working or 
interested in the theory of abelian varieties. 
 Fumio Hazama, Mathematical Reviews, 2005

 Originally published under Lange, H.

2nd augmented ed. 2004. XII, 638 p.  (Grundlehren 
der mathematischen Wissenschaften, Volume 302) 
Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-540-20488-6

List price
 € 89,95 | £69.00
 * € (D) 96,25 | € (A) 98,95 | sFr 147,50

Sale price
 € 44,95 | £34.50
 * € (D) 48,10 | € (A) 49,45 | sFr 74,00

L. Blum, University of California at Berkeley, CA, USA; 
F. Cucker, Universitat Pompeu Fabra, Barcelona, 
Spain; M. Shub, Yorktown Heights, NY, USA; S. Smale, 
City University of Hong Kong, China

Complexity and Real 
Computation
This book develops a formal theory of computa-
tion which integrates major themes of the 
classical theory and which applies directly to 
problems in mathematics, numerical analysis, 
and scientific computing. Following an extensive 
introduction are proofs and extensions of 
relevant theorems. Along the way, the authors 
consider such fundamental questions as: Is the 
Mandelbrot set decidable? Is the Hilbert 
Nullstellensatz intractable? And, What is the real 
complexity of Newton’s method?

1997. Approx. 430 p. 3 illus. in color. Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-98281-6

List price
 € 49,95 | £38.50
 * € (D) 53,45 | € (A) 54,95 | sFr 82,00

Sale price
 € 24,95 | £19.00
 * € (D) 26,70 | € (A) 27,45 | sFr 41,00

B. Bollobas, University of Memphis, TN, USA

Modern Graph Theory

From the Reviews  ...This book is likely to become 
a classic, and it deserves to be on the shelf of 
everyone working in graph theory or even remotely 
related areas, from graduate student to active 
researcher.  Mathematical Reviews

1st ed. 1998. Corr. 2nd printing 2002. XIV, 394 p.  
114 illus.  (Graduate Texts in Mathematics,  
Volume 184) Softcover
ISBN  978-0-387-98488-9

List price
 € 44,95 | £34.50
 * € (D) 48,10 | € (A) 49,45 | sFr 74,00

Sale price
 € 22,95 | £17.50
 * € (D) 24,56 | € (A) 25,25 | sFr 38,00
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C. de Boor, University of Wisconsin-Madison, 
Madison, WI, USA

A Practical Guide to Splines

From the Reviews  This book is a classical one 
with respect to calculating polynomial splines ... 
The author is an outstanding spline expert. Thus 
the book ought to belong to every university library 
and to anyone interested in spline theory and 
applications.  Helmuth Späth, Zentralblatt MATH, 
2002

1st ed. 1978. 1st hardcover printing 2001. XVIII,  
346 p. 32 figs.  (Applied Mathematical Sciences, 
Volume 27) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-95366-3

List price
 € 69,95 | £54.00
 * € (D) 74,85 | € (A) 76,95 | sFr 115,00

Sale price
 € 34,95 | £27.00
 * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 57,50

A. Borel, School of Mathematics, Princeton, NJ, USA

Linear Algebraic Groups
This is a revised and enlarged edition (1st ed. 
1969). The book presents foundational material 
on algebraic groups, Lie algebras, transformation 
spaces, and quotient spaces. The text turns to 
solvable groups, general properties of linear 
algebraic groups and Chevally’s structure theory 
of reductive groups over algebraically closed 
groundfields. The remainder of the book is 
devoted to rationality questions over non-
algebraically closed fields.

 Originally published by W.A. Benjamin, 1969

2nd enlarged ed. 1991. Corr. 2nd printing 1991.  
X, 288 p.  (Graduate Texts in Mathematics,  
Volume 126) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-97370-8

List price
 € 52,95 | £40.50
 * € (D) 56,66 | € (A) 58,25 | sFr 87,00

Sale price
 € 26,95 | £20.50
 * € (D) 28,84 | € (A) 29,65 | sFr 44,50

J. M. Borwein, Dalhousie University, Halifax, NS, 
Canada; Q. J. Zhu, Western Michigan University, 
Kalamazoo, MI, USA

Techniques of Variational 
Analysis

From the Reviews  This book maps the progress 
that has been made since the publication of the 
Ekeland variational principle in 1974 in the 
development and application of the variational 
approach in nonlinear analysis. The authors are 
well equipped for their task ... This monograph is 
distinctive for bringing out the unifying role of 
variational principles across nonlinear analysis, 
the numerous examples of their application, and 
for the insights communicated by the authors, 
drawing on their experience as key participants in 
their development.  Richard B. Vinter,  
Mathematical Reviews, 2006

2005. VI, 366 p. 12 illus.  (CMS Books in Mathematics) 
Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-24298-9

List price
 € 62,95 | £48.50
 * € (D) 67,36 | € (A) 69,25 | sFr 103,50

Sale price
 € 29,95 | £23.00
 * € (D) 32,05 | € (A) 32,95 | sFr 49,50

N. Bouleau, École des Ponts, Paris, France

Financial Markets and 
Martingales
Observations on Science and Speculation

Translated by: A. Thomas

From the Reviews  The book is written by a 
specialist in mathematics of financial markets who 
intentionally avoided technical details and made it 
accessible and interesting to general publics. It won 
the prize of the ‘Best financial economics book’ in 
1999 and the ‘Prix FNAC-Arthur Anderson du 
meilleur livre d’enterpise 2000’. Concise and 
accessible … the aim of this book is simply to 
articulate the main ideas and put them into the 
perspective.  Zentralblatt MATH, 2004

 Original french edition published by Odile Jacob 
Editions, 1998

2004. XV, 151 p. Softcover
ISBN  978-1-85233-582-3

List price
 € 39,95 | £29.50
 * € (D) 42,75 | € (A) 43,95 | sFr 65,50

Sale price
 € 19,95 | £15.50
 * € (D) 21,35 | € (A) 21,95 | sFr 33,00

S. C. Brenner, University of South Carolina, Columbia, 
SC, USA; L. R. Scott, University of Chicago, IL, USA

The Mathematical Theory of 
Finite Element Methods

From the Reviews  [This is] a well-written book. 
A great deal of material is covered, and students 
who have taken the trouble to master at least some 
of the advanced material in the later chapters 
would be well placed to embark on research in the 
area. The book would work even better as a course 
text if computational and programming aspects of 
finite elements were to be integrated into the 
course work, or if a course on computational 
aspects of finite elements were offered in tandem. 
 Zentralblatt MATH

2nd ed. 2002. XV, 361 p. 41 illus.  (Texts in Applied 
Mathematics, Volume 15) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-95451-6

List price
 € 54,95 | £42.50
 * € (D) 58,80 | € (A) 60,45 | sFr 90,50

Sale price
 € 26,95 | £20.50
 * € (D) 28,84 | € (A) 29,65 | sFr 44,50

L. Breuer, D. Baum, University of Trier, Germany

An Introduction to Queueing 
Theory
and Matrix-Analytic Methods

The textbook contains the records of a two-
semester course on queueing theory, including 
an introduction to matrix-analytic methods. The 
course is directed to last year undergraduate and 
first year graduate students of applied probability 
and computer science, who have already 
completed an introduction to probability theory. 
Its purpose is to present material that is close 
enough to concrete queueing models and their 
applications, while providing a sound mathemat-
ical foundation for their analysis.

2005. XIV, 271 p. Hardcover
ISBN  978-1-4020-3630-9

List price
 € 55,00 | £38.00
 * € (D) 58,85 | € (A) 60,50 | sFr 90,50

Sale price
 € 26,95 | £20.50
 * € (D) 28,84 | € (A) 29,65 | sFr 44,50
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T. Bröcker, University of Regensburg, Germany; 
T. Dieck, University of Göttingen, Germany

Representations of Compact Lie 
Groups
Here is an introduction to the representation 
theory of compact Lie groups, following 
Hermann Weyl’s original approach. It discusses 
all aspects of finite-dimensional Lie theory, 
consistently emphasizing the groups themselves. 
The presentation is consequently more geometric 
and analytic than algebraic. The book is a useful 
reference and a source of explicit computations. 
Each section is supplemented by a range of 
exercises, and 24 figures help illustrate geometric 
concepts.

1st ed. 1985. 3rd printing 2003. X, 313 p. 24 figs.  
(Graduate Texts in Mathematics, Volume 98)  
Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-540-13678-1

List price
 € 59,95 | £46.00
 * € (D) 64,15 | € (A) 65,95 | sFr 98,50

Sale price
 € 29,95 | £23.00
 * € (D) 32,05 | € (A) 32,95 | sFr 49,50

B. v. Brunt, Massey University, Palmerston, New 
Zealand

The Calculus of Variations

From the Reviews  The author describes this book 
as suitable for a one semester course for advance 
undergraduate students in math, physics or 
engineering ... Accordingly, I chose to use this book 
as my primary reference for presenting the course 
… . From my perspective, the book was pitched at 
a good level for the students I was teaching ... 
Overall I enjoyed this book, and would unreserv-
edly recommend it ... The book really brought 
home to me the elegance of this subject ...  
 Matthew Roughan, The Australian Mathematical 
Society Gazette, 2005

2004. XIII, 290 p. 24 illus.  (Universitext) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-40247-5

List price
 € 59,95 | £46.00
 * € (D) 64,15 | € (A) 65,95 | sFr 98,50

Sale price
 € 29,95 | £23.00
 * € (D) 32,05 | € (A) 32,95 | sFr 49,50

Z. Brzezniak, University of Hull, UK; T. Zastawniak, 
University of York, UK

Basic Stochastic Processes
A Course Through Exercises

From the Reviews  This is probably one of the 
best books to begin learning about the ... topic of 
stochastic calculus and stochastic processes from a 
more mathematical approach. Some literature are 
often accused of unnecessarily complicating the 
subject when applied to areas of finance. With this 
book you are allowed to explore the rigorous side 
of stochastic calculus, yet maintain a physical 
insight of what is going on. The authors have 
concentrated on the most important and useful 
topics ...  www.quantnotes.com

1st ed. 1999. Corr. 3rd printing 2000. X, 226 p.  
21 figs.  (Springer Undergraduate Mathematics 
Series) Softcover
ISBN  978-3-540-76175-4

List price
 € 39,95 | £19.95
 * € (D) 42,75 | € (A) 43,95 | sFr 65,50

Sale price
 € 19,95 | £15.50
 * € (D) 21,35 | € (A) 21,95 | sFr 33,00

J. Buchmann, Technische Universität Darmstadt, 
Germany

Introduction to Cryptography

From the Reviews  This book is aimed at a broad 
audience. It presumes very little knowledge of 
mathematics, gives a clear and systematic 
introduction into the subject whose popularity is 
ever increasing, and can be recommended to 
students and all people who would like to learn 
about cryptography. The book contains many 
exercises and examples. It can be used as a 
textbook and is likely to become popular among 
students. The necessary definitions and concepts 
from algebra, number theory and probability 
theory are formulated, illustrated by examples and 
applied to cryptography.  Zentralblatt Math

2nd ed. 2004. XVI, 335 p.  (Undergraduate Texts in 
Mathematics) Softcover
ISBN  978-0-387-20756-8

List price
 € 39,95 | £30.50
 * € (D) 42,75 | € (A) 43,95 | sFr 65,50

Sale price
 € 19,95 | £15.50
 * € (D) 21,35 | € (A) 21,95 | sFr 33,00

H. Bühlmann, Zürich, Switzerland

Mathematical Methods in Risk 
Theory

From the Reviews  The huge literature in risk 
theory has been carefully selected and supple-
mented by personal contributions of the author, 
many of which appear here for the first time. The 
result is a systematic and very readable book, 
which takes into account the most recent 
developments of the field. It will be of great interest 
to the actuary as well as to the statistician... 
 Mathematical Reviews

1st ed. 1970. 2nd printing 1996. XII, 210 p.   
(Grundlehren der mathematischen Wissenschaften, 
Volume 172) Softcover
ISBN  978-3-540-61703-7

List price
 € 69,95 | £54.00
 * € (D) 74,85 | € (A) 76,95 | sFr 115,00

Sale price
 € 34,95 | £27.00
 * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 57,50

F. Bullo, University of California at Santa Barbara, CA, 
USA; A. D. Lewis, Queen’s University, Kingston, ON, 
Canada

Geometric Control of Mechanical 
Systems
Modeling, Analysis, and Design for Simple 
Mechanical Control Systems

From the Reviews  The book deals with the 
geometric theory of mathematical modeling, 
analysis, and control of ‘simple’ mechanical 
systems ... The text is written with great care and 
lucidity, includes many exercises, and has clearly 
benefited from being used in various undergrad-
uate and graduate courses. The book will certainly 
become a main reference in this area ...  
 A. J. van der Schaft, Mathematical Reviews, 2005

2004. XXIV, 726 p. 102 illus.  (Texts in Applied  
Mathematics, Volume 49) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-22195-3

List price
 € 54,95 | £42.50
 * € (D) 58,80 | € (A) 60,45 | sFr 90,50

Sale price
 € 26,95 | £20.50
 * € (D) 28,84 | € (A) 29,65 | sFr 44,50
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D. Bump, Stanford University, CA, USA

Lie Groups

From the Reviews  As Lie theory prerequisites 
can pose a great hurdle to number-theory students 
attracted to this program, Bump’s book will find an 
enthusiastic clientele even in an already crowded 
market. It will particularly delight readers who 
already know some of this material: the many 
short chapters generally begin with a map of the 
precise regress necessary to start wherever one 
ought. Summing Up: Highly recommended. 
 D. V. Feldman, CHOICE, 2005

2004. XI, 451 p. 50 illus.  (Graduate Texts in  
Mathematics, Volume 225) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-21154-1

List price
 € 46,95 | £36.00
 * € (D) 50,24 | € (A) 51,65 | sFr 77,00

Sale price
 € 22,95 | £17.50
 * € (D) 24,56 | € (A) 25,25 | sFr 38,00

L. Bunimovich, Georgia Institute of Technology, 
Atlanta, GA, USA; S. Dani, Tata Institute of  
Fundamental Research, Bombay, India; R. Dobrushin, 
M. Jakobson, University of Maryland, College Park, 
MD, USA; I. Kornfeld, North Dakota State University, 
Fargo, ND, USA; N. Maslova, Y. Pesin, Pennsylvania 
State University, University Park, PA, USA; Y. Sinai, 
Princeton University, Princeton, NJ, USA; J. Smillie, 
Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, USA; Y. Sukhov, 
University of Cambridge, UK; A. Vershik, Institute of 
Mathematics of the Russian Academy of Sciences,  
St. Petersburg, Russia

Dynamical Systems, Ergodic 
Theory and Applications

From the Reviews  ... This Encyclopaedia volume 
is indeed (as the publisher writes on the back-cover 
of the book) compulsory reading for all mathema-
ticians working in this field, or wanting to learn 
about it.  W. T. van Horssen, ZAMM 82, 2002

 Originally published as volume 2 in the series: 
Encyclopaedia of Mathematical Sciences with the title: 
Dynamical Systems II

2nd exp. and rev. ed. 2000. XI, 459 p. 25 figs.   
(Encyclopaedia of Mathematical Sciences,  
Volume 100) Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-540-66316-4

List price
 € 119,95 | £92.50
 * € (D) 128,35 | € (A) 131,95 | sFr 197,00

Sale price
 € 59,95 | £46.00
 * € (D) 64,15 | € (A) 65,95 | sFr 98,50

Y. Burago, V. Zalgaller, St. Petersburg, Russia (Eds.)

Geometry III
Theory of Surfaces

A volume devoted to the extremely clear and 
intrinsically beautiful theory of two-dimensional 
surfaces in Euclidean spaces. The main focus is 
on the connection between the theory of 
embedded surfaces and two-dimensional 
Riemannian geometry, and the influence of 
properties of intrinsic metrics on the geometry 
of surfaces.

 Original Russian edition published by Publisher 
VINITI, Moscow, 1989

1992. VIII, 256 p. 80 figs.  (Encyclopaedia of  
Mathematical Sciences, Volume 48) Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-540-53377-1

List price
 € 109,95 | £84.50
 * € (D) 117,65 | € (A) 120,95 | sFr 180,50

Sale price
 € 54,95 | £42.50
 * € (D) 58,80 | € (A) 60,45 | sFr 90,50

E. B. Burger, Williams College, Williamstown, MA, 
USA; R. Tubbs, University of Colorado at Boulder, CO, 
USA

Making Transcendence 
Transparent
An intuitive approach to classical transcendental 
number theory

This book offers an understanding of the basic 
principles and tools of transcendence theory and 
an intuitive framework within which major 
results can be appreciated and their proofs can be 
understood. The book includes big-picture views 
of the overarching ideas, and general points of 
attack in particular arguments, so the reader will 
enjoy and appreciate the panoramic view of 
transcendence. It will interest mathematicians, 
graduate students, and advanced undergraduates.

2004. IX, 263 p. Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-21444-3

List price
 € 39,95 | £30.50
 * € (D) 42,75 | € (A) 43,95 | sFr 65,50

Sale price
 € 19,95 | £15.50
 * € (D) 21,35 | € (A) 21,95 | sFr 33,00

S. Campbell, North Carolina State University, NC, 
USA; J. Chancelier, CERMICS ENPC, France;  
R. Nikoukhah, INRIA, France

Modeling and Simulation in 
Scilab/Scicos
Scilab and its Scicos block diagram graphical 
editor, with a special emphasis on modeling and 
simulation tools. The first part is a detailed Scilab 
tutorial, and the second is dedicated to modeling 
and simulation of dynamical systems in Scicos. 
The concepts are illustrated through numerous 
examples, and all code used in the book is 
available to the reader.

2006. XI, 313 p. Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-27802-5

List price
 € 39,95 | £30.50
 * € (D) 42,75 | € (A) 43,95 | sFr 65,50

Sale price
 € 19,95 | £15.50
 * € (D) 21,35 | € (A) 21,95 | sFr 33,00

L. Carleson, Royal Institute of Technology,  
Stockholm, Sweden; T. W. Gamelin, University of 
California, Los Angeles, CA, USA

Complex Dynamics
Complex Dynamics discusses the properties of 
conformal mappings in the complex plane, a 
subject that is closely connected to the study of 
fractals and chaos. The book focuses on the 
analytic side of this contemporary subject. The 
text was developed out of a course taught over 
several semesters; its focus is to help students 
and instructors to familiarize themselves with 
complex dynamics. 

1st ed. 1993. Corr. 2nd printing 1996. IX, 175 p.  
28 illus.  (Universitext / Universitext: Tracts in  
Mathematics) Softcover
ISBN  978-0-387-97942-7

List price
 € 49,95 | £38.50
 * € (D) 53,45 | € (A) 54,95 | sFr 82,00

Sale price
 € 24,95 | £19.00
 * € (D) 26,70 | € (A) 27,45 | sFr 41,00
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A. Chambert-Loir, Université de Rennes 1, France

A Field Guide to Algebra

From the Reviews  This nice volume starts with 
constructions with ruler and compass and uses 
these old problems as a peg for field theory, 
especially for Galois Theory ... it also deals with 
some mathematical pearls which one cannot find 
so easily in the textbooks and for which I like this 
text a lot ... The whole manuscript is written very 
carefully and can be heartily recommended to 
students and to teachers as well.  
 J. Schoissengeier, Monatshefte für Mathematik, 
2006

2005. X, 195 p. 12 illus.  (Undergraduate Texts in 
Mathematics) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-21428-3

List price
 € 39,95 | £30.50
 * € (D) 42,75 | € (A) 43,95 | sFr 65,50

Sale price
 € 19,95 | £15.50
 * € (D) 21,35 | € (A) 21,95 | sFr 33,00

K. Chang, Peking University, Beijing, China

Methods in Nonlinear Analysis

From the Reviews  This book is based on the 
lecture notes of a course on nonlinear analysis 
offered by the author to graduate students at 
various universities during the past two decades ... 
This book contains very rich theoretical material, 
together with the presentation of interesting 
problems and examples from various branches of 
mathematics. It will be useful to both students and 
researchers.  Adriana Buica, Zentralblatt MATH, 
2006

2005. IX, 439 p.  (Springer Monographs in  
Mathematics) Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-540-24133-1

List price
 € 69,95 | £54.00
 * € (D) 74,85 | € (A) 76,95 | sFr 115,00

Sale price
 € 34,95 | £27.00
 * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 57,50

D. Chudnovsky, G. Chudnovsky, Polytechnic  
University, Brooklyn, NY, USA; M. Nathanson, 
Lehman College, Bronx, NY, USA (Eds.)

Number Theory
New York Seminar 2003

This volume of new research papers marks the 
20th anniversary of the New York Number 
Theory Seminar (NYNTS). Since 1982, NYNTS 
has presented a range of research in number 
theory and related fields of mathematics, from 
physics to geometry to combinatorics and 
computer science. The speakers have included 
Field medalists as well as promising lesser known 
mathematicians whose theorems are significant. 
The papers presented here are all previously 
unpublished.

2004. VIII, 272 p. Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-40655-8

List price
 € 84,95 | £65.50
 * € (D) 90,90 | € (A) 93,45 | sFr 139,50

Sale price
 € 42,95 | £33.00
 * € (D) 45,96 | € (A) 47,25 | sFr 70,50

A. M. Cohen, H. Cuypers, H. Sterk, Eindhoven 
University of Technology, Eindhoven,  
The Netherlands (Eds.)

Some Tapas of Computer 
Algebra

From the Reviews  Tapas are hors d’oeuvres or 
snacks in the Spanish cuisine. And really, the 
topics treated by various authors can be considered 
a great variety of appetizers, which reach from 
mild to hot ones. ... All in all a very recommend-
able book which by the way has the advantage that 
one can get in it easily at many places and may 
pick out for oneself the most interesting themes. 
 G. Kowol, Monatshefte der Mathematik, 2003

1999. XIV, 352 p. 20 figs.  (Algorithms and  
Computation in Mathematics, Volume 4) Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-540-63480-5

List price
 € 44,95 | £20.25
 * € (D) 48,10 | € (A) 49,45 | sFr 74,00

Sale price
 € 22,95 | £17.50
 * € (D) 24,56 | € (A) 25,25 | sFr 38,00

P. M. Cohn, University College, London, UK

An Introduction to Ring Theory
A clear and structured introduction to the 
subject. After a chapter on the definition of rings 
and modules there are brief accounts of Artinian 
rings, commutative Noetherian rings and ring 
constructions, such as the direct product, Tensor 
product and rings of fractions, followed by a 
description of free rings. Readers are assumed to 
have a basic understanding of set theory, group 
theory and vector spaces. Over two hundred 
carefully selected exercises are included, most 
with outline solutions.

1st. ed. 2000. Corr. 2nd printing 2001. X, 229 p.  
13 figs.  (Springer Undergraduate Mathematics 
Series) Softcover
ISBN  978-1-85233-206-8

List price
 € 39,95 | £18.95
 * € (D) 42,75 | € (A) 43,95 | sFr 65,50

Sale price
 € 19,95 | £15.50
 * € (D) 21,35 | € (A) 21,95 | sFr 33,00

D. Colton, University of Delaware, Newark, DE, USA; 
R. Kress, University of Göttingen, Germany

Inverse Acoustic and 
Electromagnetic Scattering 
Theory
This book is devoted to the mathematical and 
numerical analysis of the inverse scattering 
problem for acoustic and electromagnetic waves. 
The second edition includes material on 
Newton’s method for the inverse obstacle 
problem, an elegant proof of uniqueness for the 
inverse medium problem, a discussion of the 
spectral theory of the far field operator and a 
method for determining the support of an 
inhomogeneous medium from far field data.

2nd ed. 1998. XII, 334 p. 6 figs.  (Applied  
Mathematical Sciences, Volume 93) Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-540-62838-5

List price
 € 79,95 | £61.50
 * € (D) 85,55 | € (A) 87,95 | sFr 131,00

Sale price
 € 39,95 | £30.50
 * € (D) 42,75 | € (A) 43,95 | sFr 65,50



The first € price and the £ price are net sale prices, subject to local VAT. The prices indicated with an * are gross prices; the € (D) for Germany includes 7% VAT for books, the € (A) for Austria includes 10% VAT for books.
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D. A. Cox, Amherst College, Amherst, MA, USA;  
J. Little, College of the Holy Cross, Worcester, MA, 
USA; D. O’Shea, Mount Holyoke College, South 
Hadley, MA, USA

Using Algebraic Geometry
This book illustrates the many uses of algebraic 
geometry, highlighting some of the more recent 
applications of Gröbner bases and resultants. The 
authors provide an introduction to some 
algebraic objects and techniques which are more 
advanced than one typically encounters in a first 
course, but nonetheless of great utility. The book 
is written for non-specialists and for readers with 
diverse backgrounds. It assumes knowledge of 
the material covered in a standard undergraduate 
course in abstract algebra. For this new edition 
the authors added two sections, a new chapter 
and updated the references.

2nd ed. 2005. X, 558 p. 24 illus.  (Graduate Texts in 
Mathematics, Volume 185) Softcover
ISBN  978-0-387-20733-9

List price
 € 39,95 | £30.50
 * € (D) 42,75 | € (A) 43,95 | sFr 65,50

Sale price
 € 19,95 | £15.50
 * € (D) 21,35 | € (A) 21,95 | sFr 33,00

D. v. Dalen, University of Utrecht, The Netherlands

Logic and Structure

From the Reviews  This book teaches logic to 
mathematicians in just the way I would have 
wished ... Beginning with the propositional 
calculus by means of truth-tables, i.e. the 
semantics, it proceeds to the syntactics in the form 
of Gentzen’s natural deduction ... this fourth 
edition has a long final chapter added, on Gödel’s 
incompleteness theorem ... The chapter follows 
traditional lines but preserves the excellent quality 
of the earlier chapters. This is a delightful textbook, 
with plenty of examples for the reader. 
 C.W. Kilmister, The Mathematical Gazette, 2005

4th ed. 2004. X, 263 p.  (Universitext) Softcover
ISBN  978-3-540-20879-2

List price
 € 34,95 | £27.00
 * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 57,50

Sale price
 € 19,95 | £15.50
 * € (D) 21,35 | € (A) 21,95 | sFr 33,00

A. Deitmar, University of Tübingen, Germany

A First Course in Harmonic 
Analysis

From the Reviews of the First Edition  This lovely 
book is intended as a primer in harmonic analysis 
at the undergraduate level. All the central concepts 
of harmonic analysis are introduced using 
Riemann integral and metric spaces only. The 
exercises at the end of each chapter are interesting 
and challenging ...  Sanjiv Kumar Gupta, 
MathSciNet 
 
 ... In this well-written textbook the central 
concepts of Harmonic Analysis are explained in an 
enjoyable way, while using very little technical 
background. Quite surprisingly this approach 
works. ... each undergraduate student interested in 
and each professor teaching Harmonic Analysis 
will benefit from the streamlined and direct 
approach ...  Ferenc Móricz, Acta Scientiarum 
Mathematicarum

2nd ed. 2005. XII, 192 p.  (Universitext) Softcover
ISBN  978-0-387-22837-2

List price
 € 44,95 | £34.50
 * € (D) 48,10 | € (A) 49,45 | sFr 74,00

Sale price
 € 22,95 | £17.50
 * € (D) 24,56 | € (A) 25,25 | sFr 38,00

Z. Denkowski, S. Migórski, Jagiellonian University, 
Cracow, Poland; N. Papageorgiou, National Technical 
University, Athens, Greece

An Introduction to Nonlinear 
Analysis: Applications

From the Reviews  The book ... is a valuable 
addition to the literature on the subject. We 
strongly recommend it as a rigorous, up-to-date 
text in the field.  Sergiu Aizicovici, Ohio University 
 
 The book under review … covers some 
applications of nonlinear analysis. … This volume 
will be very useful for everybody whose research 
involves methods from nonlinear analysis. Overall 
this is a very interesting and well written book. 
Tzanko D. Donchev, Mathematical Reviews, 2005

2003. 836 p. Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-306-47456-9

List price
 € 134,95 | £104.00
 * € (D) 144,40 | € (A) 148,45 | sFr 221,50

Sale price
 € 66,95 | £51.50
 * € (D) 71,64 | € (A) 73,65 | sFr 110,00

P. Deuflhard, Konrad-Zuse-Zentrum Berlin, Germany; 
F. Bornemann, Munich University of Technology, 
Munich, Germany

Scientific Computing with 
Ordinary Differential Equations
 Transl. German: W. Rheinboldt

From the Reviews  Provides a sound funda-
mental introduction to the mathematical and 
numerical aspects of discretization methods for 
solving initial value problems in ordinary 
differential equations . . . This book would make 
an interesting (non-conventional) textbook for a 
graduate course in numerical analysis of ODEs. It 
is written at a level which is accessible to such an 
audience, covers a wide variety of topics, both 
classical and modern, and contains a generous 
supply of homework exercises. In summary, this is 
an excellent and timely book.  Mathematical 
Reviews

 Original German edition published by DeGruyter, 
Germany

2002. XIX, 485 p. 37 illus.  (Texts in Applied  
Mathematics, Volume 42) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-95462-2

List price
 € 54,95 | £42.50
 * € (D) 58,80 | € (A) 60,45 | sFr 90,50

Sale price
 € 26,95 | £20.50
 * € (D) 28,84 | € (A) 29,65 | sFr 44,50

A. Dimca, Université de Nice-Sophia-Antipolis, Nice, 
France

Sheaves in Topology

From the Reviews  The author’s aim is to provide 
the reader with a systematic introduction to the 
theory of constructible sheaves ... the reader will 
meet a number of theorems that appear, step-by-
step, in increasing generality and applicability. This 
methodological strategy is very pleasant, in that it 
makes the text overall enlightening and instructive 
... Written in a very lucid, detailed and rigorous 
style, with an abundance of concrete examples and 
applications, it serves ... in a perfect way. Also ex- 
perts in the field will find quite a bit of novelties ... 
 Werner Kleinert, Zentralblatt MATH, 2004

2004. XVI, 236 p.  (Universitext) Softcover
ISBN  978-3-540-20665-1

List price
 € 39,95 | £30.50
 * € (D) 42,75 | € (A) 43,95 | sFr 65,50

Sale price
 € 19,95 | £15.50
 * € (D) 21,35 | € (A) 21,95 | sFr 33,00



Sales prices are valid until July 31st, 2007. This offer is not valid in North and South America.
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S. Dineen, University College Dublin, Ireland

Multivariate Calculus and 
Geometry

From the Reviews  It is rare to find a text on 
multivariate analysis where the geometrical 
intuition is preserved so well.  Zentralblatt für 
Mathematik und ihre Grenzgebiete 
 
 Dineen deals with many of the topics you would 
find in a typical text on advanced calculus but he 
does so in a much more sophisticated way. ... All 
the new terms are defined as they appear and all 
the necessary theorems are stated ... The book is ... 
very clearly written, and there are lots of useful 
diagrams and worked examples. The approach ... 
is one that students who are going on will want to 
learn sooner or later.  Peter Saunders, The 
Mathematical Gazette, 2002

2nd ed. Uncorr. 2nd printing 2001. XII, 254 p.  
103 figs.  (Springer Undergraduate Mathematics 
Series) Softcover
ISBN  978-1-85233-472-7

List price
 € 29,95 | £19.95
 * € (D) 32,05 | € (A) 32,95 | sFr 49,50

Sale price
 € 14,95 | £11.50
 * € (D) 16,00 | € (A) 16,45 | sFr 24,50

C. T. Dodson, University of Manchester, UK;  
T. Poston, Singapore

Tensor Geometry
The Geometric Viewpoint and its Uses

This treatment of differential geometry and the 
mathematics required for general relativity 
makes the subject accessible, for the first time, to 
anyone familiar with elementary calculus in one 
variable and with some knowledge of vector 
algebra. The emphasis throughout is on the 
geometry of the mathematics, which is greatly 
enhanced by the many illustrations presenting 
figures of three and more dimensions as closely 
as book form will allow.

 Originally published by Pitman Publishing Ltd., 
London, 1977

2nd ed. 1991. 2nd printing 1997. XIV, 432 p.  
177 figs.  (Graduate Texts in Mathematics,  
Volume 130) Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-540-52018-4

List price
 € 69,95 | £54.00
 * € (D) 74,85 | € (A) 76,95 | sFr 115,00

Sale price
 € 34,95 | £27.00
 * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 57,50

A. Dolgui, École des Mines de Saint Etienne, France; 
J. Soldek, O. Zaikin, Technical University of Szczecin, 
Poland (Eds.)

Supply Chain Optimisation
Product/Process Design, Facility Location and Flow 
Control

This volume collects recent results in supply 
chain optimisation. It presents new approaches 
and methods based on operations research, 
artificial intelligence and advanced computing 
techniques for design of production systems, 
supply and inventory management, production 
planning and scheduling, location, transporta-
tion and logistics, and simulation in supply flow 
optimisation. 

2005. XVI, 289 p.  (Applied Optimization, Volume 94) 
Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-23566-0

List price
 € 119,95 | £92.50
 * € (D) 128,35 | € (A) 131,95 | sFr 197,00

Sale price
 € 59,95 | £46.00
 * € (D) 64,15 | € (A) 65,95 | sFr 98,50

B. Dubrovin, A. Fomenko, Moscow State University, 
Moscow, USSR; S. Novikov, Academy of Sciences of 
the USSR, Moscow, USSR

Modern Geometry - Methods 
and Applications
Part I: The Geometry of Surfaces, Transformation 
Groups, and Fields

Transl. Russian: R. Burns

This is the first volume of a three-volume 
introduction to modern geometry, which empha-
sizes applications to other areas of mathematics 
and theoretical physics. Topics covered include 
tensors and their differential calculus, the 
calculus of variations in one and several 
dimensions, and geometric field theory. The text 
has been substantially revised for the second 
edition.

 Original Russian edition published by Nauka, 
Moscow, 1979

2nd ed. 1992. XV, 468 p. 45 figs.  (Graduate Texts in 
Mathematics, Volume 93) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-97663-1

List price
 € 59,95 | £46.00
 * € (D) 64,15 | € (A) 65,95 | sFr 98,50

Sale price
 € 29,95 | £23.00
 * € (D) 32,05 | € (A) 32,95 | sFr 49,50

P. Duchesne, Université de Montréal, QC, Canada;  
B. Rémillard, HEC Montréal, QC, Canada (Eds.)

Statistical Modeling and 
Analysis for Complex Data 
Problems
This book reviews some of today’s more complex 
problems, and reflects some of the important 
research directions in the field. Twenty-nine 
authors – largely from Montreal’s GERAD Multi-
University Research Center and who work in 
areas of theoretical statistics, applied statistics, 
probability theory, and stochastic processes – 
present survey chapters on various theoretical 
and applied problems of importance and interest 
to researchers and students across a number of 
academic domains.

2005. XIV, 323 p. Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-24554-6

List price
 € 62,95 | £48.50
 * € (D) 67,36 | € (A) 69,25 | sFr 103,50

Sale price
 € 29,95 | £23.00
 * € (D) 32,05 | € (A) 32,95 | sFr 49,50

H. M. Edwards, New York University, New York, NY, 
USA

Essays in Constructive 
Mathematics

From the Reviews  Harold Edwards is well 
known for his books with a constructivist slant, 
and his latest book aims to spread his message 
further ... The major part of the book consists of 
essays ... telling a connected story, showing what 
can be achieved with such a constructive restric- 
tion imposed. The achievement is impressive ...  
 John Baylis, The Mathematical Gazette, 2006

2005. XIX, 211 p. Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-21978-3

List price
 € 69,95 | £54.00
 * € (D) 74,85 | € (A) 76,95 | sFr 115,00

Sale price
 € 34,95 | £27.00
 * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 57,50



The first € price and the £ price are net sale prices, subject to local VAT. The prices indicated with an * are gross prices; the € (D) for Germany includes 7% VAT for books, the € (A) for Austria includes 10% VAT for books.
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H. M. Edwards, New York University, New York, NY, 
USA

Galois Theory
This is an introduction to Galois theory along the 
lines of Galois’s “Memoir on the Conditions for 
Solvability of Equations by Radicals”. The author 
puts Galois’s ideas into historical perspective by 
tracing their antecedents in the works of Gauss, 
Lagrange, Newton, and even the ancient 
Babylonians, and also explains the modern 
formulation of the theory. The book includes 
many exercises – with answers – and an English 
translation of Galois’ memoir.

1st ed. 1984. Corr. 3rd printing 1997. XIII,  
152 p.  (Graduate Texts in Mathematics, Volume 101) 
Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-90980-6

List price
 € 46,95 | £36.00
 * € (D) 50,24 | € (A) 51,65 | sFr 77,00

Sale price
 € 22,95 | £17.50
 * € (D) 24,56 | € (A) 25,25 | sFr 38,00

D. Eisenbud, University of California, Berkeley, CA, 
USA

Commutative Algebra
with a View Toward Algebraic Geometry

From the Reviews  This text has personality - 
Those familiar with Eisenbud’s own research will 
recognize its traces in his choice of topics and 
manner of approach. The book conveys infectious 
enthusiasm and the conviction that research in the 
field is active and yet accessible.  Mathematical 
Reviews

1st ed. 1995. Corr. 3rd printing 1999. XVI, 797 p.  
90 illus.  (Graduate Texts in Mathematics,  
Volume 150) Softcover
ISBN  978-0-387-94269-8

List price
 € 39,95 | £30.50
 * € (D) 42,75 | € (A) 43,95 | sFr 65,50

Sale price
 € 19,95 | £15.50
 * € (D) 21,35 | € (A) 21,95 | sFr 33,00

D. Eisenbud, Mathematical Sciences Research  
Institute, Berkeley, CA, USA; D. R. Grayson, University 
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, IL, USA;  
M. Stillman, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, USA;  
B. Sturmfels, University of California, Berkeley, CA, 
USA (Eds.)

Computations in Algebraic 
Geometry with Macaulay 2
This book presents algorithmic tools for algebraic 
geometry, with experimental applications. It also 
introduces Macaulay 2, a computer algebra 
system supporting research in algebraic 
geometry, commutative algebra, and their 
applications. The algorithmic tools presented 
here are designed to serve readers wishing to 
bring such tools to bear on their own problems. 
The first part of the book covers Macaulay 2 
using concrete applications; the second 
emphasizes details of the mathematics.

2002. XVI, 329 p.  (Algorithms and Computation in 
Mathematics, Volume 8) Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-540-42230-3

List price
 € 44,95 | £34.50
 * € (D) 48,10 | € (A) 49,45 | sFr 74,00

Sale price
 € 22,95 | £17.50
 * € (D) 24,56 | € (A) 25,25 | sFr 38,00

S. Elaydi, Trinity University, San Antonio, TX, USA

An Introduction to Difference 
Equations

From the Reviews  The presentation is clear. The 
book provides numerous interesting applications in 
various domains (life science, neural networks, 
feedback control, trade models, heat transfers, etc.) 
and well-selected exercises with solutions. 
 American Mathematical Society

3rd ed. 2005. XXII, 539 p.  (Undergraduate Texts in 
Mathematics) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-23059-7

List price
 € 59,95 | £46.00
 * € (D) 64,15 | € (A) 65,95 | sFr 98,50

Sale price
 € 29,95 | £23.00
 * € (D) 32,05 | € (A) 32,95 | sFr 49,50

R. J. Elliott, University of Calgary, AL, Canada;  
P. E. Kopp, University of Hull, UK

Mathematics of Financial 
Markets

From the Reviews  The book is very carefully 
formatted ... is a valuable addition to a graduate 
student’s reference collection. The number of 
textbooks in mathematical finance is increasing 
much faster than the number of revolutionary 
contributions to the field, but this text stands 
above the crowd.  Alexandre D’Aspremont, SIAM 
Reviews, 2005 
 
 The second edition adds new material from 
current active research areas. A new chapter on 
coherent risk measures for instance reflects the 
recent trend in research and applications in the 
area of risk management. In summary, this is an 
excellent textbook in mathematical finance ... 
 S. Peng, Short Book Reviews of the ISI, 2006

2nd ed. 2005. XI, 352 p. 7 illus.  (Springer Finance) 
Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-21292-0

List price
 € 89,95 | £69.00
 * € (D) 96,25 | € (A) 98,95 | sFr 147,50

Sale price
 € 44,95 | £34.50
 * € (D) 48,10 | € (A) 49,45 | sFr 74,00

A. Engel, Johann Wolfgang Goethe-Universität, 
Frankfurt, Germany

Problem-Solving Strategies
This unique collection of problems from major 
national and international mathematical 
competitions for high school students is written 
for trainers and participants at all levels: IMO, 
Tournament of the Towns, and the noncalculus 
parts of the Putnam Competition. It will appeal 
to high school math club coaches and others 
wishing to inspire classroom creativity by posing 
a “problem of the week”, “problem of the month”, 
and “research problem of the year”.

1st ed. 1998. Corr. 2nd printing 1999. X, 403 p.  
223 illus.  (Problem Books in Mathematics) Softcover
ISBN  978-0-387-98219-9

List price
 € 49,95 | £38.50
 * € (D) 53,45 | € (A) 54,95 | sFr 82,00

Sale price
 € 24,95 | £19.00
 * € (D) 26,70 | € (A) 27,45 | sFr 41,00
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A. J. Engler, IMECC-UNICAMP, Campinas, Brazil;  
A. Prestel, University of Konstanz, Germany

Valued Fields
Absolute values and their completions – such as 
the p-adic number fields – play an important role 
in number theory. Krull’s generalization of 
absolute values to valuations made possible 
applications in other branches of mathematics. 
In valuation theory, the notion of completion 
must be replaced by that of “Henselization”. This 
book develops the theory of valuations as well as 
of Henselizations, based on the skills of a 
standard graduate course in algebra.

2005. X, 205 p.  (Springer Monographs in  
Mathematics) Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-540-24221-5

List price
 € 69,95 | £54.00
 * € (D) 74,85 | € (A) 76,95 | sFr 115,00

Sale price
 € 34,95 | £27.00
 * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 57,50

B. Engquist, Royal Institute of Technology,  
Stockholm, Sweden; W. Schmid, Harvard University, 
Cambridge, MA, USA (Eds.)

Mathematics Unlimited - 2001 
and Beyond

From the Reviews  ... many individuals and 
teams created lists of problems and trends similar 
in spirit to Hilbert’s set. Mathematics Unlimited 
has by no means the widest range of all that I have 
seen ... The competence of the authors supports the 
hope that the predictions and problems collected 
here will indeed set the development of math-
ematics in the coming years ... Apart from its 
excellent content the book is also wonderfully set 
and bound, which adds the pleasure to reading 
and gives hope that it will endure many years and 
survive many readers.  Daniel Wójcik, Pure and 
Applied Geophysics, 2003

2001. XV, 1237 p. 179 figs., 95 in color, 91 portraits, 
10 tabs.   Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-540-66913-5

List price
 € 44,95 | £34.50
 * € (D) 48,10 | € (A) 49,45 | sFr 74,00

Sale price
 € 22,95 | £17.50
 * € (D) 24,56 | € (A) 25,25 | sFr 38,00

K. Eriksson, Chalmers University of Technology, 
Göteborg, Sweden; D. Estep, Colorado State  
University, Fort Collins, CO, USA; C. Johnson, 
Chalmers University of Technology, Göteborg, 
Sweden

Applied Mathematics: Body and 
Soul
Volume 3: Calculus in Several Dimensions

From the Reviews  I can vouch for the excellence 
of the ... three volumes ... there is much interesting 
material pertaining to the history of mathematics, 
mainly constituted of nicely illustrated biograph-
ical descriptions of relevant mathematicians. 
Another distinguishing feature is the way in which 
the authors have successfully avoided a rigid pure/
applied dichotomy and these books could certainly 
be recommended for maths majors generally. 
Concepts and techniques are rigorously worked out 
from first principles ... I suggest immediate 
purchase of all three volumes!  Peter Ruane, MAA 
Online, 2004

2004. XLIV, 428 p. Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-540-00891-0

List price
 € 39,95 | £30.50
 * € (D) 42,75 | € (A) 43,95 | sFr 65,50

Sale price
 € 19,95 | £15.50
 * € (D) 21,35 | € (A) 21,95 | sFr 33,00

A. Ern, CERMICS, ENPC, Marne-la-Vallée, France;  
J. Guermond, LIMSI, CNRS, Orsay, France

Theory and Practice of Finite 
Elements

From the Reviews  This book represents an 
excellent compendium of information about the 
mathematics and numerical analysis of the finite 
... will be a useful text for advanced mathematics / 
engineering graduates… good background 
information for the engineer who will eventually 
apply the finite element method to practical real-
world problems. In addition, it will be an excellent 
text for the mathematics graduate …  
 R.S.Anderssen, Mathematical Reviews, 2005

2004. XIII, 524 p. 89 illus.  (Applied Mathematical 
Sciences, Volume 159) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-20574-8

List price
 € 79,95 | £61.50
 * € (D) 85,55 | € (A) 87,95 | sFr 131,00

Sale price
 € 39,95 | £30.50
 * € (D) 42,75 | € (A) 43,95 | sFr 65,50

W. J. Ewens, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, 
PA, USA

Mathematical Population 
Genetics
I. Theoretical Introduction

From the Reviews  This is an excellent book on 
population genetics and evolution placing the 
emphasis on mathematical and statistical aspects 
of the theory ... the author successfully connects 
classical prospective theory with the current 
retrospective viewpoint of population genetics ... 
this is an exciting and significant book which 
reflects the author’s enthusiasm and experience in 
the field ... It should be read by graduate students 
and researchers interested in mathematical aspects 
of population genetics ...  Günther Karigl, 
Zentralblatt MATH, 2005

 Originally published as volume 9 in the series 
“Biomathematics”

2nd ed. 2004. XIX,  417 p.  (Interdisciplinary Applied 
Mathematics, Volume 27) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-20191-7

List price
 € 59,95 | £46.00
 * € (D) 64,15 | € (A) 65,95 | sFr 98,50

Sale price
 € 29,95 | £23.00
 * € (D) 32,05 | € (A) 32,95 | sFr 49,50

F. Facchinei, Università di Roma “La Sapienza”, Rome, 
Italy; J. Pang, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

Finite-Dimensional 
Variational Inequalities and 
Complementarity Problems 
Volume I

This is part one of a two-volume work presenting 
a comprehensive treatment of the finite-
dimensional variational inequality and comple-
mentarity problems. It covers the basic theory, 
and coverage includes abundant exercises as well 
as an extensive bibliography. The book will be an 
enduring reference on the subject and provide 
the foundation for its sustained growth.

2003. XXXII, 728 p. 5 illus.  (Springer Series in  
Operations Research and Financial Engineering) 
Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-95580-3

List price
 € 69,95 | £54.00
 * € (D) 74,85 | € (A) 76,95 | sFr 123,50

Sale price
 € 34,95 | £27.00
 * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 57,50
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F. Facchinei, Università di Roma “La Sapienza”, Rome, 
Italy; J. Pang, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

Finite-Dimensional 
Variational Inequalities and 
Complementarity Problems
Volume II

This is part two of a two-volume work presenting 
a comprehensive treatment of the finite-
dimensional variational inequality and comple-
mentarity problem. It details algorithms for 
solving finite dimensional variational inequalities 
and complementarity problems. Coverage 
includes abundant exercises as well as an 
extensive bibliography. The book will be an 
enduring reference on the subject and provide 
the foundation for its sustained growth.

2003. XXXII, 704 p. 12 illus.  (Springer Series in Opera-
tions Research and Financial Engineering) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-95581-0

List price
 € 69,95 | £54.00
 * € (D) 74,85 | € (A) 76,95 | sFr 123,50

Sale price
 € 34,95 | £27.00
 * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 57,50

H. M. Farkas, Hebrew University, Jerusalem, Israel; 
I. Kra, State University of New York, Stony Brook, NY, 
USA

Riemann Surfaces
This text covers Riemann surface theory from 
elementary aspects to the frontiers of current 
research. Open and closed surfaces are treated 
with emphasis on the compact case. Coverage 
develops basic tools to describe the analytic, 
geometric, and algebraic properties of Riemann 
surfaces and the associated Abelian varities. It 
includes alternate proofs for the most important 
results, showing the diversity of approaches to 
the subject.

2nd ed. 1992. XVI, 363 p. 27 illus.  (Graduate Texts in 
Mathematics, Volume 71) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-97703-4

List price
 € 59,95 | £46.00
 * € (D) 64,15 | € (A) 65,95 | sFr 98,50

Sale price
 € 29,95 | £23.00
 * € (D) 32,05 | € (A) 32,95 | sFr 49,50

W. Fulton, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, USA

Intersection Theory

From the Reviews First Edition  ...This text, with 
its brilliant content and excellently arranged, is a 
prime mover in algebraic geometry, and a must for 
each algebraic geometer! It is an indispensable 
reference book, an outstanding textbook, and a 
great source for geometric research in the future. 
 Mathematical Reviews

2nd ed. 1998. XIII, 470 p. Softcover
ISBN  978-0-387-98549-7

List price
 € 39,95 | £30.50
 * € (D) 42,75 | € (A) 43,95 | sFr 65,50

Sale price
 € 19,95 | £15.50
 * € (D) 21,35 | € (A) 21,95 | sFr 33,00

W. Fulton, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, 
USA; J. Harris, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA, 
USA

Representation Theory
A First Course

This book serves as an ideal introduction for 
beginners to the finite-dimensional representa-
tions of Lie groups and Lie algebras. Packed with 
examples, the book begins with a brief tour 
through representation theory of finite groups 
before focusing on Lie groups and Lie algebras. 
Coverage then details the working out of the 
finite dimensional representations of the classical 
groups.

1st ed. 1991. Corr. 5th printing 1999. XV, 551 p.  
144 illus.  (Graduate Texts in Mathematics / Readings 
in Mathematics, Volume 129) Softcover
ISBN  978-0-387-97495-8

List price
 € 39,95 | £30.50
 * € (D) 42,75 | € (A) 43,95 | sFr 65,50

Sale price
 € 19,95 | £15.50
 * € (D) 21,35 | € (A) 21,95 | sFr 33,00

S. Gallot, Université Grenoble 1, France; D. Hulin, 
Université Paris XI, Orsay, France; J. Lafontaine, 
Université Montpellier II, France

Riemannian Geometry

From the Reviews  This book based on graduate 
course on Riemannian geometry ... covers the 
topics of differential manifolds, Riemannian 
metrics, connections, geodesics and curvature, 
with special emphasis on the intrinsic features of 
the subject. Classical results ... are treated in detail. 
... contains numerous exercises with full solutions 
and a series of detailed examples which are picked 
up repeatedly to illustrate each new definition or 
property introduced. For this third edition, some 
topics ... have been added and worked out in the 
same spirit.  L’Enseignement Mathematique, 2004

3rd ed. 2004. XV, 322 p.  (Universitext) Softcover
ISBN  978-3-540-20493-0

List price
 € 34,95 | £27.00
 * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 57,50

Sale price
 € 19,95 | £15.50
 * € (D) 21,35 | € (A) 21,95 | sFr 33,00

R. Gamkrelidze, Academy of Sciences of the USSR, 
Moscow, USSR (Ed.)

Geometry I
Basic Ideas and Concepts of Differential Geometry

 Transl. Russian: E. Primrose  
 With contrib. by: D. Alekseevskij, V. Lychagin,  
A. Vinogradov

This book provides a tour of the principal areas 
and methods of modern differential geometry. 
Beginning at the introductory level with curves 
in Euclidian space, the sections become more 
challenging, arriving finally at the advanced 
topics that form the greatest part of the book: 
transformation groups, the geometry of 
differential equations, geometric structures, the 
equivalence problem, the geometry of elliptic 
operators.

 Original Russian edition published by Publisher 
VINITI, Moscow, 1988

1991. V, 264 p. 62 figs.  (Encyclopaedia of  
Mathematical Sciences, Volume 28) Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-540-51999-7

List price
 € 99,95 | £77.00
 * € (D) 106,95 | € (A) 109,95 | sFr 164,00

Sale price
 € 49,95 | £38.50
 * € (D) 53,45 | € (A) 54,95 | sFr 82,00
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W. Gander, ETH Zürich, Switzerland; J. Hrebícek, 
Masaryk University of Brno, Czech Republic (Eds.)

Solving Problems in Scientific 
Computing Using Maple and 
MATLAB

From the Reviews  ... manuals for such systems 
(Maple and MATLAB) tend to use trivial 
examples, making it difficult for new users of such 
systems to quickly apply their power to real 
problems. The authors have written a good book to 
address this need ... the book is worth buying if 
you want guidance in applying Maple and 
MATLAB to problems in the workplace ...  
Computing Reviews

4th, expanded and rev. ed. 2004. XXII, 476 p. 161 illus.   
Softcover
ISBN  978-3-540-21127-3

List price
 € 54,95 | £42.50
 * € (D) 58,80 | € (A) 60,45 | sFr 90,50

Sale price
 € 26,95 | £20.50
 * € (D) 28,84 | € (A) 29,65 | sFr 44,50

C. Gasquet, Grenoble, France; P. Witomski, IMAG, 
Grenoble, France

Fourier Analysis and 
Applications
Filtering, Numerical Computation, Wavelets

Transl. French: R. Ryan

From the Reviews  This book should have wide 
appeal, from those who are just getting into the 
area and wish to learn mathematical foundations 
and applications to those who are already 
experienced and wish to have a reference that 
provides a mathematically rigorous coverage of the 
state of the art ... The coverage is thorough but not 
overwhelming, perhaps because the chapters are 
divided into lessons, allowing the reader a chance 
to pause and think. The authors work clearly to 
impart an understanding of the theory and 
applications, and not just offer an encyclopedic 
tome.  Bulletin of Mathematics Books

1999. XVIII, 442 p. 99 illus.  (Texts in Applied  
Mathematics, Volume 30) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-98485-8

List price
 € 69,95 | £54.00
 * € (D) 74,85 | € (A) 76,95 | sFr 115,00

Sale price
 € 34,95 | £27.00
 * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 57,50

S. I. Gelfand, American Mathematical Society,  
Providence, RI, USA; Y. I. Manin, Max-Planck-Institut 
für Mathematik, Bonn, Germany

Methods of Homological Algebra

From the Reviews  This is the revised edition of a 
modern approach to homological algebra by two 
leading writers in the field. It is based on the 
systematic use of the language and technics of 
derived categories and derived functors. The 
reader has all the basic material and a lot of 
examples ... This book can be used by students just 
beginning to study homological algebra, as well as 
by specialists who will find there some points 
which have never been clarified in the literature.  
 Jean-Claude Thomas, Belgian Mathematical 
Society, 2003

 Originally published as a monograph

2nd ed. 2003. XX, 370 p. 3 illus.  (Springer  
Monographs in Mathematics) Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-540-43583-9

List price
 € 79,95 | £61.50
 * € (D) 85,55 | € (A) 87,95 | sFr 131,00

Sale price
 € 39,95 | £30.50
 * € (D) 42,75 | € (A) 43,95 | sFr 65,50

D. Goldrei, Open University, Milton Keynes, UK

Propositional and Predicate 
Calculus: A Model of Argument

From the Reviews  The aim of the present book is 
to give an introduction to propositional and 
predicate calculus which can be very useful when 
studying mathematical logic and many other 
mathematical subjects ... endent study of the 
students ... but it can also be used for taught 
courses. It is to be mentioned that the book 
includes very interesting exercises, many of them 
possessing full solutions.  Marius Tarnauceanu, 
Zentralblatt MATH, 2006

2005. VIII, 315 p. Softcover
ISBN  978-1-85233-921-0

List price
 € 36,95 | £24.95
 * € (D) 39,54 | € (A) 40,65 | sFr 61,00

Sale price
 € 19,95 | £15.50
 * € (D) 21,35 | € (A) 21,95 | sFr 33,00

G. Greuel, G. Pfister, University of Kaiserslautern, 
Germany

A Singular Introduction to 
Commutative Algebra
 With contrib. by: O. Bachmann, C. Lossen,  
H. Schönemann

From the Reviews  It is certainly no exaggeration 
to say that ... A Singular Introduction to 
Commutative Algebra aims to lead a further stage 
in the computational revolution in commutative 
algebra ... Among the great strengths and most 
distinctive features ... is a new, completely unified 
treatment of the global and local theories ... Greuel 
and Pfister have written a distinctive and highly 
useful book that should be in the library of every 
commutative algebraist and algebraic geometer, 
expert and novice alike.  John B. Little, MAA, 2004

         2002. XVIII, 588 p. With CD-ROM. Softcover
ISBN  978-3-540-42897-8

List price
 € 44,95 | £34.50
 * € (D) 48,10 | € (A) 49,45 | sFr 74,00

Sale price
 € 22,95 | £17.50
 * € (D) 24,56 | € (A) 25,25 | sFr 38,00

R. K. Guy, University of Calgary, AB, Canada

Unsolved Problems in Number 
Theory
Mathematics is kept alive by the appearance of 
new, unsolved problems. This book provides a 
steady supply of easily understood, if not easily 
solved, problems that can be considered in 
varying depths by mathematicians at all levels of 
mathematical maturity. This new edition features 
lists of references to OEIS, Neil Sloane’s Online 
Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences at the end of 
several of the sections.

3rd ed. 2004. XVIII, 437 p. 18 illus.  (Problem Books 
in Mathematics / Unsolved Problems in Intuitive 
Mathematics, Volume 1) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-20860-2

List price
 € 59,95 | £46.00
 * € (D) 64,15 | € (A) 65,95 | sFr 98,50

Sale price
 € 29,95 | £23.00
 * € (D) 32,05 | € (A) 32,95 | sFr 49,50
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P. Halmos, Santa Clara University, Santa Clara, CA, 
USA

A Hilbert Space Problem Book

From the Reviews  This book should have been 
titled “A Hilbert Space Idea/Problem Book” as it 
not only challenges the reader to work out 
interesting problems in operator theory and the 
geometry of Hilbert space, but also motivates the 
essential ideas behind these fields ... This book is a 
perfect example of how mathematics can be taught 
that requires much thought and creativity on the 
part of students ... I salute the author in his 
achievements in research and in teaching ... one 
can only hope that his approach will be followed in 
all future works of mathematics.  Lee Carlson, 
www.amazon.com, 2002

2nd rev. and enlarged ed. 1982. XVII, 369 p.   
(Graduate Texts in Mathematics, Volume 19)  
Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-90685-0

List price
 € 49,95 | £38.50
 * € (D) 53,45 | € (A) 54,95 | sFr 82,00

Sale price
 € 24,95 | £19.00
 * € (D) 26,70 | € (A) 27,45 | sFr 41,00

A. Heck, University of  Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Introduction to Maple
The fully revised edition of this best-selling title 
presents the modern computer algebra system 
Maple. It teaches the reader not only what can be 
done by Maple, but also how and why it can be 
done. The book provides the necessary back-
ground for those who want the most of Maple or 
want to extend its built-in knowledge, containing 
both elementary and more sophisticated 
examples as well as many exercises.

3rd ed. 2003. XVI, 828 p. 160 illus. Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-00230-9

List price
 € 42,95 | £33.00
 * € (D) 45,96 | € (A) 47,25 | sFr 70,50

Sale price
 € 19,95 | £15.50
 * € (D) 21,35 | € (A) 21,95 | sFr 33,00

J. Herman, Brno Grammar School, Czech Republic;  
R. Kucera, Masaryk University, Brno, Czech Republic; 
J. Simsa, Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic, 
Brno, Czech Republic

Counting and Configurations
Problems in Combinatorics, Arithmetic, and 
Geometry

Translated by: K. Dilcher

From the Reviews  This excellent book presents a 
wide range of combinatorial problems of all 
degrees of difficulties. The authors show how to 
approach the solution of such problems .... A large 
number of (solved) exercises give the reader the 
opportunity to check his advances.  
 Hansueli Hösli, Zentralblatt MATH, 2005

 Original Czech edition published by Masaryk 
University, Brno, 1997

2003. X, 408 p. 111 illus.  (CMS Books in Mathematics) 
Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-95552-0

List price
 € 54,95 | £42.50
 * € (D) 58,80 | € (A) 60,45 | sFr 90,50

Sale price
 € 26,95 | £20.50
 * € (D) 28,84 | € (A) 29,65 | sFr 44,50

D. Hinrichsen, University of Bremen, Germany;  
A. J. Pritchard, University of Warwick, UK

Mathematical Systems Theory I
Modelling, State Space Analysis, Stability and 
Robustness

From the Reviews  This textbook on finite-
dimensional time-invariant linear systems theory … 
links up with the extensive research contributions of 
the authors, geared towards developing a spectral 
theory for uncertain systems. … Each section ends 
with a detailed list of notes and references … this 
textbook provides a comprehensive introduction to 
linear systems theory with clear focus on robustness 
and uncertainty … is bound to become a standard 
textbook and reference in its area. We are looking 
forward to the second volume.  Matthias Kawski, 
Mathematical Reviews, 2005

2005. XV, 804 p. 180 illus.  (Texts in Applied  
Mathematics, Volume 48) Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-540-44125-0

List price
 € 69,95 | £54.00
 * € (D) 74,85 | € (A) 76,95 | sFr 115,00

Sale price
 € 34,95 | £27.00
 * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 57,50

A. Hohmann, AMS, Düsseldorf, Germany;  
P. Deuflhard, Konrad-Zuse-Zentrum, Berlin, Germany

Numerical Analysis in Modern 
Scientific Computing
An Introduction

From the Reviews  The title of this textbook 
characterizes precisely its scope and contents ... 
The balance between theoretical analysis and basic 
algorithmic approach is optimal for a broad range 
of students ... Practical, enlightening, to the point, 
and up to date: this is the material I would like to 
teach to an appropriate group of students and 
given enough time to cover the whole text. 
 Adhemar Bultheel, Bulletin of the Belgian 
Mathematical Society, 2004 

 Originally published by DeGruyter, 1993

2nd ed. 2003. XVIII, 337 p. 65 illus.  (Texts in Applied 
Mathematics, Volume 43) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-95410-3

List price
 € 59,95 | £46.00
 * € (D) 64,15 | € (A) 65,95 | sFr 98,50

Sale price
 € 29,95 | £23.00
 * € (D) 32,05 | € (A) 32,95 | sFr 49,50

R. A. Holmgren, Allegheny College, Meadville, PA, 
USA

A First Course in Discrete 
Dynamical Systems
Given the ease with which computers can do 
iteration it is now possible for almost anyone to 
generate beautiful images whose roots lie in 
discrete dynamical systems. Images of Mandel-
brot and Julia sets abound in publications both 
mathematical and not. The mathematics behind 
the pictures are beautiful in their own right and 
are the subject of this text. Mathematica 
programs that illustrate the dynamics are 
included in an appendix.

2nd ed. 1996. Corr. 2nd printing 2000. XV, 223 p.  
56 illus.  (Universitext) Softcover
ISBN  978-0-387-94780-8

List price
 € 44,95 | £34.50
 * € (D) 48,10 | € (A) 49,45 | sFr 74,00

Sale price
 € 22,95 | £17.50
 * € (D) 24,56 | € (A) 25,25 | sFr 38,00
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S. Huggett, University of Plymouth, UK; D. Jordan, 
University of Hull, UK

A Topological Aperitif

From the Reviews  A Topological Aperitif 
provides a marvelous introduction to the subject, 
with many different tastes of ideas. Stephen 
Huggett and David Jordan have excellent 
credentials for explaining the beauty of this 
curiously austere but potentially enormously 
general form of geometry.  Professor Sir Roger 
Penrose OM FRS, Mathematical Institute, Oxford, UK

2001. IX, 166 p. 128 figs. Softcover
ISBN  978-1-85233-377-5

List price
 € 23,95 | £14.95
 * € (D) 25,63 | € (A) 26,35 | sFr 39,50

Sale price
 € 14,95 | £11.50
 * € (D) 16,00 | € (A) 16,45 | sFr 24,50

T. W. Hungerford, Cleveland State University,  
Cleveland, OH, USA

Algebra

From the Reviews  An excellent text from which 
to teach the beginning graduate survey course in 
algebra and I would recommend it to anyone 
considering a text for such a course.  Linear and 
Multilinear Algebra

 Originally published by Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 
Inc.

1st ed. 1974. Corr. 5th printing 2003. XXIII,  
502 p.  (Graduate Texts in Mathematics, Volume 73) 
Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-90518-1

List price
 € 42,95 | £33.00
 * € (D) 45,96 | € (A) 47,25 | sFr 70,50

Sale price
 € 19,95 | £15.50
 * € (D) 21,35 | € (A) 21,95 | sFr 33,00

D. Husemoller, Haverford College, Haverford, PA, 
USA

Fibre Bundles
Fibre bundles play an important role in just 
about every aspect of modern geometry and 
topology. In this third edition two new chapters 
on the gauge group of a bundle and on the 
differential forms representing characteristic 
classes of complex vector bundles on manifolds 
have been added. These chapters result from the 
important role of the gauge group in mathemat-
ical physics and the continual usefulness of 
characteristic classes defined with connections 
on vector bundles.

3rd ed. 1994. XIX, 353 p. 4 illus.  (Graduate Texts in 
Mathematics, Volume 20) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-94087-8

List price
 € 74,95 | £57.50
 * € (D) 80,20 | € (A) 82,45 | sFr 123,00

Sale price
 € 36,95 | £28.50
 * € (D) 39,54 | € (A) 40,65 | sFr 61,00

D. Husemöller, Haverford College, Haverford, PA, 
USA

Elliptic Curves

From the Reviews  Husemöller’s text was and is 
the great first introduction to the world of elliptic 
curves ... and a good guide to the current research 
literature as well. … this second edition builds on 
the original in several ways ... it has certainly 
gained a good deal of topicality, appeal, power of 
inspiration, and educational value for a wider 
public. No doubt, this text will maintain its role as 
both a useful primer and a passionate invitation to 
the evergreen theory of elliptic curves and their 
applications.  Werner Kleinert, Zentralblatt MATH, 
2004

2nd ed. 2004. XXI, 487 p. 42 illus.  (Graduate Texts in 
Mathematics, Volume 111) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-95490-5

List price
 € 69,95 | £54.00
 * € (D) 74,85 | € (A) 76,95 | sFr 115,00

Sale price
 € 34,95 | £27.00
 * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 57,50

D. Huybrechts, Université Paris VII Denis Diderot, 
Paris, France

Complex Geometry
An Introduction

From the Reviews  This is the book that a 
generation of complex geometers will wish had 
existed when they first learned the subject, and 
that the next generation of geometers will surely 
use ... Inserted into the standard material are some 
excellent appendices to stimulate interest and 
further reading ... the reader learning the basic 
material is brought quickly and often to some 
fascinating areas of current research. Exercises 
introduce many examples ... The result is an 
excellent course in complex geometry.  
 Richard P. Thomas, Mathematical Reviews, 2005

2005. XII, 309 p.  (Universitext) Softcover
ISBN  978-3-540-21290-4

List price
 € 49,95 | £38.50
 * € (D) 53,45 | € (A) 54,95 | sFr 82,00

Sale price
 € 24,95 | £19.00
 * € (D) 26,70 | € (A) 27,45 | sFr 41,00

K. Ireland, M. Rosen, Brown University, Providence, 
RI, USA

A Classical Introduction to 
Modern Number Theory

From the Reviews  Many mathematicians of this 
generation have reached the frontiers of research 
without having a good sense of the history of their 
subject. In number theory this historical ignorance 
is being alleviated by a number of fine recent 
books. This work stands among them as a unique 
and valuable contribution.  Mathematical 
Reviews

2nd ed. 1990. Corr. 5th printing 1998. XIV,  
389 p.  (Graduate Texts in Mathematics, Volume 84) 
Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-97329-6

List price
 € 62,95 | £48.50
 * € (D) 67,36 | € (A) 69,25 | sFr 103,50

Sale price
 € 29,95 | £23.00
 * € (D) 32,05 | € (A) 32,95 | sFr 49,50
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K. Itô, Kyoto, Japan; O. E. Barndorff-Nielsen,  
University of Aarhus, Denmark; K. Sato, Tenpaku-ku, 
Japan (Eds.)

Stochastic Processes
Lectures given at Aarhus University

From the Reviews  The book can be recom-
mended as a fine introduction to such important 
branches of stochastic process theory as the 
theories of processes with independent increments 
and of Markov processes. It will be a valuable 
acquisition for any mathematical library. The text 
of the book has been carefully prepared by the 
editors ...  M.G. Shur, Mathematical Reviews, 2005

2004. XII, 234 p. Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-540-20482-4

List price
 € 59,95 | £46.00
 * € (D) 64,15 | € (A) 65,95 | sFr 98,50

Sale price
 € 29,95 | £23.00
 * € (D) 32,05 | € (A) 32,95 | sFr 49,50

J. Jacod, Université Paris VI, Paris, France;  
A. N. Shiryaev, Russian Academy of Sciences, 
Moscow, Russia

Limit Theorems for Stochastic 
Processes

From the Reviews  This is the second edition of 
the fundamental monograph ... has grown by 
about 50 pages ... These extensions make the book 
even more valuable and comprehensive for people 
working in mathematical finance, numerics of 
stochastic processes and, of course, statistics of 
stochastic processes.  Markus Reiß, Zentralblatt 
MATH, 2003 
 
 The 1987 version of the book was a landmark in 
probability theory. The same can be said about the 
second edition ... To conclude, this book is still the 
reference in this domain and as such I can 
definitely recommend it to both pure and applied 
probabilists who are interested in this topic.  
 A. P.  Zwart, Nieuw Archief voor Wiskunde, 2006

2nd ed. 2003. XX, 661p.  (Grundlehren der mathe-
matischen Wissenschaften, Volume 288) Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-540-43932-5

List price
 € 99,95 | £77.00
 * € (D) 106,95 | € (A) 109,95 | sFr 164,00

Sale price
 € 49,95 | £38.50
 * € (D) 53,45 | € (A) 54,95 | sFr 82,00

J. Jacod, Université Paris VI, Paris, France; P. Protter, 
Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, USA

Probability Essentials

From the Reviews  The authors provide the 
shortest path through the twenty-eight chapter 
headings. The topics are treated in a mathemati-
cally and pedagogically digestible way. The writing 
is concise and crisp: the average chapter length is 
about eight pages ... Numerous exercises add to the 
value of the text as a teaching tool. In conclusion, 
this is an excellent text for the intended audience. 
 Short Book Reviews, 2001

2nd ed. 2003. Corr. 2nd printing 2004. X, 254 p.  
(Universitext) Softcover
ISBN  978-3-540-43871-7

List price
 € 34,95 | £27.00
 * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 57,50

Sale price
 € 19,95 | £15.50
 * € (D) 21,35 | € (A) 21,95 | sFr 33,00

K. Jänich, University of Regensburg, Germany

Vector Analysis
 Transl. German: L. Kay

From the Reviews  The present book is a 
marvelous introduction in the modern theory of 
manifolds and differential forms. The undergrad-
uate student can closely examine tangent spaces, 
basic concepts of differential forms, integration on 
manifolds, Stokes theorem, de Rham-cohomology 
theorem, differential forms on Riemannian 
manifolds ... Every chapter contains useful 
exercises for the students.  Zentralblatt MATH 
 
 This book is very easily accessible and self 
contained, clearly recalling at various points the 
facts from linear algebra which are needed in the 
progress. This does not mean, though, that we are 
dealing with a low-aiming text, on the contrary:  
a big effort is made to let the reader catch a 
glimpse of the way mathematical results are 
achieved ...  
 F. Pasquotto, Nieuw Archief voor Wiskunde, 2003

2001. XIV, 281 p. 114 illus.  (Undergraduate Texts in 
Mathematics) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-98649-4

List price
 € 39,95 | £30.50
 * € (D) 42,75 | € (A) 43,95 | sFr 65,50

Sale price
 € 19,95 | £15.50
 * € (D) 21,35 | € (A) 21,95 | sFr 33,00

A. Járai, Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest, 
Hungary

Regularity Properties of 
Functional Equations in Several 
Variables

From the Reviews  This book is a welcome 
addition to the functional equations literature ... 
The author does a masterful job of organizing and 
summarizing the results of the last 50 years and 
weaving them together into a coherent general 
theory. There are over 200 references. The book is 
very carefully written ... The author has certainly 
achieved his stated goal of making these results 
‘more accessible and easier to use for everyone 
working with functional equations.  
 Bruce Ebanks, Zentralblatt MATH, 2006

2005. X, 363 p.  (Advances in Mathematics,  
Volume 8) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-24413-6

List price
 € 99,95 | £77.00
 * € (D) 106,95 | € (A) 109,95 | sFr 164,00

Sale price
 € 49,95 | £38.50
 * € (D) 53,45 | € (A) 54,95 | sFr 82,00

A. Jensen, A. l. Cour-Harbo, Aalborg University, 
Denmark

Ripples in Mathematics
The Discrete Wavelet Transform

From the Reviews  This is an algorithm based, 
completely elementary introduction to the discrete 
wavelet transform (DWT) and wavelet packet 
transform, easy to read and easy to understand, 
well suited for an introductory course on wavelets 
for undergraduate students of applied sciences or 
mathematics ... Implementations and examples 
using basic Matlab (TM) as well as the public 
domain ubi-wave wavelet toolbox help to further a 
deeper understanding of the algorithms. 
 C. Cenker, Internationale Mathematische 
Nachrichten, 2002

2001. IX, 246 p. Softcover
ISBN  978-3-540-41662-3

List price
 € 44,95 | £34.50
 * € (D) 48,10 | € (A) 49,45 | sFr 74,00

Sale price
 € 22,95 | £17.50
 * € (D) 24,56 | € (A) 25,25 | sFr 38,00
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F. John, New York University, New York, NY, USA

Partial Differential Equations

From the Reviews  An excellent second-reading 
text. Should be accessible to any mathematician. 
Highly recommended.  The Mathematical Gazette

Partial Differential Equations is a very well 
accepted introduction to the subject. In it, the 
author identifies the significant aspects of the 
theory and explores them with a limited amount 
of machinery from mathematical analysis. Now, 
in this fourth edition, the book has again been 
updated with an additional chapter on Lewy’s 
example of a linear equation without solutions.

4th ed. 3rd printing 1991. X, 249 p. 25 figs.  (Applied 
Mathematical Sciences, Volume 1) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-90609-6

List price
 € 54,95 | £42.50
 * € (D) 58,80 | € (A) 60,45 | sFr 90,50

Sale price
 € 26,95 | £20.50
 * € (D) 28,84 | € (A) 29,65 | sFr 44,50

G. A. Jones, J. M. Jones, University of Southampton, 
UK

Elementary Number Theory

From the Reviews  A welcome addition ...  
a carefully and well-written book.  The 
Mathematical Gazette 
 
 ...an excellent text for an undergraduate course 
on number theory.  Mathematical Reviews

This undergraduate-level introduction to 
number theory features carefully explained 
proofs and numerous exercises and worked 
examples. Coverage uses elementary ideas about 
groups and rings to study groups of units, 
quadratic residues, and arithmetic functions. It 
also uses ideas from algebra, analysis, calculus, 
and geometry to study Dirichlet series and sums 
of squares. The book also examines the Reimann 
Zeta Function and Reimann Hypothesis.

1st ed. 1998. Corr. 2nd printing 1998. XIV,  
301 p.  (Springer Undergraduate Mathematics Series) 
Softcover
ISBN  978-3-540-76197-6

List price
 € 32,95 | £19.95
 * € (D) 35,26 | € (A) 36,25 | sFr 54,00

Sale price
 € 16,95 | £13.00
 * € (D) 18,14 | € (A) 18,65 | sFr 28,00

H. T. Jongen, RWTH Aachen Germany; K. Meer, 
University of Southern Denmark, Odense, Denmark; 
E. Triesch, RWTH Aachen, Germany

Optimization Theory
This volume provides a comprehensive 
introduction to the theory of (deterministic) 
optimization. It covers both continuous and 
discrete optimization. This allows readers to 
study problems under different points-of-view, 
which supports a better understanding of the 
entire field. Many exercises are included to 
increase the reader’s understanding.

2004. 455 p. Hardcover
ISBN  978-1-4020-8098-2

List price
 € 69,00 | £48.00
 * € (D) 73,83 | € (A) 75,90 | sFr 113,50

Sale price
 € 34,95 | £27.00
 * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 57,50

M. Jünger, Universität zu Köln, Germany; P. Mutzel, 
Technische Universität Wien, Austria (Eds.)

Graph Drawing Software

From the Reviews  The spacious layout of the 
text, interleaved with so many colourful figures, 
makes the book a pleasure to read ... While it is 
clearly of interest to members of the graph drawing 
community, this book is in fact geared to potential 
users of the software tools in other areas ... it 
definitely deserves a place on a library’s book-
shelves as well as on the bookshelves of those who 
wish to enhance their teaching and research 
presentations with compelling depictions of graphs. 
 M. Anjos, Journal of the Operational Research 
Society, 2005

2004. XII, 378 p. 220 illus., 183 in color.   
(Mathematics and Visualization) Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-540-00881-1

List price
 € 79,95 | £61.50
 * € (D) 85,55 | € (A) 87,95 | sFr 131,00

Sale price
 € 39,95 | £30.50
 * € (D) 42,75 | € (A) 43,95 | sFr 65,50

V. Kac, P. Cheung, MIT, Cambridge, MA, USA

Quantum Calculus

From the Reviews  Quantum calculus is 
essentially ordinary calculus without limits. The 
book … is based on the lectures and seminars 
given by Professor Kac ... proofs and calculations 
are succinct but eminently clear ... This book is 
compact and covers a lot of material in its 
hundreds or so pages. On the whole, it is accessible 
to anyone with an undergraduate knowledge of 
calculus ... the logically constructed exposition 
makes it an intellectually satisfying read.  
I recommend it warmly.  James Gazet,  
The Mathematical Gazette, 2004

2002. IX, 112 p. 2 illus.  (Universitext) Softcover
ISBN  978-0-387-95341-0

List price
 € 34,95 | £27.00
 * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 57,50

Sale price
 € 19,95 | £15.50
 * € (D) 21,35 | € (A) 21,95 | sFr 33,00

J. Kaipio, University of Kuopio, Finland; E. Somersalo, 
Helsinki University of Technology, Helsinki, Finland

Statistical and Computational 
Inverse Problems

From the Reviews  The book is devoted to the 
development of the statistical approach to inverse 
problems ... The content is written clearly and 
without citations in the main text. Every chapter 
has a section called ‘Notes and comments’ where 
the citations and further reading, as well as brief 
comments on more advanced topics, are provided. 
The book is aimed at postgraduate students ... The 
book also will be of interest for many researchers 
and scientists working in the area of image 
processing.  Tzvetan Semerdjiev, Zentralblatt 
MATH, 2005

2005. XVI, 339 p. 102 illus.  (Applied Mathematical 
Sciences, Volume 160) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-22073-4

List price
 € 54,95 | £42.50
 * € (D) 58,80 | € (A) 60,45 | sFr 90,50

Sale price
 € 26,95 | £20.50
 * € (D) 28,84 | € (A) 29,65 | sFr 44,50
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O. Kallenberg, University of Auburn, AL, USA

Foundations of Modern 
Probability

From the Reviews  The second edition of this 
admirable book has grown by well over one 
hundred pages, including such new material as: 
multivariate and ratio ergodic theorems, shift 
coupling, Palm distributions, entropy and 
information, Harris recurrence, invariant 
measures, strong and weak ergodicity, Strassen’s 
LIL and the basic large deviation results ... I repeat 
... from my review of the first edition: “From the 
table of contents it is difficult to believe behind all 
these topics a streamlined readable text is at all 
possible. It is: Convince yourself.” Those who own 
the first edition should make some extra space for 
this second edition. Those who do not yet own a 
copy: buy one!  P. A. L. Embrechts, ISI Short Book 
Reviews, 2002

2nd ed. 2002. XVII, 638 p.  (Probability and its  
Applications) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-95313-7

List price
 € 62,95 | £48.50
 * € (D) 67,36 | € (A) 69,25 | sFr 103,50

Sale price
 € 29,95 | £23.00
 * € (D) 32,05 | € (A) 32,95 | sFr 49,50

F. Kamareddine, Heriot-Watt University, School of 
Mathematical and Computer Sciences, Edinburgh, 
UK; T. Laan, R. Nederpelt, Eindhoven University of 
Technology, The Netherlands

A Modern Perspective on Type 
Theory
From its Origins until Today

This book provides an overview of type theory. 
The first part of the book is historical, yet at the 
same time, places historical systems in the 
modern setting. The second part deals with 
modern type theory as it developed since the 
1940s, and with the role of propositions as types 
(or proofs as terms. The third part proposes new 
systems that bring more advantages together.

2004. XIV, 357 p.  (Applied Logic Series, Volume 29) 
Hardcover
ISBN  978-1-4020-2334-7

List price
 € 125,00 | £87.00
 * € (D) 133,75 | € (A) 137,50 | sFr 205,00

Sale price
 € 62,95 | £48.50
 * € (D) 67,36 | € (A) 69,25 | sFr 103,50

G. Karniadakis, Brown University, Providence, RI USA; 
A. Beskok, Texas A&M University, College Station, TX 
USA; N. Aluru, University of Illinois at Urbana- 
Champaign, Urbana, IL USA

Microflows and Nanoflows
Fundamentals and Simulation

From the Reviews  For those who want to 
compute flows at the micro scale, this monograph 
is a must. It describes the state of the art and helps 
by providing coefficients, such as [are] needed in 
situations of slip. Those who wonder what new 
fluid dynamics there is in the microworld are 
served by the overview of theory and treasures of 
numerical methods.  European Journal of 
Mechanics B/Fluids 
 
 It is a well-written book which should prove 
beneficial to the researchers in the field.  
 Zentralblatt fur Mathematik

2005. XXI, 817 p. 395 illus.  (Interdisciplinary Applied 
Mathematics, Volume 29) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-22197-7

List price
 € 69,95 | £54.00
 * € (D) 74,85 | € (A) 76,95 | sFr 115,00

Sale price
 € 34,95 | £27.00
 * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 57,50

A. S. Kechris, California Institute of Technology, 
Pasadena, CA, USA

Classical Descriptive Set Theory
Descriptive set theory has been one of the main 
areas of research in set theory for almost a 
century. This text presents a largely balanced 
approach to the subject, which combines many 
elements of the different traditions. It includes a 
wide variety of examples, more than 400 
exercises, and applications, in order to illustrate 
the general concepts and results of the theory.

1995. XVIII, 402 p. 34 figs.  (Graduate Texts in  
Mathematics, Volume 156) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-94374-9

List price
 € 54,95 | £42.50
 * € (D) 58,80 | € (A) 60,45 | sFr 90,50

Sale price
 € 26,95 | £20.50
 * € (D) 28,84 | € (A) 29,65 | sFr 44,50

J. Keener, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT, USA; 
J. Sneyd, Massey University, Auckland, New Zealand

Mathematical Physiology

From the Reviews  Probably the best book ever 
written on the subject of mathematical physiology 
... It contains numerous exercises, enough to keep 
even the most diligent student busy ... highly 
recommended to anybody interested in mathemat-
ical or theoretical physiology.  Mathematical 
Reviews 
 
 In addition to being good reading, excellent 
pedagogy, and appealing science, the exposition is 
lucid and clear, and there are many good problem 
sets to choose from … Highly recommended. 
 Journal of the Society of Mathematical Biology

1st ed. 1998. Corr. 2nd printing 2001. XIX, 766 p.  
347 illus.  (Interdisciplinary Applied Mathematics, 
Volume 8) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-98381-3

List price
 € 69,95 | £54.00
 * € (D) 74,85 | € (A) 76,95 | sFr 115,00

Sale price
 € 34,95 | £27.00
 * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 57,50

A. Y. Khrennikov, M. Nilsson, University of Växjö, 
Sweden

P-adic Deterministic and 
Random Dynamics
This book provides an overview of the theory of 
p-adic (and more general non-Archimedean) 
dynamical systems. The main part of the book is 
devoted to discrete dynamical systems. It 
presents a model of probabilistic thinking on p-
adic mental space based on ultrametric diffusion. 
Coverage also details p-adic neural networks and 
their applications to cognitive sciences: learning 
algorithms, memory recalling.

2004. XVII, 270 p.  (Mathematics and Its Applications, 
Volume 574) Hardcover
ISBN  978-1-4020-2659-1

List price
 € 79,00 | £55.00
 * € (D) 84,53 | € (A) 86,90 | sFr 129,50

Sale price
 € 39,95 | £30.50
 * € (D) 42,75 | € (A) 43,95 | sFr 65,50
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G. J. Klir, State University of New York at Binghamton, 
USA

Facets of Systems Science

From the Reviews  I heartily recommend this 
book to everyone who has ever wondered “What is 
Systems Science”?  International Journal of General 
Systems, 2003

2nd ed. 2001. 748 p. (IFSR International Series on 
Systems Science and Engineering, Volume 15) 
Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-306-46623-6

List price
 € 165,95 | £127.50
 * € (D) 177,57 | € (A) 182,55 | sFr 272,00

Sale price
 € 82,95 | £64.00
 * € (D) 88,76 | € (A) 91,25 | sFr 136,00

P. E. Kloeden, Johann Wolfgang Goethe Universität, 
Frankfurt, Germany; E. Platen, Australian National 
University, Canberra, ACT, Australia; H. Schurz, 
Southern Illinois Univ., Carbondale, USA

Numerical Solution of SDE 
Through Computer Experiments
This book provides an easily accessible, 
computationally oriented introduction into the 
numerical solution of stochastic differential 
equations using computer experiments. It 
develops in the reader an ability to apply 
numerical methods solving stochastic differential 
equations. It also creates an intuitive under-
standing of the necessary theoretical back-
ground. Software containing programs for over 
100 problems is available online.

1st ed. 1994. Corr. 3rd printing 2002. XIV, 292 p.  
55 illus.  (Universitext) Softcover
ISBN  978-3-540-57074-5

List price
 € 44,95 | £34.50
 * € (D) 48,10 | € (A) 49,45 | sFr 74,00

Sale price
 € 22,95 | £17.50
 * € (D) 24,56 | € (A) 25,25 | sFr 38,00

P. Knabner, Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg, Erlangen, 
Germany; L. Angerman, Universität Clausthal- 
Zellerfeld, Clausthal, Germany

Numerical Methods for Elliptic 
and Parabolic Partial Differential 
Equations
This text provides an application oriented 
introduction to the numerical methods for 
partial differential equations. It covers finite 
difference, finite element, and finite volume 
methods, interweaving theory and applications 
throughout. The book examines modern topics 
such as adaptive methods, multilevel methods, 
and methods for convection-dominated 
problems and includes detailed illustrations and 
extensive exercises.

2003. XV, 424 p. 67 illus.  (Texts in Applied  
Mathematics, Volume 44) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-95449-3

List price
 € 62,95 | £48.50
 * € (D) 67,36 | € (A) 69,25 | sFr 103,50

Sale price
 € 29,95 | £23.00
 * € (D) 32,05 | € (A) 32,95 | sFr 49,50

V. Komornik, Université Louis Pasteur et CNRS, Stras-
bourg, France; P. Loreti, Universita di Roma  
“La Sapienza”, Rome, Italy

Fourier Series in Control Theory
This book uses techniques of Fourier series and 
functional analysis to deal with certain problems 
in differential equations. It collects all of the 
available theory of “nonharmonic Fourier series” 
in one place, combining published results with 
new results by the authors, to create a unique 
source of such material for practicing applied 
mathematicians, engineers and other scientific 
professionals.

2005. IX, 226 p.  (Springer Monographs in  
Mathematics) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-22383-4

List price
 € 79,95 | £61.50
 * € (D) 85,55 | € (A) 87,95 | sFr 131,00

Sale price
 € 39,95 | £30.50
 * € (D) 42,75 | € (A) 43,95 | sFr 65,50

V. Kozlov, Moscow State University, Moscow, Russia

Dynamical Systems X
General Theory of Vortices

From the Reviews  ... Kozlov’s very valuable 
contribution to the Encyclopaedia of Mathematical 
Sciences explores the world from the point of view 
of the vortex, its role in a variety of theories with 
an acknowledgement of the history of the 
argument originating in the rivalry of the 
Cartesian and Newtonian views of the world ... 
 C. Athorne, University of Glasgow, Contemporary 
Physics, 2004

 Original Russian edition published by Izdatel’skij 
Dom, Udmurtskij Universitet, 1998

2003. VIII, 184 p. 24 figs.  (Encyclopaedia of  
Mathematical Sciences, Volume 67) Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-540-42207-5

List price
 € 84,95 | £65.50
 * € (D) 90,90 | € (A) 93,45 | sFr 139,50

Sale price
 € 42,95 | £33.00
 * € (D) 45,96 | € (A) 47,25 | sFr 70,50

R. Kress, University of Göttingen, Germany

Numerical Analysis
This introduction into numerical analysis guides 
readers towards the basic ideas and general 
principles by way of the main and important 
numerical methods. The book includes the 
necessary basic functional analytic tools for the 
solid mathematical foundation of numerical 
analysis and is indispensable for any deeper 
study and understanding of numerical methods, 
in particular, for differential equations and 
integral equations.

1998. XII, 326 p. 11 illus.  (Graduate Texts in  
Mathematics, Volume 181) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-98408-7

List price
 € 44,95 | £34.50
 * € (D) 48,10 | € (A) 49,45 | sFr 74,00

Sale price
 € 22,95 | £17.50
 * € (D) 24,56 | € (A) 25,25 | sFr 38,00
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M. Kreuzer, University of Regensburg, Germany;  
L. Robbiano, University of Genova, Italy

Computational Commutative 
Algebra 1

From the Reviews  ... This is one of the most 
refreshing mathematical books I have ever held in 
my hands. The authors do not believe in teaching 
by spreading out the material, but they introduce 
it via questions and discussions, they explore it in 
an intuitive fashion, exercise it through well-
chosen examples... This is academic teaching at its 
best: if I had not seen it, I should not have believed 
that it can be done so well ... In conclusion, this 
book gives students a stimulating introduction to 
commutative algebra very much geared to their 
need, and it provides numerous useful ideas to 
those who teach the subject.  H. Stetter, 
Internationale Mathematische Nachrichten, 2003

2000. IX, 321 p. Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-540-67733-8

List price
 € 49,95 | £38.50
 * € (D) 53,45 | € (A) 54,95 | sFr 82,00

Sale price
 € 24,95 | £19.00
 * € (D) 26,70 | € (A) 27,45 | sFr 41,00

M. Krizek, Academy of Sciences, Prague, Czech 
Republic; F. Luca, National Autonomous University  
of Mexico, Morelia, Mexico; L. Somer, Catholic  
University of America, Washington, DC, USA

17 Lectures on Fermat Numbers
From Number Theory to Geometry

 Foreword by: A. Solcova

From the Reviews  This admirable book contains 
what must be everything that is worth knowing 
about Fermat numbers ... It contains a wealth of 
fascinating results ...The Foreword, by Alena 
Šolcová, is an excellent account of Fermat’s life and 
works ...The authors, and the series editors, 
Jonathan and Peter Borwein, deserve credit and 
praise for producing what will be the definitive 
work on the subject for many years to come. 
 Dudley Underwood, Math DL, 2005

2002. XXIV, 257 p. 67 illus.  (CMS Books in  
Mathematics) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-95332-8

List price
 € 46,95 | £36.00
 * € (D) 50,24 | € (A) 51,65 | sFr 77,00

Sale price
 € 22,95 | £17.50
 * € (D) 24,56 | € (A) 25,25 | sFr 38,00

S. Lang, Yale University, New Haven, CT, USA

A First Course in Calculus
This fifth edition of Lang’s classic text covers all 
of the topics traditionally taught in the first-year 
calculus sequence. Divided into five parts, each 
section contains numerous examples and 
applications. In addition, coverage includes 
detailed solutions to a large number of the 
exercises. These can be used as worked-out 
examples, one of the main improvements over 
previous editions of the book.

 Originally published by Addison-Wesley Publishing 
Company, 1978, 1973, 1968, 1964

5th ed. 1986. 5th corr. printing 1998. XV, 727 p. 
367 illus.  (Undergraduate Texts in Mathematics) 
Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-96201-6

List price
 € 56,95 | £44.00
 * € (D) 60,94 | € (A) 62,65 | sFr 93,50

Sale price
 € 26,95 | £20.50
 * € (D) 28,84 | € (A) 29,65 | sFr 44,50

S. Lang, Yale University, New Haven, CT, USA

Algebra

From the Reviews  Lang’s Algebra ... has gained 
an iconic status, due both to the comprehensive-
ness of its coverage and its ability to be authorita-
tive and lively at the same time ... a revolutionary 
work, changing the way in which graduate algebra 
was taught ... the author describes the book as 
‘very stable’, indicating that there is little that he 
has wished to change. This confidence is reflected 
in the wider mathematical community, and ... this 
new printing deserves a place in every university 
departmental library.  Gerry Leversha,  
The Mathematical Gazette, 2003

 Originally published by Addison-Wesley, 1993

3rd rev. ed. 2002. Corr. 4th printing 2004. XV,  
914 p.  (Graduate Texts in Mathematics, Volume 211) 
Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-95385-4

List price
 € 59,95 | £46.00
 * € (D) 64,15 | € (A) 65,95 | sFr 98,50

Sale price
 € 29,95 | £23.00
 * € (D) 32,05 | € (A) 32,95 | sFr 49,50

S. Lang, Yale University, New Haven, CT, USA

Calculus of Several Variables
This new, revised edition covers all of the basic 
topics in calculus of several variables, including 
vectors, curves, functions of several variables, 
gradient, tangent plane, maxima and minima, 
potential functions, curve integrals, Green’s 
theorem, multiple integrals, surface integrals, 
Stokes’ theorem, and the inverse mapping 
theorem and its consequences. It includes many 
completely worked-out problems.

 Originally published by Addison-Wesley, Reading, 
1979

3rd ed. 1987. Corr. 4th printing 1996. XII, 616 p. 
298 illus.  (Undergraduate Texts in Mathematics) 
Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-96405-8

List price
 € 52,95 | £40.50
 * € (D) 56,66 | € (A) 58,25 | sFr 87,00

Sale price
 € 26,95 | £20.50
 * € (D) 28,84 | € (A) 29,65 | sFr 44,50

S. Lang, Yale University, New Haven, CT, USA

Complex Analysis

From the Reviews  The very understandable style 
of explanation, which is typical for this author, 
makes the book valuable for both students and 
teachers.  EMS Newsletter, 2000

This well-established book covers the basic 
material of complex analysis, plus many special 
topics, such as the Riemann Mapping Theorem, 
the gamma function, and analytic continuation. 
The book’s unique use of power series methods 
in proofs sheds more light on the results of 
complex analysis than do standard proofs.

4th ed. 1999. Corr. 3rd printing 2003. XIV, 485 p.  
139 illus.  (Graduate Texts in Mathematics,  
Volume 103) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-98592-3

List price
 € 59,95 | £46.00
 * € (D) 64,15 | € (A) 65,95 | sFr 98,50

Sale price
 € 29,95 | £23.00
 * € (D) 32,05 | € (A) 32,95 | sFr 49,50
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S. Lang, Yale University, New Haven, CT, USA

Introduction to Linear Algebra

From the Reviews  Excellent! Rigorous yet 
straightforward, all answers included! 
 Dr. J. Adam, Old Dominion University

This book is a short text in linear algebra, 
intended for a one-term course. It examines the 
relation between the geometry and the algebra 
underlying the subject. The book features 
sections on linear equations, matrices and 
Gaussian elimination, vector spaces, linear maps, 
scalar products, determinants, and eigenvalues. 
Coverage includes a large number of exercises, 
from routine computational ones to conceptual 
ones.

 Originally published by Addison-Wesley Publishing 
Company, 1970

2nd ed. 1986. Corr. 5th printing 1997. VIII, 293 p. 
66 illus.  (Undergraduate Texts in Mathematics) 
Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-96205-4

List price
 € 46,95 | £36.00
 * € (D) 50,24 | € (A) 51,65 | sFr 77,00

Sale price
 € 26,95 | £20.50
 * € (D) 28,84 | € (A) 29,65 | sFr 44,50

S. Lang, Yale University, New Haven, CT, USA

Linear Algebra
This book begins with an exposition of the basic 
theory of vector spaces and proceeds to explain 
the fundamental structure theorem for linear 
maps, including eigenvectors and eigenvalues, 
quadratic and hermitian forms, diagnolization of 
symmetric, hermitian, and unitary linear maps 
and matrices, triangulation, and Jordan 
canonical form. Material in this new edition has 
been rewritten and reorganized and new 
exercises have been added.

 Originally published by Addison-Wesley, Reading, 
1971

3rd ed. 1987. Corr. 11th printing 2004. IX, 296 p. 
21 illus.  (Undergraduate Texts in Mathematics) 
Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-96412-6

List price
 € 44,95 | £34.50
 * € (D) 48,10 | € (A) 49,45 | sFr 74,00

Sale price
 € 22,95 | £17.50
 * € (D) 24,56 | € (A) 25,25 | sFr 38,00

S. Lang, Yale University, New Haven, CT, USA

Short Calculus
The Original Edition of “A First Course in Calculus”

From the Reviews  This is a reprint of the original 
edition of Lang’s A first course in calculus, which 
was first published in 1964 ... The treatment is ‘as 
rigorous as any mathematician would wish it’ ... 
There are quite a lot of exercises ... they are refresh-
ingly simply stated, without any extraneous 
verbiage, and at times quite challenging ... There 
are answers to all the exercises set and some 
supplementary problems on each topic to tax even 
the most able.  The Mathematical Gazette, 2002

Reprint of the 1st ed. Addison-Wesley, 1964.  
2002. XII, 260 p. 30 illus.  (Undergraduate Texts in  
Mathematics) Softcover
ISBN  978-0-387-95327-4

List price
 € 39,95 | £30.50
 * € (D) 42,75 | € (A) 43,95 | sFr 65,50

Sale price
 € 19,95 | £15.50
 * € (D) 21,35 | € (A) 21,95 | sFr 33,00

H. P. Langtangen, Simula Research Laboratory, Lysaker, 
and Dept. of Informatics, University of Oslo, Norway

Computational Partial 
Differential Equations
Numerical Methods and Diffpack Programming

From the Reviews  The present version improves 
and corrects the text, adds new material, and 
updates the book to match the version 4.0 of the 
C++ software package Diffpack ... this is a very 
useful book for the users of Diffpack. However, this 
book deserves a wider readership than the users of 
Diffpack, because it provides valuable insights of 
object oriented numerics and state-of-the-art 
program development using standard tools for 
numerical programming, data visualization, and 
scripting techniques based on Perl.  
 Matti Vuorinen, Zentralblatt MATH, 2004

 Originally published as Volume 2 in the series: 
Lecture Notes in Computational Science and 
Engineering

2nd ed. 2003. XXVI, 855 p.  (Texts in Computational 
Science and Engineering, Volume 1) Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-540-43416-0

List price
 € 59,95 | £46.00
 * € (D) 64,15 | € (A) 65,95 | sFr 98,50

Sale price
 € 29,95 | £23.00
 * € (D) 32,05 | € (A) 32,95 | sFr 49,50

L. C. Larson, St. Olaf College, Northfield, MN, USA

Problem-Solving Through 
Problems

From the Reviews  This is a very welcome 
addition. The main message of the book is that the 
only way to learn to solve problems is to solve 
problems! I found this book very helpful. I am 
quite sure the book will be in constant use and I 
have no hesitation in recommending it.  
 The Mathematical Gazette

1st ed. 1983. Corr. 3rd printing 1992. XII, 332 p.  
104 illus.  (Problem Books in Mathematics) Softcover
ISBN  978-0-387-96171-2

List price
 € 52,95 | £40.50
 * € (D) 56,66 | € (A) 58,25 | sFr 87,00

Sale price
 € 26,95 | £20.50
 * € (D) 28,84 | € (A) 29,65 | sFr 44,50

S. Larsson, V. Thomée, Chalmers University of  
Technology and Göteborg University, Göteborg, 
Sweden

Partial Differential Equations 
with Numerical Methods

From the Reviews  The book ... is an introduction 
to the field of linear partial differential equations 
and to standard methods for their numerical 
solution ... The balanced combination of 
mathematical theory with numerical analysis is an 
essential feature of the book ... The book is easily 
accessible and concentrates on the main ideas 
while avoiding unnecessary technicalities. It is 
therefore well suited as a textbook for a beginning 
graduate course in applied mathematics.  
 A. Ostermann, Internationale Mathematische 
Nachrichten, 2005

1st ed. 2003. Corr 2nd printing 2005. IX, 260 p.  (Texts 
in Applied Mathematics, Volume 45) Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-540-01772-1

List price
 € 54,95 | £42.50
 * € (D) 58,80 | € (A) 60,45 | sFr 90,50

Sale price
 € 26,95 | £20.50
 * € (D) 28,84 | € (A) 29,65 | sFr 44,50
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R. Lazarsfeld, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, 
USA

Positivity in Algebraic  
Geometry I
Classical Setting: Line Bundles and Linear Series

From the Reviews  This ... book offers a 
comprehensive, up-to-date account on ampleness 
and positivity in complex algebraic geometry ... 
The book contains a wealth of material and aims 
at readers with a certain overview in complex 
algebraic geometry ... the text never gets bogged 
down in technicalities, and is a pleasure to read. 
The presentation nicely reveals historical 
developments and mathematical interplay between 
various results ... A fine book indeed.  
 Stefan Schröer, Zentralblatt MATH, 2005

2004. XVIII, 387 p. Softcover
ISBN  978-3-540-22528-7

List price
 € 34,95 | £27.00
 * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 57,50

Sale price
 € 19,95 | £15.50
 * € (D) 21,35 | € (A) 21,95 | sFr 33,00

R. Lazarsfeld, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, 
USA

Positivity in Algebraic  
Geometry II
Positivity for Vector Bundles, and Multiplier Ideals

Here is the second part of a two volume work 
that contains a contemporary account of 
positivity in complex algebraic geometry. This 
volume begins with a survey of positivity for 
vector bundles and moves on to a systematic 
development of the theory of multiplier ideals 
and their applications. At least a third of the 
book is devoted to concrete examples, applica-
tions, and pointers to further developments.

2004. XVIII, 385 p. Softcover
ISBN  978-3-540-22531-7

List price
 € 34,95 | £27.00
 * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 57,50

Sale price
 € 19,95 | £15.50
 * € (D) 21,35 | € (A) 21,95 | sFr 33,00

J. M. Lee, University of Washington, Seattle, WA, USA

Riemannian Manifolds
An Introduction to Curvature

From the Reviews  This book is very well written, 
pleasant to read, with many good illustrations. It 
deals with the core of the subject, nothing more 
and nothing less. Simply a recommendation for 
anyone who wants to teach or learn about the 
Riemannian geometry.  Nieuw Archief voor 
Wiskunde, 2000

1997. XV, 224 p. 88 illus.  (Graduate Texts in  
Mathematics, Volume 176) Softcover
ISBN  978-0-387-98322-6

List price
 € 34,95 | £27.00
 * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 57,50

Sale price
 € 19,95 | £15.50
 * € (D) 21,35 | € (A) 21,95 | sFr 33,00

R. S. Liptser, University of Tel Aviv, Israel;  
A. N. Shiryaev, Steklov Mathematical Institute, 
Moscow, Russia

Statistics of Random Processes
I. General Theory

 Transl. Russian: B. Aries

From the Reviews  Written by two renowned 
experts in the field ... contains a thorough and 
insightful treatment of the fundamental underpin-
nings of various aspects of stochastic processes as 
well as a wide range of applications. Providing 
clear exposition, deep mathematical results, and 
superb technical representation ... benefit not only 
the systems theory and control community but also 
mathematicians working on stochastic processes; 
engineers in control, communication, and signal 
processing; researchers in financial engineering; 
and scientists in many other related fields ... will 
have a significant impact ... and will become a 
classic.  SIAM Reviews

 Original Russian edition published by Nauka, 
Moscow, 1974

2nd rev. and exp. ed. 2001. XV, 427 p.  (Stochastic 
Modelling and Applied Probability, Volume 5) 
Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-540-63929-9

List price
 € 79,95 | £61.50
 * € (D) 85,55 | € (A) 87,95 | sFr 131,00

Sale price
 € 39,95 | £30.50
 * € (D) 42,75 | € (A) 43,95 | sFr 65,50

J. D. Logan, University of Nebraska at Lincoln, 
Lincoln, NE, USA

Applied Partial Differential 
Equations
This text is written for the standard, one-
semester, undergraduate course in elementary 
partial differential equations. The topics include 
derivations of some of the standard equations of 
mathematical physics (heat equation, wave 
equation, Laplace’s equation) and methods for 
solving those equations on bounded and 
unbounded domains. Methods include 
eigenfunction expansions, or separation of 
variables, and methods based on Fourier and 
Laplace transforms.

2nd ed. 2004. XII, 209 p. 40 illus.  (Undergraduate 
Texts in Mathematics) Softcover
ISBN  978-0-387-20953-1

List price
 € 32,95 | £25.50
 * € (D) 35,26 | € (A) 36,25 | sFr 54,00

Sale price
 € 16,95 | £13.00
 * € (D) 18,14 | € (A) 18,65 | sFr 28,00

A. V. Lotov, Dorodnicyn Computing Centre of Russian 
Academy of Sciences, Moscow, Russia;  
V. A. Bushenkov, Dept. of Mathematics, University 
of Evora, Portugal; G. K. Kamenev, Dorodnicyn 
Computing Centre of Russian Academy of Sciences, 
Moscow, Russia

Interactive Decision Maps
Approximation and Visualization of Pareto Frontier

Since the volume may be of interest to a broad 
variety of people, it is arranged in parts that 
require different levels of mathematical 
background. Part I can be assessed by those 
interested in the application of visualization 
methods in decision making. In Part II 
computational methods are introduced in a 
relatively simple form. Part III is written for 
readers in applied mathematics interested in the 
theoretical basis of modern optimization.

2004. 336 p.  (Applied Optimization, Volume 89) 
Hardcover
ISBN  978-1-4020-7631-2

List price
 € 119,00 | £83.00
 * € (D) 127,33 | € (A) 130,90 | sFr 195,00

Sale price
 € 59,95 | £46.00
 * € (D) 64,15 | € (A) 65,95 | sFr 98,50
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L. Lovász, Microsoft Research, Redmond, WA, USA; 
J. Pelikán, Eõtvõs Loránd University, Budapest, 
Hungray; K. Vesztergombi, University of Washington, 
Seattle, WA, USA

Discrete Mathematics
Elementary and Beyond

From the Reviews  The title of this book is quite 
apposite ... The text is, in fact, based on introduc-
tory courses in discrete mathematics ... the 
emphasis throughout the book is on finding 
efficient and imaginative ways to tackle problems 
and to develop general results ... I would see it as a 
valuable resource of enrichment activities for 
students ... is eminently suited for self-study (there 
are plenty of exercises and solutions) and can be 
warmly recommended for the school library. 
 Gerry Leversha, The Mathematical Gazette, 2004

2003. IX, 290 p. 190 illus.  (Undergraduate Texts in 
Mathematics) Softcover
ISBN  978-0-387-95585-8

List price
 € 32,95 | £25.50
 * € (D) 35,26 | € (A) 36,25 | sFr 54,00

Sale price
 € 16,95 | £13.00
 * € (D) 18,14 | € (A) 18,65 | sFr 28,00

E. Lozansky, Washington, DC, USA; C. Rousseau, 
University of Memphis, TN, USA

Winning Solutions
This book provides the mathematical tools and 
problem-solving experience needed to success-
fully compete in high-level problem solving 
competitions. Each section presents important 
background information and then provides a 
variety of worked examples and exercises to help 
bridge the gap between what the reader may 
already know and what is required for high-level 
competitions. Answers or sketches of the 
solutions are given for all exercises.

1996. X, 244 p.  (Problem Books in Mathematics) 
Softcover
ISBN  978-0-387-94743-3

List price
 € 39,95 | £30.50
 * € (D) 42,75 | € (A) 43,95 | sFr 65,50

Sale price
 € 19,95 | £15.50
 * € (D) 21,35 | € (A) 21,95 | sFr 33,00

D. G. Luenberger, Stanford University, CA, USA

Linear and Nonlinear 
Programming

From the Reviews  I have profitably used the 
book to apply constrained minimization 
procedures in the field of computational contact 
mechanics. I think it is not a secret that quite often 
books on mathematics are written from mathema-
ticians for mathematicians. Hence it is quite hard 
for engineers to read and to extract valuable 
information from them. With this respect this book 
is a shining star. It presents the topics in a very 
precise but clear and understandable way. 
 Giorgio Azvaris,Turin, Italy

2nd ed. 2003. 516 p. Hardcover
ISBN  978-1-4020-7593-3

List price
 € 76,95 | £59.00
 * € (D) 82,34 | € (A) 84,65 | sFr 126,50

Sale price
 € 36,95 | £28.50
 * € (D) 39,54 | € (A) 40,65 | sFr 61,00

Y. Ma, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 
Urbana, IL, USA; S. Soatto, University of California, 
Los Angeles, CA, USA; J. Kosecká, George Mason 
University, Fairfax, VA, USA; S. S. Sastry, University of 
California, Berkeley, CA, USA

An Invitation to 3-D Vision
From Images to Geometric Models

From the Reviews  Computer vision is invading 
our daily lives ... Covering all the aspects would be 
too vast an area to cover in one book, so here, the 
authors concentrated on the specific goal of 
recovering the geometry of a 3D object ... The 22 
pages of references form a good guide to the 
literature. The authors found an excellent balance 
between a thorough mathematical treatment and 
the applications themselves ... the text will be a 
pleasure to read for students ...  
 Adhemar Bultheel, Bulletin of the Belgian 
Mathematical Society, 2005

1st ed. 2004. Corr. 2nd printing 2005. XX, 526 p.  
170 illus. 32 colorpages  (Interdisciplinary Applied 
Mathematics, Volume 26) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-00893-6

List price
 € 59,95 | £46.00
 * € (D) 64,15 | € (A) 65,95 | sFr 98,50

Sale price
 € 29,95 | £23.00
 * € (D) 32,05 | € (A) 32,95 | sFr 49,50

S. Mac Lane, University of Chicago, IL, USA

Categories for the Working 
Mathematician

From the Reviews  A very useful introduction to 
category theory.  Internationale Mathematische 
Nachrichten

Categories for the Working Mathematician 
begins with foundations, illuminating concepts 
such as category, functor, natural transformation, 
and duality. It then continues by extensively 
illustrating these categorical concepts while 
presenting applications to more advanced topics. 
This second edition includes many revisions and 
additions.

2nd ed. 1998. XII, 314 p.  (Graduate Texts in  
Mathematics, Volume 5) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-98403-2

List price
 € 54,95 | £42.50
 * € (D) 58,80 | € (A) 60,45 | sFr 90,50

Sale price
 € 26,95 | £20.50
 * € (D) 28,84 | € (A) 29,65 | sFr 44,50

M. Majewski, Zayed University, Abu Dhabi, United 
Arab Emirates

MuPAD Pro Computing 
Essentials
This book explains basic principles of MuPAD 
commands. It teaches how to write simple 
programs and develop interactive environments 
for teaching mathematics. The text gives a large 
number of useful examples from different areas 
of undergraduate mathematics developed by the 
author during his long teaching experience. All 
the book examples are available online. Flash, 
SVG and JVX formats are used to display 
interactive and animated graphics.

2nd ed. 2004. XI, 538 p. Softcover
ISBN  978-3-540-21943-9

List price
 € 44,95 | £34.50
 * € (D) 48,10 | € (A) 49,45 | sFr 74,00

Sale price
 € 22,95 | £17.50
 * € (D) 24,56 | € (A) 25,25 | sFr 38,00
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B. B. Mandelbrot, Yale University, New Haven, CT, 
USA

Fractals and Chaos
The Mandelbrot Set and Beyond

 Coauthor: C. Evertsz, M. Gutzwiller  
 Foreword by: P. Jones

From the Reviews  The well-illustrated book 
combines hard-to-find early papers by the author 
with additional chapters that describe the 
historical background and context. Key topics are 
quadratic dynamics and its Julia and Mandelbrot 
sets, nonquadratic dynamics, Kleinian limit sets, 
and the Minkowski measure.  Zentralblatt für 
Didaktik der Mathematik, 2004 
 
 Mandelbrot’s book is a scientific, philosophic 
and pictorial treatise at the same time and it is one 
of the rare specimens of serious mathematics books 
that can be read and re-read at many different 
levels ... a book that will be as important for the 
scientific community ... as it will be appealing to a 
general informed audience.  The Mathematical 
Gazette, 2005

2004. XII,  308 p. Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-20158-0

List price
 € 42,95 | £33.00
 * € (D) 45,96 | € (A) 47,25 | sFr 70,50

Sale price
 € 19,95 | £15.50
 * € (D) 21,35 | € (A) 21,95 | sFr 33,00

B. B. Mandelbrot, Yale University, New Haven, CT, 
USA

Fractals and Scaling In Finance
Discontinuity, Concentration, Risk

Selecta Volume

 Assisted by: P. Cootner, E. Fama, W. Morris,  
H. Taylor  
 Foreword by: R. Gomory

From the Reviews  Mandelbrot writes with 
economy and felicity, and he intersperses the more 
mathematical sections with frank historical 
anecdotes ... All in all, this is a strange but 
wonderful book.  Physics Today

1997. X, 551 p. 50 illus. Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-98363-9

List price
 € 54,95 | £42.50
 * € (D) 58,80 | € (A) 60,45 | sFr 90,50

Sale price
 € 26,95 | £20.50
 * € (D) 28,84 | € (A) 29,65 | sFr 44,50

W. S. Massey, Yale University, New Haven, CT, USA

A Basic Course in Algebraic 
Topology

From the Reviews  In the minds of many people 
algebraic topology is a subject which is ‘esoteric, 
specialized, and disjoint from the overall sweep of 
mathematical thought.’ This straightforward 
introduction to the subject, by a recognized 
authority, aims to dispel that point of view by 
emphasizing: 1. the geometric motivation for the 
various concepts and 2. the applications to other 
areas.  Bulletin of the Irish Mathematics Society 

 This book consists of parts of volume 56 and all  
of volume 70 of the series: Graduate Texts in  
Mathematics

1st ed. 1991. Corr. 3rd printing 1997. XVI, 428 p.  
57 illus.  (Graduate Texts in Mathematics,  
Volume 127) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-97430-9

List price
 € 64,95 | £50.00
 * € (D) 69,50 | € (A) 71,45 | sFr 106,50

Sale price
 € 32,95 | £25.50
 * € (D) 35,26 | € (A) 36,25 | sFr 54,00

J. Matousek, Charles University, Prague, Czech 
Republic.

Using the Borsuk-Ulam Theorem
Lectures on Topological Methods in Combinatorics 
and Geometry

 Assisted by: A. Björner, G. Ziegler

From the Reviews  ...  shows that Lovász’ insight 
as well as beautiful work of many others ... have 
opened up an exciting area of matheamtics that 
connects combinatorics, graph theory, algebraic 
topology and discrete geometry. What seemed like 
an ingenious trick in 1978 now presents itself as an 
instance of the “test set paradigm”: to construct 
configuration spaces for combinatorial problems 
such that coloring, incidence or transversal 
problems may be translated into the (non-) 
existence of suitable equivariant maps ... It features 
a collection of mathematical gems. Recommended 
reading!  Zentralblatt MATH

2003. XII, 196 p.  (Universitext) Softcover
ISBN  978-3-540-00362-5

List price
 € 39,95 | £30.50
 * € (D) 42,75 | € (A) 43,95 | sFr 65,50

Sale price
 € 19,95 | £15.50
 * € (D) 21,35 | € (A) 21,95 | sFr 33,00

E. Miller, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, 
MN, USA; B. Sturmfels, University of California at 
Berkeley, Berkeley, CA, USA

Combinatorial Commutative 
Algebra
This book provides an introduction to combina-
torial commutative algebra with particular 
emphasis on combinatorial techniques for 
multigraded polynomial rings, semigroup 
algebras, and determined rings. The eighteen 
chapters cover topics ranging from homological 
invariants of monomial ideals and their 
polyhedral resolutions to hands-on tools for 
studying algebraic varieties with group actions.  
It contains over 100 figures and 250 exercises.

2005. XIV, 420 p. 102 illus.  (Graduate Texts in  
Mathematics, Volume 227) Softcover
ISBN  978-0-387-23707-7

List price
 € 36,95 | £28.50
 * € (D) 39,54 | € (A) 40,65 | sFr 61,00

Sale price
 € 19,95 | £15.50
 * € (D) 21,35 | € (A) 21,95 | sFr 33,00

P. d. Moral, Université de Nice Sophia Antipolis, Nice, 
France

Feynman-Kac Formulae
Genealogical and Interacting Particle Systems with 
Applications

From the Reviews  Pierre del Moral has produced 
an extraordinary research and reference book 
which will be of great use to a large and diverse 
scientific and engineering community. The book 
deals in detail with convergence theorems for and 
applications of so-called Feynman-Kac models and 
their interacting particle representations ... The 
book’s main contribution is twofold ... provides 
excellent models amenable to particle approxima-
tion. Del Moral is best known for his research ... 
The book contains many references to this branch 
of his work.  Mathematical Reviews, 2005

2004. XVIII, 555 p. 15 illus.  (Probability and its  
Applications) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-20268-6

List price
 € 79,95 | £61.50
 * € (D) 85,55 | € (A) 87,95 | sFr 131,00

Sale price
 € 39,95 | £30.50
 * € (D) 42,75 | € (A) 43,95 | sFr 65,50
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P. Morris, Penn State University, University Park, PA, 
USA

Introduction to Game Theory
This advanced textbook covers the central topics 
in game theory and provides a strong basis from 
which readers can go on to more advanced 
topics. The subject matter is approached in a 
mathematically rigorous, yet lively and inter-
esting way. New definitions and topics are 
motivated as thoroughly as possible. Coverage 
includes the idea of iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma 
(super games) and challenging game-playing 
computer programs.

1994. XXVI, 225 p. 44 illus.  (Universitext) Softcover
ISBN  978-0-387-94284-1

List price
 € 42,95 | £33.00
 * € (D) 45,96 | € (A) 47,25 | sFr 70,50

Sale price
 € 19,95 | £15.50
 * € (D) 21,35 | € (A) 21,95 | sFr 33,00

D. Mumford, Brown University, Providence, RI, USA

Selected Papers
On the Classification of Varieties and Moduli 
Spaces

From the Reviews  The present volume contains 
thirty selected articles of D. Mumford on topics in 
algebraic geometry ... must be seen as a highly 
valuable and welcome collection for every 
researcher in the field ... Further generations of 
researchers in this field, graduate students, 
mathematical physicists, and mathematical 
historians will profit a great deal from this 
collection of selected papers ... this is why this 
volume is at least a must for any relevant library. 
 Werner Kleinert, Zentralblatt MATH

2004. XIII, 795 p. Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-21092-6

List price
 € 99,95 | £77.00
 * € (D) 106,95 | € (A) 109,95 | sFr 164,00

Sale price
 € 49,95 | £38.50
 * € (D) 53,45 | € (A) 54,95 | sFr 82,00

M. R. Murty, Queen’s University, Kingston, ON, 
Canada; J. Esmonde, University of California at 
Berkeley, Berkeley, CA, USA

Problems in Algebraic Number 
Theory

From the Reviews  Best book of it’s kind that I’ve 
ever read. I found it to be extremely helpful. I even 
read it at night before I go to bed because it’s so 
entertaining. I thoroughly enjoyed it and would 
recommend it to anyone who is studying this. 
 Customer Review on www.amazon.com

The approach taken by the authors is based on 
the principle that questions focus and orient the 
mind. The book is a collection of about 500 prob-
lems in algebraic number theory, systematically 
arranged to reveal ideas and concepts in the 
evolution of the subject. For this new edition a 
chapter is added and several sections revised.

2nd ed. 2005. XVI, 352 p.  (Graduate Texts in  
Mathematics, Volume 190) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-22182-3

List price
 € 59,95 | £46.00
 * € (D) 64,15 | € (A) 65,95 | sFr 98,50

Sale price
 € 29,95 | £23.00
 * € (D) 32,05 | € (A) 32,95 | sFr 49,50

W. Narkiewicz, University of Wroclaw, Poland

Elementary and Analytic Theory 
of Algebraic Numbers

From the Reviews  This is the third edition of a 
well-known textbook ... the author has thoroughly 
updated the comments at the end of each chapter 
and extended the bibliography accordingly ... for 
most professional number theorists one of this 
book’s most appealing features will be the carefully 
researched notes and the large number of 
references. These make it a real treasure house and 
ensure that this volume will be an indispensable 
work of reference for anyone working in or using 
algebraic number theory.  Ch. Baxa, Monatshefte 
für Mathematik, 2006

 Originally published as a monographie

3rd ed. 2004. X, 708 p.  (Springer Monographs in 
Mathematics) Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-540-21902-6

List price
 € 119,95 | £92.50
 * € (D) 128,35 | € (A) 131,95 | sFr 197,00

Sale price
 € 59,95 | £46.00
 * € (D) 64,15 | € (A) 65,95 | sFr 98,50

J. Nestruev, Diffiety Institute, Moscow, Russia

Smooth Manifolds and 
Observables

From the Reviews  ... provides a self-contained 
introduction to the theory of smooth manifolds 
and fibre bundles, oriented towards graduate 
students in mathematics and physics. The 
approach followed here, however, substantially 
differs from most textbooks on manifold theory ... 
This book is certainly quite interesting and may 
appeal even to people who merely want to study 
algebraic geometry, in the sense that they will gain 
extra insight ...  Willy Sarlet, Zentralblatt MATH, 
2003

2003. XIV, 220 p. 30 illus.  (Graduate Texts in  
Mathematics, Volume 220) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-95543-8

List price
 € 54,95 | £42.50
 * € (D) 58,80 | € (A) 60,45 | sFr 90,50

Sale price
 € 26,95 | £20.50
 * € (D) 28,84 | € (A) 29,65 | sFr 44,50

J. Neukirch

Algebraic Number Theory
 Transl. German: N. Schappacher

From the Reviews  The present book has as its 
aim to resolve a discrepancy in the textbook 
literature and ... to provide a comprehensive 
introduction to algebraic number theory ... The 
author discusses the classical concepts from the 
viewpoint of Arakelov theory ... The treatment of 
class field theory is ... particularly rich in 
illustrating complements, hints for further study, 
and concrete examples ... The concluding chapter 
on zeta-functions and L-series is another 
outstanding advantage of the present textbook ... 
The book is, without any doubt, the most up-to-
date, systematic, and theoretically comprehensive 
textbook on algebraic number field theory 
available.  Zentralblatt MATH

1999. XVII, 571 p. 16 figs.  (Grundlehren der  
mathematischen Wissenschaften, Volume 322) 
Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-540-65399-8

List price
 € 109,95 | £84.50
 * € (D) 117,65 | € (A) 120,95 | sFr 180,50

Sale price
 € 54,95 | £42.50
 * € (D) 58,80 | € (A) 60,45 | sFr 90,50
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J. Nocedal, Northwestern University, Evanston, IL, 
USA; S. Wright, University of Wisconsin, WI, USA

Numerical Optimization
Optimization is an important tool used in 
decision science and for the analysis of physical 
systems used in engineering. One can trace its 
roots to the Calculus of Variations and the work 
of Euler and Lagrange. This natural and 
reasonable approach to mathematical program-
ming covers numerical methods for finite-
dimensional optimization problems. It begins 
with very simple ideas progressing through more 
complicated concepts, concentrating on methods 
for both unconstrained and constrained 
optimization.

2nd ed. 2006. XXII, 664 p.  (Springer Series in  
Operations Research and Financial Engineering) 
Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-30303-1

List price
 € 69,95 | £54.00
 * € (D) 74,85 | € (A) 76,95 | sFr 115,00

Sale price
 € 34,95 | £27.00
 * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 57,50

M. Ó Searcóid, University College Dublin, Ireland

Elements of Abstract Analysis
While there are many books on functional 
analysis, Elements of Abstract Analysis takes a 
very different approach; provides a comprehen-
sive overview of the elementary concepts of 
analysis while preparing students to cross the 
threshold of functional analysis. The book is 
written specifically for final-year undergraduate 
students who should already be familiar with 
most of the mathematical structures discussed. It 
reviews the concepts at a slightly greater level of 
abstraction and enables students to understand 
their place within the broad framework of set-
based mathematics. The book contains numerous 
exercises and examples.

2002. XII, 298 p. 6 figs.  (Springer Undergraduate 
Mathematics Series) Softcover
ISBN  978-1-85233-424-6

List price
 € 34,95 | £18.95
 * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 57,50

Sale price
 € 19,95 | £15.50
 * € (D) 21,35 | € (A) 21,95 | sFr 33,00

H. Ockendon, J. R. Ockendon, Oxford Centre for 
Industrial and Applied Mathematics, Oxford, UK

Waves and Compressible Flow

From the Reviews  This book ... is an introduc-
tion to the theory of linear and nonlinear waves in 
fluids, including the theory of shock waves ... is 
extraordinarily accurate and free of misprints ... 
I enjoyed reading this book ... most attractive and 
enticing appearance, and I’m certain that many 
readers who browse through it will wish to buy a 
copy. The exercises ... are excellent ...  
 C. J. Chapman, Journal of Fluid Mechanics, 2004

2004. IX, 188 p. 60 illus.  (Texts in Applied  
Mathematics, Volume 47) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-40399-1

List price
 € 59,95 | £46.00
 * € (D) 64,15 | € (A) 65,95 | sFr 98,50

Sale price
 € 29,95 | £23.00
 * € (D) 32,05 | € (A) 32,95 | sFr 49,50

H. Oertel, University of Karlsruhe, Germany (Ed.)

Prandtl’s Essentials of Fluid 
Mechanics
 Transl. English: K. Mayes

From the Reviews  The present volume gives a 
surprisingly homogenous and well-structured 
exposition of several ... branches of fluid mechanics 
and provides the key references for further studies. 
Given the difficulty ... the result should be regarded 
as a success ... The range of topics considered in 
this volume is impressive and physical ideas and 
principles described and illustrated by a wide 
range of examples will make this book interesting 
to students and specialists in various fields.  
 Dr. Y. D. Shikhmurzaev, Contemporary Physics, 
2005

 1st edition published by Hafner, New York, 1952. 
Original German edition published by Vieweg Verlag/
GWV Fachverlage (10th ed. 2001)

2nd ed. 2004. XII, 723 p. 530 illus.  (Applied  
Mathematical Sciences, Volume 158) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-40437-0

List price
 € 79,95 | £61.50
 * € (D) 85,55 | € (A) 87,95 | sFr 131,00

Sale price
 € 39,95 | £30.50
 * € (D) 42,75 | € (A) 43,95 | sFr 65,50

A. Parshin, I. Shafarevich, Steklov Institute of  
Mathematics, Moscow, Russia (Eds.)

Algebraic Geometry V
Fano Varieties

Transl. Russian: Y. Prokhorov, S. Tregub  
 With contrib. by: V. Iskovskikh, Y. Prokhorov

This EMS volume provides an exposition of the 
structure theory of Fano varieties, i.e. algebraic 
varieties with an ample anticanonical divisor. 
This book will be very useful as a reference and 
research guide for researchers and graduate 
students in algebraic geometry.

 Original Russian edition published by VINITI, 
Moscow

1999. V, 247 p.  (Encyclopaedia of Mathematical 
Sciences, Volume 47) Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-540-61468-5

List price
 € 94,95 | £73.00
 * € (D) 101,60 | € (A) 104,45 | sFr 156,00

Sale price
 € 46,95 | £36.00
 * € (D) 50,24 | € (A) 51,65 | sFr 77,00

H. Peitgen, H. Jürgens, University of Bremen, 
Germany; D. Saupe, University of Konstanz, Germany

Chaos and Fractals
New Frontiers of Science

From the Reviews  This is the second ... edition of 
what has been a bestseller since its first publication 
in 1992 ... All the laudatory comments heard 
twelve years ago about this fascinating book 
remain entirely valid. No one has succeeded in 
better presenting  ... the presentation has not aged 
at all – the comprehensiveness of the underlying 
mathematics and the illustrative power of the 
figures has never been surpassed. Twelve years 
after its first edition this book remains a must buy. 
 André Hautot, Physicalia, 2005

2nd ed. 2004. XIII, 864 p. 606 illus., 40 in color.   
Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-20229-7

List price
 € 69,95 | £54.00
 * € (D) 74,85 | € (A) 76,95 | sFr 115,00

Sale price
 € 34,95 | £27.00
 * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 57,50
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G. M. Phillips, University of St. Andrews, Fife, UK

Mathematics Is Not a Spectator 
Sport
This book introduces the reader to various topics 
in mathematics and is intended for precocious 
high school students and college students just 
beginning their study of mathematics. The topics 
discussed in this book include a variety of results 
in number theory involving squares, and also 
complex numbers, early algebraic ideas such as 
the Euclidean algorithm, geometrical construc-
tions created by the Greeks, and more recent 
topics such as group theory.

2005. XIV, 240 p. 68 illus. Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-25528-6

List price
 € 32,95 | £25.50
 * € (D) 35,26 | € (A) 36,25 | sFr 54,00

Sale price
 € 16,95 | £13.00
 * € (D) 18,14 | € (A) 18,65 | sFr 28,00

M. Postnikov, MIRAN, Moscow, Russia

Geometry VI
Riemannian Geometry

From the Reviews  M.M. Postnikov has written a 
well-structured and readable book with a 
satisfying sense of completeness to it. The reviewer 
believes this book deserves a place next to the 
already existing literature on Riemannian 
geometry, principally as a basis for teaching a 
course on abstract Riemannian geometry (after an 
introduction to differentiable manifolds) but also 
as a reference work.  Eric Boeckx, Zentralblatt 
MATH, 2002

 Original Russian edition published by Faktorial, 
Moscow, 1998

2001. XVIII, 503 p.  (Encyclopaedia of Mathematical 
Sciences, Volume 91) Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-540-41108-6

List price
 € 114,95 | £88.50
 * € (D) 123,00 | € (A) 126,45 | sFr 188,50

Sale price
 € 56,95 | £44.00
 * € (D) 60,94 | € (A) 62,65 | sFr 93,50

V. V. Prasolov, Independent University of Moscow, 
Russia

Polynomials
 Translated by: D. Leites

From the Reviews  This volume is an excellent 
introduction to the main topics on polynomials. 
The author presents both classical and modern 
subjects. … Each chapter contains a list of selected 
problems and their solutions. The book includes a 
rich bibliography and a useful index. It will be 
useful for undergraduate and graduate students in 
mathematics.  Doru Stefanescu, Zentralblatt 
MATH, 2005

 Original Russian edition published by Moscow 
Center for Continuous Math. Education,  2001

2004. XIII, 301 p.  (Algorithms and Computation in 
Mathematics, Volume 11) Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-540-40714-0

List price
 € 59,95 | £46.00
 * € (D) 64,15 | € (A) 65,95 | sFr 98,50

Sale price
 € 29,95 | £23.00
 * € (D) 32,05 | € (A) 32,95 | sFr 49,50

A. Prékopa, Rutgers Center for Operations Research, 
Piscataway, NJ, USA; E. Molnár, Budapest University 
of Technology and Economics, Hungary (Eds.)

Non-Euclidean Geometries
János Bolyai Memorial Volume

The papers in this volume, which commemorates 
the 200th anniversary of the birth of János 
Bolyai, were written by leading scientists of non-
Euclidean geometry, its history, and its applica-
tions. Some of the papers present new discov-
eries about the life and works of János Bolyai and 
the history of non-Euclidean geometry, others 
deal with geometrical axiomatics; polyhedra; 
fractals; hyperbolic, Riemannian and discrete 
geometry; tilings; visualization; and applications 
in physics.

2006. XIII, 506 p.  (Mathematics and Its Applications, 
Volume 581) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-29554-1

List price
 € 82,95 | £64.00
 * € (D) 88,76 | € (A) 91,25 | sFr 136,00

Sale price
 € 39,95 | £30.50
 * € (D) 42,75 | € (A) 43,95 | sFr 65,50

A. Pressley, King’s College, London, UK

Elementary Differential 
Geometry

From the Reviews  ... Pressley takes the simplest 
route with respect to all the technical setup: avoid 
it all. Instead of covariant derivatives, use 
derivatives with respect to local coordinates. Use 
moving frames without mentioning connections. 
Mention the Christoffel symbols very quickly, but 
don’t do very much with them. For the most part, 
it works ... the book does include several versions 
of the Gauss-Bonnett theorem, allowing the 
professor to end the course with a bang. All in all,  
I was quite happy with the book.  MAA Online

1st ed. 2001. Corr. 2nd printing 2001. X, 332 p.  
(Springer Undergraduate Mathematics Series) 
Softcover
ISBN  978-1-85233-152-8

List price
 € 36,95 | £19.95
 * € (D) 39,54 | € (A) 40,65 | sFr 61,00

Sale price
 € 19,95 | £15.50
 * € (D) 21,35 | € (A) 21,95 | sFr 33,00

M. Renardy, R. C. Rogers, Virginia Polytechnic  
Institute and State University, Blacksburg, VA, USA

An Introduction to Partial 
Differential Equations

From the Reviews  This second edition of the 
book from 1993 is still one of the most modern 
books about PDEs ... There is a number of ... new 
examples and exercises, or new sections about 
Sobolev spaces and nonlinear variational 
problems. The book is written very well and can be 
strongly recommended as a textbook for a number 
of PDE courses. The presentation of a number of 
subjects is the best available in the literature.  
 G. Schneider, Zeitschrift für Angewandte 
Mathematik und Mechanik, 2004

2nd ed. 2004. XIV, 434 p. 41 illus.  (Texts in Applied 
Mathematics, Volume 13) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-00444-0

List price
 € 69,95 | £54.00
 * € (D) 74,85 | € (A) 76,95 | sFr 115,00

Sale price
 € 34,95 | £27.00
 * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 57,50
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Y. Reshetnyak, Russian Academy of Sciences,  
Novosibirsk, Russia (Ed.)

Geometry IV
Non-regular Riemannian Geometry

 Transl. Russian: E. Primrose  
 With contrib. by: V. Berestovskij, I. Nikolaev,  
Y. Reshetnyak

This book contains two surveys on modern 
research into non-regular Riemannian geometry, 
carried out mostly by Russian mathematicians. 
Coverage examines two-dimensional Rieman-
nian manifolds of bounded curvature and metric 
spaces whose curvature lies between two given 
constants. This book will be immensely useful to 
graduate students and researchers in geometry, 
in particular Riemannian geometry.

 Originally published by VINITI, Moscow, 1989

1993. VII, 250 p. 58 figs.  (Encyclopaedia of  
Mathematical Sciences, Volume 70) Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-540-54701-3

List price
 € 109,95 | £84.50
 * € (D) 117,65 | € (A) 120,95 | sFr 180,50

Sale price
 € 54,95 | £42.50
 * € (D) 58,80 | € (A) 60,45 | sFr 90,50

P. Ribenboim, Queen’s University, Kingston, Ont., 
Canada

My Numbers, My Friends
Popular Lectures on Number Theory

From the Reviews  ... the author is extremely 
knowledgeable in his subjects and the reader can 
profit from the wealth of material contained in this 
book. Therefore this book is a welcome reference 
for anyone interested both in trivia and in serious 
background material about popular topics in 
elementary number theory.  Mathematical 
Reviews

2000. X, 375 p. Softcover
ISBN  978-0-387-98911-2

List price
 € 39,95 | £30.50
 * € (D) 42,75 | € (A) 43,95 | sFr 65,50

Sale price
 € 19,95 | £15.50
 * € (D) 21,35 | € (A) 21,95 | sFr 33,00

S. Roman, University of California, Irvine, CA, USA

Advanced Linear Algebra

From the Reviews  In this 2nd edition, the author 
has rewritten the entire book and has added more 
than 100 pages of new materials ... As in the 
previous edition, the text is well written and gives 
a thorough discussion of many topics of linear 
algebra and related fields ... the exercises are 
rewritten and expanded ... Overall, I found the 
book a very useful one ... It is a suitable choice as a 
graduate text or as a reference book.  
 Ali-Akbar Jafarian, Zentralblatt MATH, 2006

2nd ed. 2005. XVI, 504 p. 18 illus.  (Graduate Texts in 
Mathematics, Volume 135) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-24766-3

List price
 € 54,95 | £42.50
 * € (D) 58,80 | € (A) 60,45 | sFr 90,50

Sale price
 € 26,95 | £20.50
 * € (D) 28,84 | € (A) 29,65 | sFr 44,50

S. Roman, California State University, Fullerton, CA, 
USA

Introduction to the Mathematics 
of Finance
From Risk Management to Options Pricing

From the Reviews  The book is basically a 
textbook on the mathematics of financial 
derivatives on equity … . The text covers the 
material with precision, with detailed discussions, 
not avoiding the topics that require a bit more of 
mathematical maturity, and this it does with 
clarity. In particular, the discussion of optimal 
stopping is clear and detailed.  Eusebio Corbache, 
Zentralblatt MATH, 2005

2004. XV, 354  p. 55 illus.  (Undergraduate Texts in 
Mathematics) Softcover
ISBN  978-0-387-21364-4

List price
 € 49,95 | £38.50
 * € (D) 53,45 | € (A) 54,95 | sFr 82,00

Sale price
 € 24,95 | £19.00
 * € (D) 26,70 | € (A) 27,45 | sFr 41,00

C. Roos, Delft University of Technology, The Nether-
lands; T. Terlaky, McMaster University, Hamilton, ON, 
Canada; J. Vial, University of Geneva, Switzerland

Interior Point Methods for Linear 
Optimization
Second Edition

The era of interior point methods (IPMs) was 
initiated by N. Karmarkar’s 1984 paper, which 
triggered turbulent research and reshaped almost 
all areas of optimization theory and computa-
tional practice. This book offers comprehensive 
coverage of IPMs. It details the main results of 
more than a decade of IPM research. Numerous 
exercises are provided to aid in understanding 
the material.

2nd ed. 2006. XXIV, 497 p. Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-26378-6

List price
 € 59,95 | £46.00
 * € (D) 64,15 | € (A) 65,95 | sFr 98,50

Sale price
 € 29,95 | £23.00
 * € (D) 32,05 | € (A) 32,95 | sFr 49,50

C. C. Ross, University of the South, Sewanee, TN, USA

Differential Equations
An Introduction with Mathematica®

From the Reviews  The introductory differential 
equations textbook presents a convenient way for 
professors to integrate ...Each new idea is 
interactively developed ... After first learning about 
the fundamentals of differential equations and 
linear algebra, the student is immediately given an 
opportunity to examine ... the student is 
encouraged to think about what the computations 
reveal, how they are consistent with the math-
ematics ... The new revised edition updates ... and 
offers a more extensive treatment of linear algebra. 
 Zentralblatt für Didaktik der Mathematik, 2005

 Originally published in the series “Textbooks in 
Mathematical Sciences”

2nd ed. 2004. XIII, 431 p. 88 illus.  (Undergraduate 
Texts in Mathematics) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-21284-5

List price
 € 59,95 | £46.00
 * € (D) 64,15 | € (A) 65,95 | sFr 98,50

Sale price
 € 29,95 | £23.00
 * € (D) 32,05 | € (A) 32,95 | sFr 49,50
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J. R. Ruíz-Tolosa, E. Castillo, Universidad Cantabria, 
Santander, Spain

From Vectors to Tensors

From the Reviews  The book bridges a gap 
between the classical theory of tensors and the 
possibility of solving tensor problems with a 
computer ... For the first time, tensor contraction is 
formulated in terms of matrix operations ... 
Addressed primarily to students of engineering, 
applied mathematics and mathematical physics, 
this unconventional approach to tensors is original 
for its orientation, its novel concepts, the choice of 
notation and the stretching-condensing techniques 
applied to most of the transformations used. 
 Bulletin Bibliographique, 2005

2005. XVI, 670 p.  (Universitext) Softcover
ISBN  978-3-540-22887-5

List price
 € 49,95 | £38.50
 * € (D) 53,45 | € (A) 54,95 | sFr 82,00

Sale price
 € 24,95 | £19.00
 * € (D) 26,70 | € (A) 27,45 | Fr 41,00

B. P. Rynne, M. A. Youngson, Heriot-Watt University, 
Edinburgh, UK

Linear Functional Analysis
Providing an introduction to the ideas and 
methods of linear functional analysis, this book 
shows how familiar and useful concepts from 
finite-dimensional linear algebra can be extended 
or generalized to infinite-dimensional spaces. 
The initial chapters develop the theory of 
infinite-dimensional normed spaces, while in 
later chapters the emphasis shifts to studying 
operators between such spaces, with the final 
chapter discussing the two most important areas 
of integral and differential equations. Many 
exercises are included with solutions provided 
for each.

1st ed. 2000. Corr. 3rd printing 2001. X, 273 p.  
5 illus.  (Springer Undergraduate Mathematics Series) 
Softcover
ISBN  978-1-85233-257-0

List price
 € 32,95 | £18.95
 * € (D) 35,26 | € (A) 36,25 | sFr 54,00

Sale price
 € 16,95 | £13.00
 * € (D) 18,14 | € (A) 18,65 | sFr 28,00

M. Sahimi, University of Southern California,  
Los Angeles, CA, USA

Heterogeneous Materials I
Linear Transport and Optical Properties

From the Reviews  This work represents the first 
part of an impressive two-volume book that 
describes various theoretical and computational 
approaches related to effective macroscopic 
properties of heterogeneous materials ...A main 
goal is to compare two fundamental directions 
used to study the heterogeneous materials 
properties, namely the continuum mechanics 
approach and the discrete model approach ... 
recommended to materials scientists, chemical and 
mechanical engineers, and applied physicists and 
mathematicians.  Olivian Simionescu, Zentralblatt 
MATH, 2004

2003. XIX, 691 p. 130 illus.  (Interdisciplinary Applied 
Mathematics, Volume 22) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-00167-8

List price
 € 119,95 | £92.50
 * € (D) 128,35 | € (A) 131,95 | sFr 197,00

Sale price
 € 59,95 | £46.00
 * € (D) 64,15 | € (A) 65,95 | sFr 98,50

N. Saveliev, University of Miami, Coral Gables, FL, 
USA; R. Gamkrelidze, A. Vassiiev (Eds.)

Invariants of Homology 3-
Spheres

From the Reviews  This book is an excellent 
survey on invariants of homology 3-spheres. [...] 
This book is both a valuable resource for experts 
and a good introduction for newcomers. The 
author has exercised judicious restraint in his 
selection of topics, and the result is a well-
organized and well-written book that will appeal 
to anyone with an interest in low-dimensional 
topology. [...]  Hans U. Boden, Mathematical 
Reviews, 2004

2002. XII, 223 p.  (Encyclopaedia of Mathematical 
Sciences, Volume 140) Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-540-43796-3

List price
 € 99,95 | £77.00
 * € (D) 106,95 | € (A) 109,95 | sFr 164,00

Sale price
 € 49,95 | £38.50
 * € (D) 53,45 | € (A) 54,95 | sFr 82,00

K. Saxe, Macalester College, St. Paul, MN, USA

Beginning Functional Analysis
The unifying approach of functional analysis is to 
view functions as points in abstract vector space 
and the differential and integral operators as 
linear transformations on these spaces. The 
author’s goal is to present the basics of functional 
analysis in a way that makes them comprehen-
sible to a student who has completed courses in 
linear algebra and real analysis, and to develop 
the topics in their historical contexts.

2002. XII, 197 p. 14 illus.  (Undergraduate Texts in 
Mathematics) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-95224-6

List price
 € 44,95 | £34.50
 * € (D) 48,10 | € (A) 49,45 | sFr 74,00

Sale price
 € 22,95 | £17.50
 * € (D) 24,56 | € (A) 25,25 | sFr 38,00

D. Schattschneider, Moravian College, Bethlehem, 
PA, USA; M. Emmer, University of Rome “La Sapienza”, 
Rome, Italy (Eds.)

M.C.Escher’s Legacy
A Centennial Celebration

Collection of articles coming from the M.C.Escher 
Centennial Conference, Rome 1998

From the Reviews  ... The book is lavishly 
illustrated with more than eighty of Escher’s work 
... The whole book is a visual delight. Most of the 
articles are very readable and they constitute a 
very wide range of insights into Escher’s world. 
There are, however, three papers that are 
mathematically challenging and that nicely round 
off the book with in-depth analysis of some of 
them ... In summary, the book is entirely challen- 
ging in the sense that it provides a multifaceted 
exploration of the work of a man whose life was a 
continuum or artistic and mathematical 
achievement ...  P. N. Ruane, The Mathematical 
Gazette, 2005

          1st ed. 2003. 2nd printing 2005. XVI, 458 p.  
520 illus., 20 in color. With CD-ROM.   Softcover
ISBN  978-3-540-20100-7

List price
 € 39,95 | £25.00
 * € (D) 42,75 | € (A) 43,95 | sFr 65,50

Sale price
 € 19,95 | £15.50
 * € (D) 21,35 | € (A) 21,95 | sFr 33,00
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D. Serre, École Normale Supérieure de Lyon, France

Matrices
Theory and Applications

From the Reviews  This is a first-year graduate 
text that will be of considerable value to students 
with any of a wide variety of potential research 
objectives. Both the proofs and the general 
explanations are unusually detailed ... 
 Mathematical Reviews

 Original French edition published by Dunod, 2001

2002. XV, 202 p. 2 illus.  (Graduate Texts in  
Mathematics, Volume 216) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-95460-8

List price
 € 42,95 | £33.00
 * € (D) 45,96 | € (A) 47,25 | sFr 70,50

Sale price
 € 19,95 | £15.50
 * € (D) 21,35 | € (A) 21,95 | sFr 33,00

J. Serre, College de France, Paris, France

Complex Semisimple Lie 
Algebras
 Transl. French: G. Jones

From the Reviews of the French Edition  ...the 
book is intended for those who have an acquain-
tance with the basic parts of the theory, namely, 
with those general theorems on Lie algebras which 
do not depend on the notion of Cartan subalgebra. 
... One recognizes here a skillful ordering of the 
material, many simplifications of classical 
arguments and a new theorem describing 
fundamental relations between canonical 
generators of semisimple Lie algebras. The classical 
theory being ... introduced in such modern form, 
the reader can quickly reach the essence of the 
theory ...  Mathematical Reviews

 Original French edition published by Benjamin,  
New York, 1966. Former English edition published as  
a monograph

Reprint of the 1st ed. New York 1987. 2001. IX, 74 p.  
(Springer Monographs in Mathematics) Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-540-67827-4

List price
 € 34,95 | £27.00
 * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 57,50

Sale price
 € 19,95 | £15.50
 * € (D) 21,35 | € (A) 21,95 | sFr 33,00

J. Serre, College de France, Paris, France

Galois Cohomology
 Transl. French: P. Ion

An updated English translation of Cohomologie 
Galoisienne, published more than 30 years ago as 
one of the very first versions of Lecture Notes in 
Mathematics. It includes a reproduction of an 
influential paper by R. Steinberg, together with 
some new material and an expanded bibliog-
raphy.

 Originally published as a monograph

1st ed. 1997. Corr. 2nd printing 2002. X, 210 p.  
(Springer Monographs in Mathematics) Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-540-42192-4

List price
 € 39,95 | £30.50
 * € (D) 42,75 | € (A) 43,95 | sFr 65,50

Sale price
 € 19,95 | £15.50
 * € (D) 21,35 | € (A) 21,95 | sFr 33,00

J. Serre, College de France, Paris, France

Linear Representations of Finite 
Groups
 Transl. French: L. L. Scott

From the Reviews  Serre’s book gives a fine 
introduction to representations for various 
audiences ... As always with Serre, the exposition 
is clear and elegant, and the exercises contain a 
great deal of valuable information that is 
otherwise hard to find ... it is highly recommended 
for specialists and nonspecialists alike.  Bulletin 
of The American Mathematical Society

 Title of the original French edition: Representations 
lineaires des groupes finis

1st ed. 1977. Corr. 5th printing 1996. X, 170 p.   
(Graduate Texts in Mathematics, Volume 42)  
Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-90190-9

List price
 € 49,95 | £38.50
 * € (D) 53,45 | € (A) 54,95 | sFr 82,00

Sale price
 € 24,95 | £19.00
 * € (D) 26,70 | € (A) 27,45 | sFr 41,00

J. Serre, College de France, Paris, France

Trees
 Transl. French: J. Stilwell

From the Reviews  The book under review is the 
... second printing of the English edition of 1980 ... 
The seminal ideas of the book played an important 
role in the development of group theory since the 
seventies ... Nowadays the book already can be 
called classical ... Several generations of mathema-
ticians learned geometric ideas in group theory 
from this stimulating book; without doubt, the 
new edition will be useful for graduate students 
and researchers working in algebra, geometry, and 
topology.  Oleg V. Belegradek, Zentralblatt MATH, 
2003

 Original French edition published by Société 
Mathématique France, 1977

1st ed. 1980. Corr. 2nd printing 2003. IX, 142 p.  
(Springer Monographs in Mathematics) Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-540-44237-0

List price
 € 44,95 | £34.50
 * € (D) 48,10 | € (A) 49,45 | sFr 74,00

Sale price
 € 22,95 | £17.50
 * € (D) 24,56 | € (A) 25,25 | sFr 38,00

S. P. Sethi, University of Texas at Dallas, TX, USA;  
H. Zhang, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing, 
China; Q. Zhang, University of Georgia, GA, USA

Average-Cost Control of 
Stochastic Manufacturing 
Systems

From the Reviews  This book is a study on the 
optimal control of manufacturing systems subject 
to breakdowns and repairs ... Six appendices 
provide mathematical technical support. 153 
references are given. There is an author index as 
well as a subject index. This book is a useful 
reference on the stochastic optimal control of 
manufacturing systems and is recommended. 
 A. Akutowicz, Zentralblatt MATH, 2006

2005. XV, 324 p.  (Stochastic Modelling and Applied 
Probability, Volume 54) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-21947-9

List price
 € 79,95 | £61.50
 * € (D) 85,55 | € (A) 87,95 | sFr 131,00

Sale price
 € 39,95 | £30.50
 * € (D) 42,75 | € (A) 43,95 | sFr 65,50
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I. R. Shafarevich, Steklov Mathematical Institute, 
Moscow, Russia

Basic Algebraic Geometry 1
Varieties in Projective Space

 Transl. Russian: M. Reid

From the Reviews  To my best knowledge, only 
this book manages to describe so many advanced 
constructions while still being accessible for 
researchers outside the field of algebraic geometry. 
This book is indeed a tremendous achievement. 
 Newsletter on Computational and Applied 
Mathematics

 Originally published in one volume.  
 Original Russian edition published by Nauka, 
Moscow 1988

2nd rev. and exp. ed. 1994. XX, 308 p. 21 illus. Softcover
ISBN  978-3-540-54812-6

List price
 € 49,95 | £38.50
 * € (D) 53,45 | € (A) 54,95 | sFr 82,00

Sale price
 € 24,95 | £19.00
 * € (D) 26,70 | € (A) 27,45 | sFr 41,00

I. R. Shafarevich, A. I. Kostrikin, Moscow, Russia 
(Eds.)

Basic Notions of Algebra
 Transl. Russian: M. Reid

From the Reviews  This is one of the few 
mathematical books I read from cover to cover ... 
 Zentralblatt Math 
 
 ...which I read like a novel and undoubtedly will 
become a classic ... it contains several important 
articles from journals which are not all so easily 
accessible ... Furthermore, at the end of the book, 
there are some Notes by the author which are 
indispensable for the necessary historical 
background information ... This valuable book 
should be on the shelf of every algebraist and 
algebraic geometer.  Nieuw Archief voor Wiskunde

 1st printing of this edition published as “Algebra I” 
by Kostrikin,A., Shafarevich, I.R.(Eds.), Springer 1990.  
 Russian edition published by VINITI, Moscow 1986

1st ed. 1990. 3rd printing 2005. IV, 258 p.  (Encyclo- 
paedia of Mathematical Sciences, Volume 11) Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-540-25177-4

List price
 € 84,95 | £65.50
 * € (D) 90,90 | € (A) 93,45 | sFr 139,50

Sale price
 € 42,95 | £33.00
 * € (D) 45,96 | € (A) 47,25 | Fr 70,50

I. R. Shafarevich, Mathematical Institute of the 
Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow, Russia

Discourses on Algebra

From the Reviews  ... particularly attractive 
about this book are the historical notes, the 
references to many mathematicians and their 
work, as well as many original proofs included. In 
closing: I think that any student and any teacher 
interested in ... elementary (and maybe not so 
elementary) study of such topics as sets, polyno-
mials, and numbers should read ... this book ... 
particularly valuable for future teachers. The book 
is very well written, and it has detailed proofs and 
many exercises ... this book will be remembered for 
its beauty and elegance.  M. Poplicher, MAA Online

 Original Russian edition published by Journal 
Matematicheskie obrazovanie, 2000

2002. X, 276 p. 45 illus.  (Universitext) Softcover
ISBN  978-3-540-42253-2

List price
 € 34,95 | £27.00
 * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 57,50

Sale price
 € 19,95 | £15.50
 * € (D) 21,35 | € (A) 21,95 | sFr 33,00

S. Shirali, University of Bahrain, Kingdon of Bahrain; 
H. L. Vasudeva, Panjab University, Chandigarh, India

Metric Spaces
This volume provides a complete introduction to 
metric space theory. It covers the topology of 
metric spaces, continuity, connectedness, 
compactness and product spaces, and includes 
results such as the Tietze-Urysohn extension 
theorem, Picard’s theorem on ordinary 
differential equations, and the set of discontinui-
ties of the pointwise limit of a sequence of 
continuous functions. Coverage includes a 
wealth of examples and exercises.

2006. VIII, 222 p. Softcover
ISBN  978-1-85233-922-7

List price
 € 32,95 | £25.00
 * € (D) 35,26 | € (A) 36,25 | sFr 54,00

Sale price
 € 16,95 | £13.00
 * € (D) 18,14 | € (A) 18,65 | sFr 28,00

A. N. Shiryaev, Steklov Mathematical Institute, 
Moscow, Russia

Probability
 Transl. Russian: S. S. Wilson, Technical Translation 
Services, Cheltanham, UK

This book contains a systematic treatment of 
probability from the ground up, starting with 
intuitive ideas and gradually developing more 
sophisticated subjects, such as random walks, 
martingales, Markov chains, ergodic theory, 
weak convergence of probability measures, 
stationary stochastic processes, and the Kalman-
Bucy filter. Many examples are discussed in 
detail, and there are a large number of exercises. 
The book is accessible to advanced undergradu-
ates and can be used as a text for self-study. This 
new edition contains substantial revisions and 
updated references. 

 Original Russian edition published by Nauka, 1989

2nd ed. 1996. XVI, 621 p. 54 illus.  (Graduate Texts in 
Mathematics, Volume 95) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-94549-1

List price
 € 62,95 | £48.50
 * € (D) 67,36 | € (A) 69,25 | sFr 103,50

Sale price
 € 29,95 | £23.00
 * € (D) 32,05 | € (A) 32,95 | sFr 49,50

S. E. Shreve, Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, 
PA, USA

Stochastic Calculus for Finance II
Continuous-Time Models

From the Reviews  The origin of this two volume 
textbook are the well-known lecture notes on 
Stochastic Calculus ... The first volume contains 
the binomial asset pricing model ... The second 
volume covers continuous-time models ... This 
book continues the series of publications by Steven 
Shreve of highest quality on the one hand and 
accessibility on the other end. It is a must for 
anybody who wants to get into mathematical 
finance and a pleasure for experts ...  
 www.mathfinance.de, 2004

2004. XIX, 550 p. 28 illus.  (Springer Finance)  
Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-40101-0

List price
 € 54,95 | £42.50
 * € (D) 58,80 | € (A) 60,45 | sFr 90,50

Sale price
 € 26,95 | £20.50
 * € (D) 28,84 | € (A) 29,65 | sFr 44,50
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J. H. Silverman, Brown University, Providence, RI, 
USA; J. Tate, University of Texas, Austin, TX, USA

Rational Points on Elliptic Curves

From the Reviews  The authors’ goal has been to 
write a textbook in a technically difficult field 
which is accessible to the average undergraduate 
mathematics major, and it seems that they have 
succeeded admirably ...  Mathematical Reviews

1st ed. 1992. Corr. 2nd printing 1994. X, 281 p. 34 figs.  
(Undergraduate Texts in Mathematics) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-97825-3

List price
 € 32,95 | £25.50
 * € (D) 35,26 | € (A) 36,25 | sFr 54,00

Sale price
 € 16,95 | £13.00
 * € (D) 18,14 | € (A) 18,65 | sFr 28,00

J. H. Silverman, Brown University, Providence, RI, 
USA

The Arithmetic of Elliptic Curves

From the Reviews  This well-written book covers 
the basic facts about the geometry and arithmetic 
of elliptic curves, and is sure to become the 
standard reference in the subject. It meets the 
needs of at least three groups of people: students 
interested in doing research in Diophantine 
geometry, mathematicians needing a reference for 
standard facts about elliptic curves, and computer 
scientists interested in algorithms and needing an 
introduction to elliptic curves...  Mathematical 
Reviews

1st ed. 1986. Corr. 3rd printing 1994. XII, 400 p.  
13 figs.  (Graduate Texts in Mathematics, Volume 106) 
Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-96203-0

List price
 € 64,95 | £50.00
 * € (D) 69,50 | € (A) 71,45 | sFr 106,50

Sale price
 € 32,95 | £25.50
 * € (D) 35,26 | € (A) 36,25 | sFr 54,00

D. Simchi-Levi, Massachusetts Institute of  
Technology; X. Chen, University of Illinois, Urbana, IL, 
USA; J. Bramel, CDC-IXIS Financial Guaranty

The Logic of Logistics
Theory, Algorithms, and Applications for Logistics 
and Supply Chain Management

Fierce competition in today’s global market 
provides a powerful motivation for developing 
ever more sophisticated logistics systems. This 
book, written for the logistics manager and 
researcher, presents a timely and authoritative 
survey of the modern theory and application of 
logistics, including case studies in which decision 
support tools for large-scale logistics applications 
are developed.

2nd ed. 2005. XX, 355 p. 38 illus.  (Springer Series 
in Operations Research and Financial Engineering) 
Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-22199-1

List price
 € 54,95 | £42.50
 * € (D) 58,80 | € (A) 60,45 | sFr 90,50

Sale price
 € 29,95 | £23.00
 * € (D) 32,05 | € (A) 32,95 | sFr 49,50

J. Simo, T. Hughes, Stanford University, Stanford, 
CA, USA

Computational Inelasticity

From the Reviews  This book is well written, easy 
to follow and contains much useful material for 
researchers and graduate students in various 
branches of engineering and applied mathematics. 
 Newsletter of the EMS, 2001

This book describes the theoretical foundations 
of inelasticity, its numerical formulation and 
implementation. Among the numerous topics 
covered are small deformation plasticity and 
viscoplasticity, convex optimization theory, 
integration algorithms for the constitutive 
equation of plasticity and viscoplasticity, the 
variational setting of boundary value problems 
and discretization by finite element methods.

1st ed. 1998. Corr. 2nd printing 2000. XIV, 392 p.  
85 illus.  (Interdisciplinary Applied Mathematics, 
Volume 7) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-97520-7

List price
 € 69,95 | £54.00
 * € (D) 74,85 | € (A) 76,95 | sFr 115,00

Sale price
 € 34,95 | £27.00
 * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 57,50

S. F. Singer, Haverford College, Haverford, PA, USA

Linearity, Symmetry, and 
Prediction in the Hydrogen Atom
This undergraduate textbook concentrates on 
how to make predictions about dimensions of 
the basic states of a quantum system from only 
two ingredients: the symmetry and the linear 
model of quantum mechanics. The reader is first 
introduced to an important example of a 
quantum system with symmetry and then given 
the mathematical tools to make predictions 
about it. This user-friendly exposition is driven 
by numerous examples and exercises.

2005. XIV, 398 p.  (Undergraduate Texts in  
Mathematics) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-24637-6

List price
 € 39,95 | £29.50
 * € (D) 42,75 | € (A) 43,95 | sFr 65,50

Sale price
 € 19,95 | £15.50
 * € (D) 21,35 | € (A) 21,95 | sFr 33,00

A. Skorokhod, Michigan State University, East 
Lansing, MI, USA; Y. Prokhorov, Steklov Mathemat-
ical Institute, Moscow, Russia (Ed.)

Basic Principles and Applications 
of Probability Theory
 Translated by: B. Seckler

The book is an introduction to modern 
probability theory written by one of the famous 
experts in this area. Readers will learn about the 
basic concepts of probability and its applications, 
preparing them for more advanced and 
specialized works.

 Original Russian edition published by Viniti, 
Moscow, 1989

2005. V, 282 p. Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-540-54686-3

List price
 € 74,95 | £57.50
 * € (D) 80,20 | € (A) 82,45 | sFr 123,00

Sale price
 € 36,95 | £28.50
 * € (D) 39,54 | € (A) 40,65 | sFr 61,00
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G. C. Smith, University of Bath, UK

Introductory Mathematics: 
Algebra and Analysis
This text provides a lively introduction to pure 
mathematics. It begins with sets, functions and 
relations, proof by induction and contradiction, 
complex numbers, vectors and matrices, and 
provides a brief introduction to group theory. It 
moves onto analysis, providing a gentle 
introduction to epsilon-delta technology and 
finishes with continuity and functions. The book 
features numerous exercises of varying difficulty 
throughout the text.

1st ed. 1998. Corr. 3rd printing 2000. XVI, 216 p.  
19 figs.  (Springer Undergraduate Mathematics 
Series) Softcover
ISBN  978-3-540-76178-5

List price
 € 34,95 | £15.95
 * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 57,50

Sale price
 € 19,95 | £15.50
 * € (D) 21,35 | € (A) 21,95 | sFr 33,00

G. C. Smith, O. Tabachnikova, University of Bath, UK

Topics in Group Theory
The theory of groups is simultaneously a branch 
of abstract algebra and the study of symmetry. 
Designed for readers approaching the subject for 
the first time, this book reviews all the essentials. 
It recaps the basic definitions and results, 
including Lagranges Theorem, the isomorphism 
theorems and group actions. Later chapters 
include material on chain conditions and 
finiteness conditions, free groups and the theory 
of presentations. In addition, a novel chapter of 
“entertainments” demonstrates an assortment of 
results that can be achieved with the theoretical 
machinery.

2000. XVI, 256 p. 16 figs.  (Springer Undergraduate 
Mathematics Series) Softcover
ISBN  978-1-85233-235-8

List price
 € 34,95 | £18.95
 * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 57,50

Sale price
 € 19,95 | £15.50
 * € (D) 21,35 | € (A) 21,95 | sFr 33,00

R. I. Soare, University of Chicago, IL, USA

Recursively Enumberable Sets 
and Degrees
A Study of Computable Functions and Computably 
Generated Sets

The first part of this book consists of an 
introduction to the theory of computation and 
recursive function theory, including definitions 
of computable functions, Turing machines, 
partial recursive functions, recursively enumer-
able sets, the Kleene recursion theorem etc. The 
second part is a comprehensive study of 
recursively enumerable sets and their degrees.

1st ed. 1987. 2nd printing 1999. XVIII, 437 p.  
(Perspectives in Mathematical Logic) Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-540-15299-6

List price
 € 74,95 | £57.50
 * € (D) 80,20 | € (A) 82,45 | sFr 123,00

Sale price
 € 36,95 | £28.50
 * € (D) 39,54 | € (A) 40,65 | sFr 61,00

A. Sofo, School of Communications and Informatics, 
Victoria University of Technology, Melbourne, 
Australia

Computational Techniques for 
the Summation of Series

From the Reviews  This book collects in one 
volume the author’s considerable results in the area 
of the summation of series and their representation 
in closed form, and details the techniques by which 
they have been obtained ... the calculations are 
given in plenty of detail, and closely related work 
which has appeared in a variety of places is 
conveniently collected together. That the author 
passes on his extensive knowledge of the literature 
of results for series will also be valued by the 
interested scholar.  Katherine Seaton, The 
Australian Mathematical Society Gazette, 2005

2003. 206 p. Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-306-47805-5

List price
 € 82,95 | £64.00
 * € (D) 88,76 | € (A) 91,25 | sFr 136,00

Sale price
 € 39,95 | £30.50
 * € (D) 42,75 | € (A) 43,95 | sFr 65,50

P. N. Souza, University of California at Berkeley, CA, 
USA; J. Silva, University of Lisbon, Portugal

Berkeley Problems in 
Mathematics

From the Reviews  This new edition has been 
updated with the most recent exams ... numerous 
new problems and solutions which were not 
included in previous editions. It is an invaluable 
source of problems and solutions for every 
mathematics student who plans to enter a  
Ph. D program ... this book will develop problem-
solving skills in areas such as real analysis, 
multivariable calculus, differential equations, 
metric spaces, complex analysis, algebra, and 
linear algebra ...  Zentralblatt für Didaktik der 
Mathematik, 2004

3rd ed. 2004. XIV, 591 p.  (Problem Books in  
Mathematics) Softcover
ISBN  978-0-387-00892-9

List price
 € 39,95 | £30.50
 * € (D) 42,75 | € (A) 43,95 | sFr 65,50

Sale price
 € 19,95 | £15.50
 * € (D) 21,35 | € (A) 21,95 | sFr 33,00

F. Spitzer

Principles of Random Walk

From the Reviews  The most valuable new 
feature of the second edition is a supplementary 
bibliography covering results obtained from 1964 
to 1976, which have been carefully included into 
the text. The publication of the second printing 
now encourages the reader to reconstruct the 
trains of thought of the founders of the theory of 
random walk ... For those knowing already a little 
bit about the theory this book is an invaluable 
source of ideas, impressive connections and results. 
 Markus Reiss, Zentralblatt MATH, 2002

2nd ed. 1976. 1st softcover printing 2001. XIII,  
408 p.  (Graduate Texts in Mathematics, Volume 34) 
Softcover
ISBN  978-0-387-95154-6

List price
 € 42,95 | £33.00
 * € (D) 45,96 | € (A) 47,25 | sFr 70,50

Sale price
 € 19,95 | £15.50
 * € (D) 21,35 | € (A) 21,95 | sFr 33,00
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H. Stichtenoth, Universität Gesamthochschule Essen, 
Germany

Algebraic Function Fields and 
Codes
This book links two subjects: algebraic geometry 
and coding theory. It uses a novel approach 
based on the theory of algebraic function fields. 
Coverage includes the Riemann-Rock theorem, 
zeta functions and Hasse-Weil’s theorem as well 
as Goppa’ s algebraic-geometric codes and other 
traditional codes. It will be useful to researchers 
in algebraic geometry and coding theory and 
computer scientists and engineers in information 
transmission.

1993. X, 260 p. 7 illus.  (Universitext) Softcover
ISBN  978-3-540-56489-8

List price
 € 34,95 | £27.00
 * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 57,50

Sale price
 € 19,95 | £15.50
 * € (D) 21,35 | € (A) 21,95 | sFr 33,00

J. Stillwell, University of San Francisco, CA, USA

Mathematics and Its History

From the Reviews  This book covers many 
interesting topics not usually covered in a present 
day undergraduate course … . The fact that the 
topics are introduced in their historical context 
will enable students to better appreciate and 
understand the mathematical ideas involved ... 
Topics are presented mainly in a present-day 
context ... All of the chapters contain a number of 
interesting mathematical concepts, results and 
exercises ... I can suggest no better text than 
Stillwell’s excellent book.  David Parrott, The 
Australian Mathematical Society Gazette, 2002

2nd ed. 2002. Corr. 2nd printing 2004. XVIII, 542 p. 
181 illus.  (Undergraduate Texts in Mathematics) 
Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-95336-6

List price
 € 46,95 | £36.00
 * € (D) 50,24 | € (A) 51,65 | sFr 77,00

Sale price
 € 22,95 | £17.50
 * € (D) 24,56 | € (A) 25,25 | sFr 38,00

J. Stoer, Institut für Angewandte Mathematik,  
Würzburg, Germany; R. Bulirsch, Institut für  
Mathematik, München, Germany

Introduction to Numerical 
Analysis
 Translated by: R. Bartels, W. Gautschi, C. Witzgall

From the Reviews  ... the third edition of a 
famous work on the basics of numerical analysis. 
It is a well-written textbook for advanced 
undergraduate/beginning graduate students 
containing both classical methods and modern 
approaches to numerical mathematics. The theory 
is illustrated by many interesting examples, and 
carefully selected exercises lead the reader to a 
better understanding ... contains new material and 
several improved passages and will be useful also 
for those who already use the previous editions. 
 European Mathematical Society Newsletter, 2003

3rd ed. 2002. XV, 744 p. 39 illus.  (Texts in Applied 
Mathematics, Volume 12) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-95452-3

List price
 € 69,95 | £54.00
 * € (D) 74,85 | € (A) 76,95 | sFr 115,00

Sale price
 € 34,95 | £27.00
 * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 57,50

A. Stubhaug, University of Oslo, Norway

The Mathematician Sophus Lie
It was the Audacity of My Thinking

 Translated by: R. Daly

From the Reviews   This is a remarkable 
biography of a remarkable mathematician, which 
should be read by anyone who pretends to the title 
“mathematician” ... I regret that there is not 
enough space to extol as I should the virtues of 
Stubhaug’s great work. He had previously written 
a widely praised biography of Abel, the most 
famous other Norwegian mathematician. One 
senses that both were works of love completed with 
infinite patience ...  John Coleman, Canadian 
Mathematical Society, 2003

 Original Norwegian edition published by 
Aschehoug, Oslo, 2000

2002. XI, 555 p. 105 figs., 8 in color. Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-540-42137-5

List price
 € 39,95 | £30.50
 * € (D) 42,75 | € (A) 43,95 | sFr 65,50

Sale price
 € 19,95 | £15.50
 * € (D) 21,35 | € (A) 21,95 | sFr 33,00

M. Talagrand, Université Paris, France

The Generic Chaining
Upper and Lower Bounds of Stochastic Processes

From the Reviews  This textbook gives a 
systematic approach to the problem of deriving 
good bounds for stochastic processes using the 
‘generic chaining’ method ... The presentation in 
this book ... takes the reader from a simple and 
intuitive explanation of the basic idea underlying 
the chaining technique to the edge of today’s 
knowledge ... The entertaining and sometimes 
humorous style makes this book a pleasure to read. 
 Dierk Peithmann, Zentralblatt MATH, 2006

2005. VIII, 222 p.  (Springer Monographs in  
Mathematics) Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-540-24518-6

List price
 € 79,95 | £61.50
 * € (D) 85,55 | € (A) 87,95 | sFr 131,00

Sale price
 € 39,95 | £30.50
 * € (D) 42,75 | € (A) 43,95 | sFr 65,50

P. Tauvel, R. W. Yu, Université de Poitiers, France

Lie Algebras and Algebraic 
Groups

From the Reviews  The sheer volume of material 
covered herein should make this book an 
invaluable reference for people interested in, or 
teaching, Lie algebras or algebraic groups. It truly 
provides ‘one stop shopping’ for someone needing a 
result or hard-to-find proof ... I cannot even begin 
to imagine how much work must have gone into 
creating such a thorough and comprehensive 
reference, and I have no doubt it will be an 
important and useful addition to the literature on 
this subject.  Mark Hunacek, The Mathematical 
Gazette, 2006

2005. XVI, 653 p.  (Springer Monographs in  
Mathematics) Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-540-24170-6

List price
 € 69,95 | £54.00
 * € (D) 74,85 | € (A) 76,95 | sFr 115,00

Sale price
 € 34,95 | £27.00
 * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 57,50
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H. Teodorescu, Dept. of Computer Science and 
Engineering, University of South Florida, Tampa, USA; 
D. Mlynek, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology 
(EPFL), Lausanne, Switzerland; A. Kandel, University 
of South Florida, Tampa, USA and Tel Aviv University, 
Israel; H. Zimmermann, ELITE Foundation, Aachen, 
Germany (Eds.)

Intelligent Systems and 
Interfaces
This volume offers comprehensive coverage of 
intelligent systems, including fundamental 
aspects, software-, sensors-, and hardware-
related issues. Moreover, the contributors to this 
volume provide, beyond a systematic overview of 
intelligent interfaces and systems, deep, practical 
knowledge in building and using intelligent 
systems in various applications. Special emphasis 
is placed on specific aspects and requirements in 
applications.

2000. 480 p.  (International Series in Intelligent  
Technologies, Volume 15) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-7923-7763-4

List price
 € 184,95 | £142.50
 * € (D) 197,90 | € (A) 203,45 | sFr 303,50

Sale price
 € 92,95 | £71.50
 * € (D) 99,46 | € (A) 102,15 | sFr 152,50

S. Torquato, University of Princeton, NJ, USA

Random Heterogeneous 
Materials
Microstructure and Macroscopic Properties

From the Reviews  Since the author has been at 
the forefront of this research field, he has deep 
insight into many of the theoretical developments 
of the past two decades, and as a result has 
produced an outstanding book with many 
insightful comments. In my opinion, every serious 
researcher and advanced graduate student who is 
interested in heterogeneous materials should have 
a copy of this book.  Journal of Statistical Physics

1st ed. 2001. Corr. 2nd printing 2006. XXI, 701 p.  
218 illus.  (Interdisciplinary Applied Mathematics, 
Volume 16) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-95167-6

List price
 € 69,95 | £54.00
 * € (D) 74,85 | € (A) 76,95 | sFr 115,00

Sale price
 € 34,95 | £27.00
 * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 57,50

A. Toselli, ETH Zentrum, Zürich, Switzerland;  
O. Widlund, Courant Institute of Mathematical 
Sciences, New York, NY, USA

Domain Decomposition Methods 
– Algorithms and Theory

From the Reviews  This book unifies the results 
from a number of papers by the authors and their 
coworkers over the past two decades, and 
complements them by new insights and some 
background. The distinguishing feature of this 
book is a comprehensive and rigorous treatment of 
convergence bounds based on the theory of infinite 
elements ... The bibliography is quite complete for 
the fields covered ... The book belongs on the desk 
of all specialists involved in domain decomposition 
and sub-structuring ...  Jan Mandel, Zentralblatt 
MATH, 2005

2005. XV, 450 p.  (Springer Series in Computational 
Mathematics, Volume 34) Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-540-20696-5

List price
 € 69,95 | £54.00
 * € (D) 74,85 | € (A) 76,95 | sFr 115,00

Sale price
 € 34,95 | £27.00
 * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 57,50

A. Tveito, Simula Research Laboratory, Lysaker, 
Norway; R. Winther, University of Oslo, Norway

Introduction to Partial 
Differential Equations
A Computational Approach

From the Reviews  Presents an introductory 
course to study partial differential equations 
especially from the computational point of view ... 
At the end of each chapter the reader can find a 
very good selection of fine exercises or projects ... 
The language of the book is simple and easy to 
read which will be highly appreciated by its 
readers. The book can be very useful for under-
graduate and graduate students in mathematics 
and engineering.  Angela Handlovicová, 
Zentralblatt MATH, 2005

1st ed. 1998. Corr. 2nd printing 2005. XVI, 392 p.  
(Texts in Applied Mathematics, Volume 29) Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-540-22551-5

List price
 € 49,95 | £38.50
 * € (D) 53,45 | € (A) 54,95 | sFr 82,00

Sale price
 € 24,95 | £19.00
 * € (D) 26,70 | € (A) 27,45 | sFr 41,00

R. J. Vanderbei, Dept. of Civil Engineering and 
Operations Research, Princeton University, NJ, USA

Linear Programming
Foundations and Extensions

From the Reviews  This book is highly recom-
mended, it is a must for modern linear program-
mers.  Short Book Reviews, 2002

This book provides an introduction to optimiza-
tion. It details constrained optimization, 
beginning with a substantial treatment of linear 
programming and proceeding to convex analysis, 
network flows, integer programming, quadratic 
programming, and convex optimization. 
Coverage underscores the purpose of optimiza-
tion: to solve practical problems on a computer. 
C programs that implement the major algo-
rithms and JAVA tools are available online.

2nd ed. 2001. 472 p.  (International Series in  
Operations Research & Management Science,  
Volume 37) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-7923-7342-1

List price
 € 97,00 | £61.50
 * € (D) 103,79 | € (A) 106,70 | sFr 159,00

Sale price
 € 46,95 | £36.00
 * € (D) 50,24 | € (A) 51,65 | sFr 77,00

R. S. Varga, Kent State University, Kent, OH, USA

Geršgorin and His Circles

From the Reviews  This book is an extremely 
detailed account of eigenvalue inclusion theorems, 
starting with the basic Geršgorin disk theorem … . 
One of the most pleasing features of the book is 
what Varga calls the first recurring theme: every 
eigenvalue inclusion theorem has a corresponding 
nonsingularity theorem ... contains numerous 
simple examples and illustrative diagrams, and 
everything is explained in great detail ...For 
anyone seeking information about eigenvalue 
inclusion theorems, this book will be a great 
reference.  David Scott Watkins, Mathematical 
Reviews, 2005

2004. X, 226 p.  (Springer Series in Computational 
Mathematics, Volume 36) Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-540-21100-6

List price
 € 59,95 | £46.00
 * € (D) 64,15 | € (A) 65,95 | sFr 98,50

Sale price
 € 29,95 | £23.00
 * € (D) 32,05 | € (A) 32,95 | sFr 49,50



The first € price and the £ price are net sale prices, subject to local VAT. The prices indicated with an * are gross prices; the € (D) for Germany includes 7% VAT for books, the € (A) for Austria includes 10% VAT for books.
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W. Vasconcelos, Rutgers University, Piscataway, NJ, 
USA

Integral Closure
Rees Algebras, Multiplicities, Algorithms

From the Reviews  Wolmer Vasconocelos is an 
authoritative figure in commutative algebra today. 
... The book ... is an important undertaking and 
will likely represent an essential research tool for 
generations to come as well as a standard reference 
text ...The book is a tour de force in commutative 
algebra … does a wonderful job presenting the big 
picture surrounding the concepts ... This book is 
recommended to graduate students and mathema-
ticians ... It represents a great addition to the 
literature.  Florian Enescu, Zentralblatt MATH, 2006

2005. XII, 519 p.  (Springer Monographs in  
Mathematics) Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-540-25540-6

List price
 € 79,95 | £61.50
 * € (D) 85,55 | € (A) 87,95 | sFr 131,00

Sale price
 € 39,95 | £30.50
 * € (D) 42,75 | € (A) 43,95 | sFr 65,50

F. Verhulst, University of Utrecht, The Netherlands

Nonlinear Differential Equations 
and Dynamical Systems

From the Reviews  For lecture courses that cover 
the classical theory of nonlinear differential 
equations associated with Poincaré and Lyapunov 
and introduce the student to the ideas of 
bifurcation theory and chaos this is an ideal text. 
 Mathematika 
 
 The pedagogical style is excellent, consisting 
typically of an insightful overview followed by 
theorems, illustrative examples and exercises.  
 CHOICE

 Original Dutch edition published by Epsilon 
Uitgaven, Utrecht, 1985

2nd rev. and expanded ed. 1996. Corr. 2nd printing 
1999. X, 303 p. 127 figs.  (Universitext) Softcover
ISBN  978-3-540-60934-6

List price
 € 29,95 | £23.00
 * € (D) 32,05 | € (A) 32,95 | sFr 49,50

Sale price
 € 14,95 | £11.50
 * € (D) 16,00 | € (A) 16,45 | sFr 24,50

E. Vinberg, Moscow University, Moscow, Russia, CIS 
(Ed.)

Geometry
Volume 2: Spaces of Constant Curvature

 Transl. Russian: V. Minachin  
 With contrib. by: D. Alekseevskij, O. Shvartsman, 
A. Solodovnikov, E. Vinberg

A very clear account of the subject from the 
viewpoints of elementary geometry, Riemannian 
geometry and group theory – a book with no 
rival in the literature. Mostly accessible to first-
year students in mathematics, the book also 
includes very recent results which will be of 
interest to researchers in this field.

 Original Russian edition published by Publisher 
VINITI, Moscow, 1988

1993. IX, 254 p. 87 figs.  (Encyclopaedia of  
Mathematical Sciences, Volume 29) Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-540-52000-9

List price
 € 94,95 | £73.00
 * € (D) 101,60 | € (A) 104,45 | sFr 156,00

Sale price
 € 46,95 | £36.00
 * € (D) 50,24 | € (A) 51,65 | sFr 77,00

P. Walker, American University of Sharjah, United 
Arab Emirates

Examples and Theorems in 
Analysis

From the Reviews  This book is a unique and 
very practical contribution to the teaching of 
calculus ... The aim of this book is to try to give the 
subject concreteness and immediacy by giving the 
well-chosen examples equal status with the 
theorems ... this excellent book is written primarily 
for first- and second-year undergraduates in math-
ematics; but it will also be of interest to students of 
statistics, computer science and engineering ...We 
warmly recommend it as an entertaining and 
stimulating companion ...  Ferenc Móricz, Acta 
Scientiarum Mathematicarum, 2005

2004. X, 287 p. 19 illus. Softcover
ISBN  978-1-85233-493-2

List price
 € 34,95 | £22.50
 * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 57,50

Sale price
 € 19,95 | £15.50
 * € (D) 21,35 | € (A) 21,95 | sFr 33,00

G. Walschap, University of Oklahoma, Norman, OK, 
USA

Metric Structures in Differential 
Geometry

From the Reviews  This book is based on the 
author’s graduate-level lecture notes ... One of the 
strengths of this book is the fact that the author 
manages in a 220-page volume to cover important 
themes in Riemannian geometry and fiber bundles 
... The book contains some nice examples ... The 
topics are well-closed and the content is well-
organized ... This clearly written book is an 
excellent source for teaching a course in differential 
geometry ... It is a worthwhile addition to any 
mathematical library.  Stere Ianus, Zentralblatt 
MATH, 2006

2004. VIII, 226 p. 15 illus.  (Graduate Texts in  
Mathematics, Volume 224) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-20430-7

List price
 € 69,95 | £54.00
 * € (D) 74,85 | € (A) 76,95 | sFr 115,00

Sale price
 € 34,95 | £27.00
 * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 57,50

A. T. Winfree, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ, USA

The Geometry of Biological Time

From the Reviews  The new edition ... is a 
fascinating update of the delightful original ... The 
book is an enjoyable ‘page-turner’ ... and 
demonstrates well the synergistic effect between 
biology and mathematics ... Not only is the reader 
continually tantalized by the figures appearing on 
the ensuing pages, but the new commentary lends 
a mystery-novel feeling to the book. This second 
edition was created by inserting new text boxes 
into the original, mostly intact, edition ... In 
summary, the original book is good and the second 
edition is even better ...  MAA Online

 Originally published in the series: Springer Study 
Edition

2nd ed. 2001. XXVI, 777 p. 656 illus., 336 in color.  
(Interdisciplinary Applied Mathematics, Volume 12) 
Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-98992-1

List price
 € 69,95 | £54.00
 * € (D) 74,85 | € (A) 76,95 | sFr 115,00

Sale price
 € 34,95 | £27.00
 * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 57,50



Sales prices are valid until July 31st, 2007. This offer is not valid in North and South America.
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N. Woodhouse, University of Oxford, UK

Special Relativity

From the Reviews  ... a pleasure to read and 
therefore qualifies right off as a good source to use 
for learning about special relativity on your own. 
... One gets the sense of breezing along pretty fast 
while, in actuality, a lot of material is being dealt 
with... the selection of topics in the book is very 
nice indeed , and is historically sound and will 
therefore reward the reader with an element of 
culture to boot: he’ll learn some history of modern 
physics ... I wish this book had been around when 
I was a student.  MAA Online

1st ed. 2003. Corr. 2nd printing 2007. X, 192 p.  
17 illus.  (Springer Undergraduate Mathematics 
Series) Softcover
ISBN  978-1-85233-426-0

List price
 € 32,95 | £18.95
 * € (D) 35,26 | € (A) 36,25 | sFr 54,00

Sale price
 € 16,95 | £13.00
 * € (D) 18,14 | € (A) 18,65 | sFr 28,00

R. E. Wyatt, University of Texas at Austin, TX, USA

Quantum Dynamics with 
Trajectories
Introduction to Quantum Hydrodynamics

 With contrib. by: C. J. Trahan

From the Reviews  The book is unique in that it 
addresses with equal expertise, computational 
methodology and theoretical connections at the 
interface between de Broglie-Bohm theory and 
phase space moment methods. A highly didactic 
text, to be recommended to graduate students and 
researchers in physics and chemistry.  
 Irene Burghardt, Dépt. de chimie, École Normale 
Supérieure, Paris, France

2005. XXI, 405 p. 139 illus.  (Interdisciplinary Applied 
Mathematics, Volume 28) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-22964-5

List price
 € 59,95 | £46.00
 * € (D) 64,15 | € (A) 65,95 | sFr 98,50

Sale price
 € 29,95 | £23.00
 * € (D) 32,05 | € (A) 32,95 | sFr 49,50

D. D. Yao, Columbia University, New York, NY, USA;  
H. Zhang, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing, 
China; X. Y. Zhou, The Chinese University of Hong 
Kong, Shatin, Hong Kong (Eds.)

Stochastic Modeling and 
Optimization
With Applications in Queues, Finance, and Supply 
Chains

From the Reviews  The Workshop Stochastic 
Models and Optimization ... in May 2001, forms 
the basis of the present volume. 14 papers from 
about 60 presentations at the workshop were 
selected and thoroughly revised making self-
contained chapters of a book for a broad audience. 
It highlighted some recent advances in applied 
probability achieved mainly by scientists with 
Chinese background ... The book seems to be very 
suitable for seminar studies at the graduate level. 
 Hans-Joachim Girlich, OR News, 2005

2003. XI, 468 p. 30 illus. Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-95582-7

List price
 € 64,95 | £50.00
 * € (D) 69,50 | € (A) 71,45 | sFr 106,50

Sale price
 € 32,95 | £25.50
 * € (D) 35,26 | € (A) 36,25 | sFr 54,00

K. Zhu, State University of New York at Albany, NY, 
USA

Spaces of Holomorphic 
Functions in the Unit Ball

From the Reviews  This book discusses the most 
well-known and widely used spaces of holomor-
phic functions in the unit ball ... The book can be 
read comfortably by anyone familiar with single 
variable complex analysis ... the proofs are 
originally constructed and considerably simpler 
than the existing ones in the literature ... The book 
is essentially self contained ...  
 Eleonara A. Storozhenko, Zentralblatt MATH, 2005

2005. X, 271 p.  (Graduate Texts in Mathematics, 
Volume 226) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-387-22036-9

List price
 € 69,95 | £54.00
 * € (D) 74,85 | € (A) 76,95 | sFr 115,00

Sale price
 € 34,95 | £27.00
 * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 57,50

G. M. Ziegler, Technische Universität Berlin, Germany

Lectures on Polytopes

From the Reviews  This is an excellent book on 
convex polytopes written by a young and 
extremely active researcher.  Acta Scientiarum 
Mathematicarum

Based on a graduate course given at Technische 
Universität, Berlin, these lectures present a 
wealth of material on the modern theory of 
convex polytopes. The lectures introduce the 
fundamentals of polytopes, with an emphasis on 
the methods that yield the results. They also 
discuss important examples and elegant 
constructions. Finally, they review exciting 
current work in the field. This collection offers 
interesting and enjoyable reading for researchers 
as well as students.

1st ed. 1995. Corr. 3rd printing 1998. XI, 370 p.  
(Graduate Texts in Mathematics, Volume 152) 
Softcover
ISBN  978-0-387-94365-7

List price
 € 32,95 | £25.50
 * € (D) 35,26 | € (A) 36,25 | sFr 54,00

Sale price
 € 16,95 | £13.00
 * € (D) 18,14 | € (A) 18,65 | sFr 28,00

P. Zieschang, University of Texas at Brownsville, TX, 
USA

Theory of Association Schemes

From the Reviews  Theory of association schemes 
is a self-contained textbook ... The theory of 
association schemes can be applied to Hecke 
algebras of transitive permutation groups, and the 
algebras are usually noncommutative. So this 
treatment is also good for group theorists ... The 
book under review also contains many recent 
developments in the theory.  Akihide Hanaki, 
Mathematical Reviews, 2006

2005. XV, 283 p.  (Springer Monographs in  
Mathematics) Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-540-26136-0

List price
 € 79,95 | £61.50
 * € (D) 85,55 | € (A) 87,95 | sFr 131,00

Sale price
 € 39,95 | £30.50
 * € (D) 42,75 | € (A) 43,95 | sFr 65,50
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A. Bossavit, Laboratoire de Génie Électrique de Paris, 
Gif-sur-Yvette, France

Électromagnétisme, en vue de la 
modélisation
Comment poser et résoudre les équations de 
Maxwell ? On présente ici les outils nécessaires : 
formulations faibles, éléments d’arêtes, méthodes 
intégrales, en insistant sur la modélisation, c’est-
à-dire la « mise en équations » de situations 
concrètes : il y a en effet, pour chaque catégorie 
de problèmes en électrotechnique, un modèle 
mathématique approprié qu’il faut savoir dériver 
des équations fondamentales. Depuis sa 
rédaction, ce cours a été enseigné dans plusieurs 
formations doctorales européennes, destinées à 
des ingénieurs en électrotechnique et à des 
étudiants en analyse numérique.

1ère éd. 1993. 2ème tirage corrigé 2004. XIII, 174 p.  
(Mathématiques et Applications, Volume 14) Broché
ISBN  978-3-540-59620-2

List price
 € 34,08 | £24.00
 * € (D) 36,47 | € (A) 37,49 | sFr 56,00

Sale price
  € 16,95 | £13.00
  * € (D) 18,14 | € (A) 18,65 | sFr 28,00

P. Bremaud, École Polytechnique Fédérale de  
Lausanne, Écublens, Switzerland

Introduction aux Probabilités
Modélisation des Phénomènes Aléatoires

Cette introduction aux concepts probabilistes et 
au calcul des probabilités s’adresse aux élèves-
ingénieurs ou aux étudiants qui ne se destinent 
pas à priori à une carrière en mathématiques.  
La présentation, bien qu’utilisant le formalisme 
moderne, ne fait donc pas appel à une connais-
sance préalable de la Théorie de la Mesure et de 
l’Intégration. Une autre caractéristique impor-
tante de ce livre est la présence d’une centaine 
d’exercices avec solutions détaillées.

1ère éd. 1984. Réimpr. corr. 1988. Réimpr.  
1997. XV, 338 p. 72 fig.   Broché
ISBN  978-3-540-13612-5

List price
 € 26,49 | £20.50
 * € (D) 28,34 | € (A) 29,14 | sFr 43,50

Sale price
  € 14,95 | £11.50
  * € (D) 16,00 | € (A) 16,45 | sFr 24,50

C. Chevalley, P. Cartier, IHES, Bures-Sur-Yvette, 
France (Eds.)

Classification des Groupes 
Algébriques Semi-simples
The Classification of Semi-simple Algebraic Groups

P. Cartier, A. Grothendieck, M. Lazard  
 Révision par: P. Cartier

Le texte de cet ouvrage correspond au Séminaire 
dirigé par Claude Chevalley à l’Ecole Normale 
Supérieure de Paris, pendant les années 
universitaires 1956/57 et 1957/58.

2005. XIII, 276 p.  (Collected Works of Claude 
Chevalley, Volume 3) Relié
ISBN  978-3-540-23031-1

List price
 € 69,95 | £54.00
 * € (D) 74,85 | € (A) 76,95 | sFr 115,00

Sale price
  € 34,95 | £27.00
  * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 57,50

L. Decreusefond, A. Maruani, École Nationale 
Supérieure des Télécommunications, Paris, France

Mathématiques, Informatique, 
Physique. Au fil des TIPE
Responsables pédagogiques de l’épreuve pour les 
mathématiques, l’informatique et la physique,  
L. Decreusefond et A. Maruani ont contribué de 
manière significative à la conception et à la mise 
en œuvre des TIPE. Cet ouvrage présente neuf 
dossiers de mathématiques, de physique ou 
d’informatique proposés au concours. Chaque 
sujet est accompagné de remarques générales, 
d’un commentaire, d’une suggestion de plan, de 
questions qu’un jury aurait pu poser et d’un 
développement replaçant le thème du dossier 
dans son contexte scientifique.

2005. XIII, 268 p.  (SCOPOS, Volume 19) Broché
ISBN  978-2-287-22305-1

List price
 € 33,13 | £25.50
 * € (D) 35,45 | € (A) 34,95 | sFr 54,50

Sale price
  € 16,95 | £13.00
  * € (D) 18,14 | € (A) 18,65 | sFr 28,00

J. Françoise, Université Pierre et Marie Curie, Paris, 
France

Oscillations en biologie
Analyse qualitative et modèles

Les oscillations complexes mises en évidence 
dans les systèmes physiologiques s’analysent par 
des modèles. Cet ouvrage se propose de 
présenter et de développer les mathématiques 
nécessaires à leur compréhension. On présente 
en particulier les notions d’excitabilité, de 
bistabilité, de synchronisation et d’oscillations en 
salves dans le cadre de l’analyse qualitative.

2005. XII, 179 p.  (Mathématiques et Applications, 
Volume 46) Broché
ISBN  978-3-540-25152-1

List price
 € 34,08 | £26.00
 * € (D) 36,47 | € (A) 37,49 | sFr 56,00

Sale price
  € 16,95 | £13.00
  * € (D) 18,14 | € (A) 18,65 | sFr 28,00

H. Gianella, R. Krust, F. Taieb, N. Tosel,  
Lycée Louis-le-Grand, Paris, France

Problèmes choisis de 
mathématiques supérieures
Ce livre rassemble des énoncés de problèmes de 
mathématiques proposés par les auteurs à leurs 
étudiants en classe préparatoire MPSI au Lycée 
Louis-Le-Grand à Paris. Les problèmes sont de 
difficulté progressive, pour la plupart originaux, 
et parfois établissent des résultats mathématiques 
récents. Une brève introduction permet de les 
situer dans un contexte mathématique plus vaste. 
Tous les énoncés sont suivis de corrigés détaillés, 
et complétés s’il y a lieu d’indications biblio- 
graphiques permettant d’engager une étude plus 
poussée du sujet.

2001. VIII, 267 p. 19 fig.  (SCOPOS, Volume 14) Broché
ISBN  978-3-540-42335-5

List price
 € 26,49 | £20.50
 * € (D) 28,34 | € (A) 29,14 | sFr 43,50

Sale price
  € 14,95 | £11.50
  * € (D) 16,00 | € (A) 16,45 | sFr 24,50
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A. Henrot, Université Henri Poincaré,  
Vandoeuvre-les-Nancy, France; M. Pierre, Antenne  
de Bretagne de I’ENS Cachan, Bruz, France

Variation et optimisation  
de formes
Une analyse géométrique

Ce livre est une initiation aux approches 
modernes de l’optimisation mathématique de 
formes. Il s’appuie sur les seules connaissances de 
première année de Master de mathématiques, 
mais permet déjà d’aborder les questions 
ouvertes dans ce domaine en pleine efferves-
cence. On y développe la méthodologie ainsi que 
les outils d’analyse mathématique et de géométrie 
nécessaires à l’étude des variations de domaines. 
On y trouve une étude systématique des 
questions géométriques associées à l’opérateur de 
Laplace, de la capacité classique, de la dérivation 
par rapport à une forme, ainsi qu’un FAQ sur les 
topologies usuelles sur les domaines et sur les 
propriétés géométriques des formes optimales 
avec ce qui se passe quand elles n’existent pas, le 
tout avec une importante bibliographie.

2005. XII, 334 p.  (Mathématiques et Applications, 
Volume 48) Broché
ISBN  978-3-540-26211-4

List price
 € 59,67 | £46.00
 * € (D) 63,85 | € (A) 65,64 | sFr 98,00

Sale price
  € 29,95 | £23.00
  * € (D) 32,05 | € (A) 32,95 | sFr 49,50

F. Jedrzejewski, CEA Saclay - INSTN/UERTI,  
Gif-sur-Yvette Cedex, France

Introduction aux méthodes 
numériques
De l’approximation polynomiale à la résolution 
d’équations aux dérivées partielles par des 
méthodes de différences, de volumes et 
d’éléments finis, ce livre offre un large panorama 
des méthodes numériques actuelles. Cette 
seconde édition offre des compléments d’analyse 
matricielle et un nouveau chapitre sur les 
équations de la physique mathématique qui sont 
au cœur des préoccupations d’aujourd’hui.

2ème éd. 2005. 291 p.   Broché
ISBN  978-2-287-25203-7

List price
 € 37,87 | £29.00
 * € (D) 40,52 | € (A) 39,95 | sFr 62,50

Sale price
  € 19,95 | £15.50
  * € (D) 21,35 | € (A) 21,95 | sFr 33,00

B. Lapeyre, École Nationale des Ponts et Chaussées, 
Marne-la-Vallée, France; E. Pardoux, Université de 
Provence, Marseille, France; R. Sentis, Bruyères-le-
Châtel, France

Méthodes de Monte-Carlo pour 
les équations de transport et de 
diffusion
Le but de ce livre est de donner une introduction 
aux méthodes de Monte-Carlo orientée vers la 
résolution des équations aux dérivées partielles. 
Après des rappels sur les techniques de simula-
tion, de réduction de variance et de suites à 
discrépance faible, les auteurs traitent en détail le 
cas des équations de transport, de l’équation de 
Boltzmann et des équations paraboliques de 
diffusion. Dans chaque cas ils introduisent les 
processus aléatoires associés et discutent les 
techniques d’implémentation.

1998. X, 178 p.  (Mathématiques et Applications, 
Volume 29) Broché
ISBN  978-3-540-63393-8

List price
 € 31,23 | £24.00
 * € (D) 33,42 | € (A) 34,35 | sFr 51,50

Sale price
  € 14,95 | £11.50
  * € (D) 16,00 | € (A) 16,45 | sFr 24,50

C. Le Bris, École Nationale des Ponts et Chaussées, 
Marne-la-Vallée, France

Systèmes multi-èchelles
Modélisation et simulation

Systèmes multi-échelles est une introduction à la 
problématique des systèmes multi-échelles du 
point de vue du mathématicien appliqué. Il se 
compose d’une mosaique d’exemples de 
problèmes issus de la physique au sens large qui 
présentent pour leur modélisation et leur 
simulation cette difficulté essentielle de 
comporter en leur sein des échelles de temps ou 
d’espace très différentes.

2005. XII, 214 p.  (Mathématiques et Applications, 
Volume 47) Broché
ISBN  978-3-540-25313-6

List price
 € 43,55 | £33.50
 * € (D) 46,60 | € (A) 47,91 | sFr 71,50

Sale price
  € 19,95 | £15.50
  * € (D) 21,35 | € (A) 21,95 | sFr 33,00

A. Lichnewsky, Université Paris Sud, Orsay, France 
(Ed.)

Modélisation mathématique:  
un autre regard
Cet ouvrage rassemble plusieurs textes qui ont 
été soumis aux candidats de l’épreuve de 
modélisation du concours d’agrégation de 
mathématiques. Les textes sont complétés par 
une présentation de l’auteur, et plusieurs 
propositions d’exploitation convenant soit à cette 
épreuve, soit au contexte des T.I.P.E. et T.P.E. Les 
connaissances mathématiques correspondant aux 
deux premiers cycles universitaires y sont 
appliquées dans des situations concrètes simples 
aux prolongements multiples.

2002. XV, 267 p. 35 fig.  (SCOPOS, Volume 16) Broché
ISBN  978-3-540-43136-7

List price
 € 42,61 | £33.00
 * € (D) 45,59 | € (A) 46,87 | sFr 70,00

Sale price
  € 19,95 | £15.50
  * € (D) 21,35 | € (A) 21,95 | sFr 33,00

A. Miranville, Futuroscope, France; R. Temam, 
Université de Paris Sud, Orsay, France; C. Ruget, 
Inspection générale de l’éducation nationale, Paris, 
France; A. Lichnewsky, Université de Paris Sud, Orsay, 
France (Eds.)

L’Intégrale de Scopos  
Agrégation de mathématiques
Mathématiques en situation / Modélisation 
mathématique: un autre regard / Modélisation 
mathématique et mécanique des milieux continus

Ce recueil est la “bible” pour préparer sereine-
ment l’épreuve de modélisation à l’agrégation de 
mathématiques. Les auteurs sont soit des 
chercheurs de premier plan largement reconnus 
dans leur domaine, soit des membres du jury du 
Concours. Tous les domaines de la modélisation 
mathématique sont ainsi présents : algorith-
mique, fiabilité, biomathématiques, biochimie, 
dynamique des populations, percolation, ondes, 
GPS, trafic routier, télécommunications, finance, 
mécanique des milieux continus.  
Un indispensable.

2005. XXXIII, 737 p. 35 illus. (3-volume-set).   
(SCOPOS, Volume 11/16/18) 
ISBN  978-3-540-24500-1

List price
 € 84,36 | £65.00
 * € (D) 90,27 | € (A) 92,80 | sFr 138,50

Sale price
  € 42,95 | £33.00
  * € (D) 45,96 | € (A) 47,25 | sFr 70,50
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A. Quarteroni, École Polytechnique Fédérale de 
Lausanne, Suisse; R. Sacco, Politecnico di Milano, 
Italy; F. Saleri, University of Milano, Italy

Méthodes numériques pour le 
calcul scientifique
Programmes en MATLAB

 Traduit par: J. Gerbeau

Le livre a pour but de présenter les fondements 
théoriques et méthodologiques de l’analyse 
numérique. Une attention toute particulière est 
portée sur les concepts de stabilité, précision et 
complexité des algorithmes. Les méthodes 
modernes relatives aux thèmes suivants sont 
présentées et analysées en détails : résolution des 
systèmes linéaires et non linéaires, approxima-
tion polynômiale, optimisation, intégration 
numérique, polynômes orthogonaux, transfor-
mations rapides, équations différentielles 
ordinaires. Une caractéristique principale du 
livre réside dans l’abondance des programmes 
MATLAB qui illustrent les méthodes numéri-
ques proposées par des applications concrètes.

2000. XV, 444 p.  (Collection IRIS) Broché
ISBN  978-2-287-59701-5

List price
 € 37,87 | £29.00
 * € (D) 40,52 | € (A) 39,95 | sFr 62,50

Sale price
  € 19,95 | £15.50
  * € (D) 21,35 | € (A) 21,95 | sFr 33,00

J. Serre, Collège de France, Paris, France

Œuvres – Collected Papers
Volume 1: 1949 - 1959

From the Reviews  These volumes collect almost 
all of the research and expository papers of  
J.-P. Serre published in mathematical journals 
through 1984, as well as some of his seminar 
reports, and a few items not previously published 
... Throughout his writings, Serre has liberally 
sprinkled open questions and conjectures. Most 
endnotes list subsequent progress made on these 
questions or improvements to the main results of 
the papers. Some make additional comments, and 
a few are corrections. These endnotes alone justify 
the publication of the collected works. Serre is one 
of the masters of mathematical exposition ...  
 James Milne, University of Michigan, Math Reviews

1ère éd. 1986. 2ème tirage corrigé 2003.  
XXIII, 596 p. Broché
ISBN  978-3-540-43562-4

List price
 € 44,95 | £34.50
 * € (D) 48,10 | € (A) 49,45 | sFr 74,00

Sale price
  € 22,95 | £17.50
  * € (D) 24,56 | € (A) 25,25 | sFr 38,00

J. Serre, Collège de France, Paris, France

Œuvres – Collected Papers
Volume 2: 1960 –1971

1ère éd. 1986. 2ème tirage corrigé 2003.  
VI, 742 p.   Broché
ISBN  978-3-540-43563-1

List price
 € 44,95 | £34.50
 * € (D) 48,10 | € (A) 49,45 | sFr 74,00

Sale price
  € 22,95 | £17.50
  * € (D) 24,56 | € (A) 25,25 | sFr 38,00

J. Serre, Collège de France, Paris, France

Œuvres – Collected Papers
Volume 3: 1972 –1984

1ère éd. 1986. 2ème tirage corrigé 2003.  
VI, 731 p.   Broché
ISBN  978-3-540-43564-8

List price
 € 44,95 | £34.50
 * € (D) 48,10 | € (A) 49,45 | sFr 74,00

Sale price
  € 22,95 | £17.50
  * € (D) 24,56 | € (A) 25,25 | sFr 38,00

J. Serre, Collège de France, Paris, France

Œuvres – Collected Papers
Volume 4: 1985 –1998

From the Reviews  This is the fourth volume of  
J-P. Serre’s Collected Papers covering the period 
1985-1998. Items, numbered 133-173, contain “the 
essence’’ of his work from that period and are 
devoted to number theory, algebraic geometry, and 
group theory. Half of them are articles and another 
half are summaries of his courses in those years and 
letters. Most courses have never been previously 
published, nor proofs of the announced results. The 
letters reproduced, however (in particular to K. 
Ribet and M.-F. Vignéras), provide indications of 
some of those proofs. Also included is an interview 
with J-P. Serre from 1986, revealing his views on 
mathematics (with the stress upon its integrity) and 
his own mathematical activity. The volume ends 
with Notes which complete the text by reporting 
recent progress and occasionally correct it. The 
volume is an indispensable addition to previous 
ones and the whole set presents a fine piece of 
modern mathematics.  Zentralblatt MATH

1ère éd. 2000. 2ème tirage corrigé 2003.  
VIII, 694 p. Broché
ISBN  978-3-540-43565-5

List price
 € 44,95 | £34.50
 * € (D) 48,10 | € (A) 49,45 | sFr 74,00

Sale price
  € 22,95 | £17.50
  * € (D) 24,56 | € (A) 25,25 | sFr 38,00
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R. Courant, D. Hilbert

Methoden der mathematischen 
Physik
 Vorwort von: P. Lax

From the Reviews  What a compliment for a 
textbook to get reprinted 70 years after its first 
publication – and not for historical purposes, but 
still with the same intention of providing a decent 
and well readable introduction to some aspects of 
mathematical physics.  Zentralblatt für  
Mathematik

 Ursprünglich erschienen als Band 30 der Reihe: 
Heidelberger Taschenbücher

4. Aufl. 1993. XVIII, 545 S. Geb.
ISBN  978-3-540-56796-7

List price
 € 37,34 | £28.50
 * € (D) 39,95 | € (A) 41,01 | sFr 61,50

Sale price
 € 18,64 | £14.50
 * € (D) 19,95 | € (A) 20,50 | sFr 31,00

R. Courant, H. Robbins

Was ist Mathematik?
 Mit einem Vorwort von Stefan Hildebrandt

Wer Mathematik liebt, findet sie spannend und 
aufregend. Für viele Menschen ist Mathematik 
allerdings ein Buch mit sieben Siegeln. Dieses 
Buch schlägt Brücken in das Reich der Mathe-
matik. Es richtet sich an Leser jeden Alters und 
jeder Vorbildung. Gymnasiallehrer finden eine 
reiche Auswahl an Beispielen, Studenten bietet es 
Orientierung, und Dozenten werden sich an den 
Feinheiten der Darstellung zweier Meister ihres 
Faches erfreuen.

5., unveränd. Aufl. 2001. XXII, 399 S. 287 Abb. Geb.
ISBN  978-3-540-63777-6

List price
 € 37,34 | £28.50
 * € (D) 39,95 | € (A) 41,07 | sFr 61,50

Sale price
 € 18,64 | £14.50
 * € (D) 19,95 | € (A) 20,50 | sFr 31,00

C. Creutzig, K. Gehrs, Universität-GH Paderborn;  
W. Oevel, SciFace Software GmbH & Co. KG,  
Paderborn

Das MuPAD-Tutorium
Ein elementares Tutorium zur Einführung für 
Einsteiger in MuPAD (ab Version 3.0): das 
Computeralgebra-System löst neben Problem-
stellungen der Mathematik auch mathematische 
Aufgaben der Natur- und Ingenieurwissen-
schaften. In einfachen Schritten: Bausteine, 
Anwendungsbeispiele, Funktionen, Grafik, sowie 
die Programmierung anhand zahlreicher 
Beispiele. Zukünftige Änderungen und 
Erweiterungen werden unter http://www.mupad.
de/doc.html dokumentiert.

3. erw.  Aufl. 2004. XIII, 436 S. Brosch.
ISBN  978-3-540-22185-2

List price
 € 42,01 | £32.50
 * € (D) 44,95 | € (A) 46,21 | sFr 69,00

Sale price
 € 18,64 | £14.50
 * € (D) 19,95 | € (A) 20,50 | sFr 31,00

H. D. Ebbinghaus, H. Hermes, Universität Freiburg; 
F. Hirzebruch, Max-Planck-Institut f.Mathematik, 
Bonn; M. Koecher, Universität Münster; K. Mainzer, 
Universität Augsburg; J. Neukirch, Regensburg;  
A. Prestel, Universität Konstanz; R. Remmert,  
Universität Münster

Zahlen
 Redaktion: K. Lamotke

From the Reviews  Mathematik ist schwierig zu 
erlernen und zu lehren. „Relle oder komplexe 
Zahlen” oder „Pi” sind zwar bekannt, aber nur 
wenige wissen, was sie wirklich bedeuten. Die 
Autoren dieses Bandes geben hier eine meister-
hafte Einführung in die Magie der Mathematik. 
Die Rezensenten der ersten beiden Auflagen 
äusserten sich überzeugt: „Das Lesen ist ein 
Genuß, den man sich nicht entgehen lassen sollte.” 
 Jahresbericht der Deutschen Mathematiker-
Vereinigung

 Ursprünglich erschienen als Band 1 der Reihe: 
Grundwissen Mathematik

3. verb. Aufl. 1992. XIV, 337 S. 31 Abb.   
(Springer-Lehrbuch) Brosch.
ISBN  978-3-540-55654-1

List price
 € 37,34 | £28.50
 * € (D) 39,95 | € (A) 41,07 | sFr 61,50

Sale price
 € 18,64 | £14.50
 * € (D) 19,95 | € (A) 20,50 | sFr 31,00

C. Geiger, C. Kanzow, Universität Hamburg

Numerische Verfahren zur 
Lösung unrestringierter 
Optimierungsaufgaben

From the Reviews  The book derives from 
different lectures given by the authors at the 
University of Hamburg. The authors consider only 
numerical methods for unconstrained optimiza-
tion problems and assume the function to be 
minimized is continously differentiable. The book 
is clearly written and contains many examples. [..] 
 H. Benker, Zentralblatt MATH

1999. IX, 349 S.  (Springer-Lehrbuch) Brosch.
ISBN  978-3-540-66220-4

List price
 € 30,79 | £23.50
 * € (D) 32,95 | € (A) 33,87 | sFr 50,50

Sale price
 € 18,64 | £14.50
 * € (D) 19,95 | € (A) 20,50 | sFr 31,00

D. Lau, Universität Rostock

Algebra und Diskrete 
Mathematik 1
Grundbegriffe der Mathematik, Algebraische 
Strukturen 1, Lineare Algebra und Analytische 
Geometrie, Numerische Algebra

Algebra und Diskrete Mathematik gehören zu 
den wichtigsten mathematischen Grundlagen 
der Informatik. Das zweibändige Lehrbuch führt 
umfassend und lebendig in den Themenkomplex 
ein. Mit klar herausgearbeiteten Lösungsalgo-
rithmen, vielen Beispielen, ausführlichen 
Beweisen und Hervorhebungen wichtiger 
Inhalte. Die umfangreiche Sammlung von 
Übungsaufgaben hilft beim aktiven Lernen und 
zeigt die unterschiedlichsten Anwendungs-
möglichkeiten.

2004. XIV, 478 S.  (Springer-Lehrbuch) Brosch.
ISBN  978-3-540-20397-1

List price
 € 27,99 | £21.50
 * € (D) 29,95 | € (A) 30,79 | sFr 46,00

Sale price
 € 18,64 | £14.50
 * € (D) 19,95 | € (A) 20,50 | sFr 31,00

JEDES BUCH

nur *€ 19,95
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D. Lau, Universität Rostock

Algebra und Diskrete 
Mathematik 2
Lineare Optimierung, Graphen und Algorithmen, 
Algebraische Strukturen und Allgemeine Algebra 
mit Anwendungen

Algebra und Diskrete Mathematik gehören zu 
den wichtigsten Grundlagen der Informatik.  
Ein umfassendes und leicht verständliches 
Lehrbuch in 2 Bänden: klar herausgearbeitete 
Lösungsalgorithmen, viele Beispiele, ausführliche 
Beweise, Hervorhebungen wichtiger Inhalte. 
Plus: umfangreiche Sammlung von Übungen 
und Anwendungsmöglichkeiten. In Band 2: 
Lineare Optimierung, Graphen/Algorithmen, 
Algbraische Strukturen, Allgemeine Algebra mit 
Anwendungen.

2004. XIV, 494 S.  (Springer-Lehrbuch) Brosch.
ISBN  978-3-540-20398-8

List price
 € 27,99 | £21.50
 * € (D) 29,95 | € (A) 30,79 | sFr 46,00

Sale price
 € 18,64 | £14.50
 * € (D) 19,95 | € (A) 20,50 | sFr 31,00

D. Meintrup, S. Schäffler, Universität der 
Bundeswehr München, Neubiberg

Stochastik
Theorie und Anwendungen

Fundierte und anwendungsbezogene Einführung 
in die Wahrscheinlichkeitstheorie und Statistik. 
Ob digitale Nachrichtenübertragung, Schalt-
kreissimulation, Verfahrenstechnik oder 
Financial Engineering - die meisten modernen 
Verfahren in der Technik und Informatik 
beruhen auf stochastischen Prinzipien. Alle 
Resultate sind in diesem Buch ausführlich 
motiviert und exakt bewiesen. Hervorragend 
geeignet für Selbststudium und Vorlesungs-
begleitung.

2005. XIV, 609 S.  (Statistik und ihre Anwendungen) 
Brosch.
ISBN  978-3-540-21676-6

List price
 € 32,66 | £25.00
 * € (D) 34,95 | € (A) 35,93 | sFr 53,50

Sale price
 € 18,64 | £14.50
 * € (D) 19,95 | € (A) 20,50 | sFr 31,00
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M. Andersson, Chalmers Tekniska Högskola,  
Göteborg, Sweden; M. Passare, Stockholm  
University, Sweden; R. Sigurdsson, University of 
Iceland, Reykjavik, Iceland

Complex Convexity and Analytic 
Functionals
This book puts the modern theory of complex 
linear convexity on a solid footing, and gives a 
thorough and up-to-date survey of its current 
status. Applications include the Fantappié 
transformation of analytic functionals, integral 
representation formulas, polynomial interpola-
tion, and solutions to linear partial differential 
equations.

2004. XI, 160 p.  (Progress in Mathematics,  
Volume 225) Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-7643-2420-9

List price
 € 78,00 | £60.00
 * € (D) 83,46 | € (A) 85,80 | sFr 124,00

Sale price
  € 39,90 | £30.50
  * € (D) 42,69 | € (A) 43,89 | sFr 65,00

H. Antia, Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, 
Mumbai, India

Numerical Methods for 
Scientists and Engineers
This book presents an exhaustive and in-depth 
exposition of the various numerical methods 
used in scientific and engineering computations. 
It emphasises the practical aspects of numerical 
computation and discusses various techniques in 
sufficient detail to enable their implementation 
in solving a wide range of problems.

 Originally published by Tata McGraw Hill Publishing 
Company Ltd., 1991

        2nd ed. 2002. XXII, 842 pp. With CD-ROM. 
Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-7643-6715-2

List price
 € 49,00 | £37.50
 * € (D) 52,43 | € (A) 53,90 | sFr 86,00

Sale price
  € 24,90 | £19.00
  * € (D) 26,64 | € (A) 27,39 | sFr 42,90

K. Antreich, R. Bulirsch, Technische Universität 
München, Germany; A. Gilg, Siemens AG, München, 
Germany; P. Rentrop, Technische Universität 
München, Germany (Eds.)

Modeling, Simulation and 
Optimization of Integrated 
Circuits
Proceedings of a Conference held at the 
Mathematisches Forschungsinstitut, Oberwolfach, 
November 25–December 1, 2001

The third Conference on Mathematical Models 
and Numerical Simulation in Electronic Industry 
brought together researchers in mathematics, 
electrical engineering and scientists working in 
industry. The contributions to this volume try to 
bridge the gap between basic and applied 
mathematics, research in electrical engineering 
and the needs of industry.

2003. XIII, 360 p.  (International Series of Numerical 
Mathematics, Volume 146) Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-7643-2192-5

List price
 € 118,00 | £91.00
 * € (D) 126,26 | € (A) 129,80 | sFr 186,00

Sale price
  € 59,90 | £46.00
  * € (D) 64,09 | € (A) 65,89 | sFr 105,00

G. Arone, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA, 
USA; J. Hubbuck, R. Levi, M. Weiss, University of 
Aberdeen, UK (Eds.)

Categorical Decomposition 
Techniques in Algebraic 
Topology
International Conference in Algebraic Topology, 
Isle of Skye, Scotland, June 2001

The book consists of articles at the frontier of 
current research in Algebraic Topology. It 
presents recent results by top notch experts, and 
is intended primarily for researchers and 
graduate students working in the field of 
algebraic topology. Included is an important 
article by Cohen, Johnes and Yan on the 
homology of the space of smooth loops on a 
manifold M, endowed with the Chas-Sullivan 
intersection product.

2004. VI, 302 p.  (Progress in Mathematics,  
Volume 215) Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-7643-0400-3

List price
 € 88,00 | £67.50
 * € (D) 94,16 | € (A) 96,80 | sFr 145,00

Sale price
  € 44,90 | £34.50
  * € (D) 48,04 | € (A) 49,39 | sFr 75,00

M. Audin, Université Louis Pasteur et CNRS, Stras-
bourg, France

Torus Actions on Symplectic 
Manifolds
The material and references in this extended 
second edition of “The Topology of Torus 
Actions on Symplectic Manifolds”, published as 
Volume 93 in this series in 1991, have been 
updated. Symplectic manifolds and torus actions 
are investigated, with numerous examples of 
torus actions, for instance on some moduli 
spaces. Although the book is still centered on 
convexity results, it contains much more 
material, in particular lots of new examples and 
exercises.

2nd revised ed. 2004. VIII, 325 p.  (Progress in  
Mathematics, Volume 93) Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-7643-2176-5

List price
 € 78,00 | £60.00
 * € (D) 83,46 | € (A) 85,80 | sFr 128,00

Sale price
  € 39,90 | £30.50
  * € (D) 42,69 | € (A) 43,89 | sFr 65,00

N. Balakrishnan, McMaster University, Hamilton, ON, 
Canada; R. Aggarwala, University of Calgary, Calgary, 
AB, Canada

Progressive Censoring
Theory, Methods, and Applications

This new book offers a guide to the theory and 
methods of progressive censoring. In many 
industrial experiments involving lifetimes of 
machines or units, experiments have to be 
terminated early. Progressive Censoring first 
introduces progressive sampling foundations, 
and then discusses various properties of 
progressive samples. The book points out the 
greater efficiency gained by using this scheme 
instead of classical right-censoring methods.

2000. XV, 248 p., 1 illus.  (Statistics for Industry and 
Technology) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-8176-4001-9

List price
 € 108,00 | £83.00
 * € (D) 115,56 | € (A) 118,80 | sFr 148,00

Sale price
  € 56,95 | £42.00
  * € (D) 60,94 | € (A) 62,65 | sFr 95,00
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C. Bandt, U. Mosco, M. Zähle (Eds.)

Fractal Geometry and 
Stochastics III
This up-to-date monograph, providing an up-to-
date overview of the field of Hepatitis Prevention 
and Treatment, includes contributions from 
internationally recognized experts on viral 
hepatitis, and covers the current state of 
knowledge and practice regarding the molecular 
biology, immunology, biochemistry, pharma-
cology and clinical aspects of chronic HBV and 
HCV infection. The book provides the latest 
information, with sufficient background and 
discussion of the literature to benefit the 
newcomer to the field.

2004. X, 262 p.  (Progress in Probability, Volume 57) 
Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-7643-7070-1

List price
 € 88,00 | £67.50
 * € (D) 94,16 | € (A) 96,80 | sFr 142,00

Sale price
  € 44,90 | £34.50
  * € (D) 48,04 | € (A) 49,39 | sFr 75,00

E. Bolthausen, University of Zürich, Switzerland;  
A. Sznitman, ETH Zentrum, Zürich, Switzerland

Ten Lectures on Random Media
The field of random media has been the object of 
intensive activity over the last twenty-five years. 
It gathers a variety of models generally origi-
nating from physical sciences, where certain 
materials or substances have defects or inhomo-
geneities. This feature can be taken into account 
by letting the medium be random. This 
monograph grew out of the DMV Lectures on 
Random Media held by the authors at the 
Mathematical Research Institute in Oberwolfach 
in 1999 and gives an account of the develop-
ments in the field. It will be a valuable resource 
for postgraduates and researchers in probability 
theory and mathematical physics.

2002. VI, 116 pp.  (Oberwolfach Seminars, Volume 32) 
Softcover
ISBN  978-3-7643-6703-9

List price
 € 26,00 | £20.00
 * € (D) 27,82 | € (A) 28,60 | sFr 42,00

Sale price
  € 19,90 | £15.50
  * € (D) 21,29 | € (A) 21,89 | sFr 32,90

A. Böttcher, S. M. Grudsky

Toeplitz Matrices, Asymptotic 
Linear Algebra, and Functional 
Analysis
This publication is an introduction to some 
problems for Toeplitz matrices that are placed in 
the borderland between linear algebra and 
functional analysis. It illustrates the asympto-
matics of several linear algebra characteristics 
depend in a fascinating way on functional 
analytic properties of infinite matrices.

  Distribution rights for India: Hindustan Book 
Agency, New Delhi, India

2000. 124 p. Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-7643-6290-4

List price
 € 31,00 | £24.00
 * € (D) 33,17 | € (A) 34,10 | sFr 52,00

Sale price
  € 19,90 | £15.50
  * € (D) 21,29 | € (A) 21,89 | sFr 32,90

J. Buescu, Lisbon, Portugal; S. Castro, A. P. Dias,  
I. S. Labouriau, Universidade do Porto, Portugal 
(Eds.)

Bifurcation, Symmetry and 
Patterns
This book represents the latest developments on 
both the theory and applications of bifurcations 
with symmetry. It includes recent experimental 
work as well as new approaches to and applica-
tions of the theory to other sciences. It shows the 
range of dissemination of the work of Martin 
Golubitsky and Ian Stewart and its influence in 
modern mathematics at the same time as it 
contains work of young mathematicians in new 
directions. The range of topics includes 
mathematical biology, pattern formation, ergodic 
theory, normal forms, one-dimensional 
dynamics and symmetric dynamics.

2003. 224 p.  (Trends in Mathematics) Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-7643-7020-6

List price
 € 78,00 | £60.00
 * € (D) 83,46 | € (A) 85,80 | sFr 124,00

Sale price
  € 39,90 | £30.50
  * € (D) 42,69 | € (A) 43,89 | sFr 65,00

C. Cercignani, Politechnico di Milano, Italy;  
G. M. Kremer, Universidade Federal do Parana, 
Curitiba, Brazil

The Relativistic Boltzmann 
Equation: Theory and 
Applications
The aim of this book is to present the theory and 
applications of the relativistic Boltzmann 
equation in a self-contained manner, even for 
those readers who have no familiarity with 
special and general relativity. Though an attempt 
is made to present the basic concepts in a 
complete fashion, the style of presentation is 
chosen to be appealing to readers who want to 
understand how kinetic theory is used for 
explicit calculations.

2002. X, 384 p.  (Progress in Mathematical Physics, 
Volume 22) Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-7643-6693-3

List price
 € 88,00 | £67.50
 * € (D) 94,16 | € (A) 96,80 | sFr 142,00

Sale price
  € 44,90 | £34.50
  * € (D) 48,04 | € (A) 49,39 | sFr 75,00

P. Dehornoy, Universite Campus 2, Caen, France

Braids and Self-Distributivity

From the Reviews  In this book ... P. Dehornoy 
has accomplished with remarkable success the task 
of presenting the area of interaction where Artin’s 
braid groups, left self-distributive systems  
(LD-systems) and set theory come together in a 
rigorous and clear manner ... The exposition is 
self-contained and there are no prerequisites.  
A number of basic results about braid groups, self-
distributive algebras, and set theory are provided. 
 Mathematical Reviews

2000. XIX, 623 p.  (Progress in Mathematics,  
Volume 192) Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-7643-6343-7

List price
 € 99,00 | £76.00
 * € (D) 105,93 | € (A) 108,90 | sFr 158,00

Sale price
  € 49,90 | £38.50
  * € (D) 53,39 | € (A) 54,89 | sFr 85,00
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M. Demuth, Technische Universität Clausthal, 
Germany; J. A. van Casteren, University of Antwerp, 
Belgium

Stochastic Spectral Theory for 
Selfadjoint Feller Operators
A functional integration approach

In this book, a beautiful interplay between 
probability theory (Markov processes, martingale 
theory) on the one hand and operator and 
spectral theory on the other yields a uniform 
treatment of several kinds of Hamiltonians such 
as the Laplace operator, relativistic Hamiltonian, 
Laplace-Beltrami operator, and generators of 
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes. The unified 
approach provides a new viewpoint of and a 
deeper insight into the subject.

2000. XII, 463 p.  (Probability and its Applications) 
Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-7643-5887-7

List price
 € 148,00 | £114.00
 * € (D) 158,36 | € (A) 162,80 | sFr 238,00

Sale price
  € 74,90 | £57.50
  * € (D) 80,14 | € (A) 82,39 | sFr 129,00

J. Dittrich, P. Exner, M. Tater (Eds.)

Mathematical Results in 
Quantum Mechanics
QMath7 Conference, Prague, June 22–26, 1998

This book constitutes the proceedings of the 
QMath 7 Conference on Mathematical Results in 
Quantum Mechanics held in Prague, Czech 
Republic in June, 1998. The volume addresses 
mathematicians and physicists interested in 
contemporary quantum physics and associated 
mathematical questions, presenting new results 
on Schrödinger and Pauli operators with regular, 
fractal or random potentials, scattering theory, 
adiabatic analysis, and interesting new physical 
systems such as photonic crystals, quantum dots 
and wires.

1999. 404 p. Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-7643-6097-9

List price
 € 158,00 | £121.50
 * € (D) 169,06 | € (A) 173,80 | sFr 228,00

Sale price
  € 79,90 | £61.50
  * € (D) 85,49 | € (A) 87,89 | sFr 135,00

B. Duplantier, CEA, Saclay, France; V. Rivasseau, 
Université Paris XI, Orsay, France (Eds.)

Poincaré Seminar 2002
Vacuum Energy, Renormalization

This volume collects lectures of the 2002 
Poincaré Seminars at the Institut Henri Poincaré 
in Paris. The topic of the first lecture is vacuum 
energy, in particular the Casimir effect and the 
nature of the cosmological constant. The second 
concentrates on renormalization, its mathemat-
ical structure and applications to high energy 
physics, statistical mechanics and classical 
mechanics. These introductory talks open the 
way to the frontiers of experimental and 
theoretical research.

2003. 340 p.  (Progress in Mathematical Physics, 
Volume 30) Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-7643-0579-6

List price
 € 68,00 | £52.50
 * € (D) 72,76 | € (A) 74,80 | sFr 108,00

Sale price
  € 34,90 | £27.00
  * € (D) 37,34 | € (A) 38,39 | sFr 59,90

A. v. Essen, University of Nijmegen, The Netherlands

Polynomial Automorphisms
and the Jacobian Conjecture

From the Reviews  ... This book is a valuable 
reference for the study of polynomial automor-
phisms, due to its breadth of coverage and clarity 
of exposition.  Mathematical Reviews

2000. XVIII, 329 pp.  (Progress in Mathematics, 
Volume 190) Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-7643-6350-5

List price
 € 88,00 | £67.50
 * € (D) 94,16 | € (A) 96,80 | sFr 138,00

Sale price
  € 44,90 | £34.50
  * € (D) 48,04 | € (A) 49,39 | sFr 75,00

D. Gaspar, University of the West, Timisoara, 
Romania; I. Gohberg, Tel Aviv University, Ramat Aviv, 
Israel; D. Timotin, Romanian Academy, Bucharest, 
Romania; F. H. Vasilescu, University of Lille, France;  
L. Zsido, University of Roma “Tor Vergata”, Italy (Eds.)

Recent Advances in Operator 
Theory, Operator Algebras, and 
their Applications
XIXth International Conference on Operator 
Theory, Timisoara (Romania), 2002

This book offers peer-reviewed articles from the 
19th International Conference on Operator 
Theory, Summer 2002. It contains recent 
developments in a broad range of topics from 
operator theory, operator algebras and their 
applications, particularly to differential analysis, 
complex functions, ergodic theory, mathematical 
physics, matrix analysis, and systems theory. The 
book covers a large variety of topics including 
single operator theory, C*-algebras, diffrential 
operators, integral transforms, stochastic 
processes and operators, and more.

2005. XVI, 344 p. Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-7643-7127-2

List price
 € 128,00 | £98.50
 * € (D) 136,96 | € (A) 140,80 | sFr 208,00

Sale price
  € 64,90 | £50.00
  * € (D) 69,44 | € (A) 71,39 | sFr 109,00

G. v. d. Geer, University of Amsterdam,  
The Netherlands; C. Faber, Kungiga Tekniska  
Högskolan, Stockholm, Sweden; F. Oort, University  
of Utrecht, The Netherlands (Eds.)

Moduli of Abelian Varieties
Abelian varieties and their moduli are a topic of 
increasing importance in today`s mathematics, 
applications ranging from algebraic geometry 
and number theory to mathematical physics. 
This collection of 17 refereed articles originates 
from the third “Texel Conference” held in 1999. 
Leading experts discuss and study the structure 
of the moduli spaces of abelian varieties and 
related spaces, giving an excellent view of the 
state of the art in this field.

2001. XII, 518 p.  (Progress in Mathematics,  
Volume 195) Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-7643-6517-2

List price
 € 128,00 | £98.50
 * € (D) 136,96 | € (A) 140,80 | sFr 198,00

Sale price
  € 64,90 | £50.00
  * € (D) 69,44 | € (A) 71,39 | sFr 109,00
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I. Gohberg, Tel Aviv University, Ramat Aviv, Israel;  
N. Manojlovic, Universidade do Algarve, Faro, 
Portugal; A. F. dos Santos, Instituto Superior Tecnico, 
Lisbon, Portugal (Eds.)

Factorization and Integrable 
Systems
Summer School in Faro, Portugal, September 2000

This volume comprises the specially prepared 
lecture notes of a a Summer School on “Factor-
ization and Integrable Systems” held in Septem- 
ber 2000 at the University of Algarve in Portugal. 
The main aim of the school was to review the 
modern factorization theory and its application 
to classical and quantum integrable systems. The 
program consisted of a number of short courses 
given by leading experts in the field.

2003. VI, 219 p. Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-7643-6938-5

List price
 € 118,00 | £91.00
 * € (D) 126,26 | € (A) 129,80 | sFr 188,00

Sale price
  € 59,90 | £46.00
  * € (D) 64,09 | € (A) 65,89 | sFr 105,00

I. Gohberg, Tel Aviv University, IL-Ramat Aviv, Israel; 
S. Goldberg, Silver Spring, MD, USA; N. Krupnik, Bar 
Ilan University, Ramat Gan, Israel

Traces and Determinants of 
Linear Operators
This book is dedicated to a theory of traces and 
determinants on embedded algebras of linear 
operators, where the trace and determinant are 
extended from finite rank operators by a limit 
process. The self-contained material should 
appeal to a wide group of mathematicians and 
engineers, and is suitable for teaching.

2000. IX, 258 p. Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-7643-6177-8

List price
 € 148,00 | £114.00
 * € (D) 158,36 | € (A) 162,80 | sFr 238,00

Sale price
  € 74,90 | £57.50
  * € (D) 80,14 | € (A) 82,39 | sFr 129,00

C. E. Gutierrez, Temple University, Philadelphia, PA, 
USA

The Monge-Ampere Equation
The Monge-Ampère equation has attracted 
considerable interest in recent years because of 
its important role in several areas of applied 
mathematics. Monge-Ampère type equations 
have applications in the areas of differential 
geometry, the calculus of variations, and several 
optimization problems, such as the Monge-
Kantorovitch mass transfer problem. This book 
stresses the geometric aspects of this beautiful 
theory, using techniques from harmonic analysis 
– covering lemmas and set decompositions.

2001. LXXX, 127 p. 6 illus.  (Progress in Nonlinear 
Differential Equations and Their Applications, Volume 
44) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-8176-4177-1

List price
 € 72,00 | £55.50
 * € (D) 77,04 | € (A) 79,20 | sFr 118,00

Sale price
  € 39,90 | £30.50
  * € (D) 42,69 | € (A) 43,89 | sFr 65,00

A. Guzman, The City College of New York, NY, USA

Continuous Functions of Vector 
Variables

From the Reviews  The book is devoted to 
mathematical analysis in multi-dimensional 
spaces, including infinite-dimensional ones…One 
of the important characteristics of the text is the 
topological approach. …It is worth mentioning 
that all these ideas are presented in conformity 
with the situation, i.e. they are strictly related to 
normed spaces and no unnecessary abstract setting 
is used. … The language is very clear and 
sometimes very ‘fresh’ if compared with classical 
textbooks, so that it may better appeal to the 
reader. There are many exercises, and the book 
concludes with a chapter containing solutions. 
 Mathematical Reviews

2002. X, 207 p. 26 illus. Softcover
ISBN  978-0-8176-4273-0

List price
 € 58,00 | £44.50
 * € (D) 62,06 | € (A) 63,80 | sFr 98,00

Sale price
  € 29,90 | £23.00
  * € (D) 31,99 | € (A) 32,89 | sFr 49,90

V. P. Havin, St. Petersburg University, Russia;  
N. K. Nikolski, Universite de Bordeaux I, Talence, 
France (Eds.)

Complex Analysis, Operators, 
Related Topics
The S.A. Vinogradov Memorial Volume

This volume is devoted to some topical problems 
and various applications of operator theory and 
its interplay with modern complex analysis. 30 
carefully selected surveys and research papers are 
united by the “operator theoretic ideology” and 
systematic use of modern function theoretical 
techniques.

2000. X, 408 p. Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-7643-6214-0

List price
 € 158,00 | £121.50
 * € (D) 169,06 | € (A) 173,80 | sFr 250,00

Sale price
  €  79,90 | £61.50
  * € (D) 85,49 | € (A) 87,89 | sFr 135,00

M. Iannelli, University of Trento, Italy; G. Lumer, 
University of Mons-Hainaut, Belgium (Eds.)

Evolution Equations: 
Applications to Physics, Industry, 
Life Sciences and Economics
EVEQ2000 Conference in Levico Terme (Trento, 
Italy), October 30 – November 4, 2000

The international conference on which the book 
is based brought together many of the world’s 
leading experts, with particular effort on the 
interaction between established scientists and 
emerging young promising researchers, as well as 
on the interaction of pure and applied math-
ematics. All material has been rigorously 
refereed. The contributions contain much 
material developed after the conference, 
continuing research and incorporating additional 
new results and improvements. In addition, some 
up-to-date surveys are included.

2003. VIII, 423 p.  (Progress in Nonlinear Differen-
tial Equations and Their Applications, Volume 55) 
Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-7643-0374-7

List price
 € 124,00 | £95.50
 * € (D) 132,68 | € (A) 136,40 | sFr 198,00

Sale price
  € 64,90 | £50.00
  * € (D) 69,44 | € (A) 71,39 | sFr 109,00
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P. Imkeller, Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, 
Germany; J. v. Storch, University of Hamburg, 
Germany (Eds.)

Stochastic Climate Models
A collection of articles written by mathemati-
cians and physicists, designed to describe the 
state of the art in climate models with stochastic 
input. Mathematicians will benefit from a survey 
of simple models, while physicists will encounter 
mathematically relevant techniques at work.

2001. XVII, 398 pp.  (Progress in Probability,  
Volume 49) Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-7643-6520-2

List price
 € 128,00 | £98.50
 * € (D) 136,96 | € (A) 140,80 | sFr 198,00

Sale price
  € 64,90 | £50.00
  * € (D) 69,44 | € (A) 71,39 | sFr 109,00

G. Jäger, H. Läuchli, B. Scarpellini, V. Strassen

Ernst Specker Selecta

From the Reviews  This is a good selection from 
the works of Ernst Specker who ‘made decisive 
contributions towards shaping directions in 
topology, algebra, mathematical logic, combina-
torics and algorithmic over the last 40 years’. The 
following are a few points which go to the credit of 
this publication… the selection of 30 out of the 
total 42 publications of Specker is done in the best 
possible way … the comments in English on each 
of these papers written by one of the four editors 
helps the reader to get a clear idea about the 
content ..  the complete bibliography and the list of 
Ph. D. theses written under the supervision of 
Specker are given.. ‘The Story of a Friend’ written 
by Jonas Meon on Specker gives an idea about the 
man and his life-sketch.  T. Thrivikraman, 
Zentralblatt MATH Database

1990. 397 p. Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-7643-2408-7

List price
 € 119,63 | £92.00
 * € (D) 128,00 | € (A) 131,59 | sFr 196,00

Sale price
  € 59,90 | £46.00
  * € (D) 64,09 | € (A) 65,89 | sFr 105,00

J. Janas, Institute of Mathematics PAN, Cracow, 
Poland; P. Kurasov, Stockholm University, Sweden;  
S. Naboko, St. Petersburg University, Russia (Eds.)

Spectral Methods for Operators 
of Mathematical Physics
This book presents recent results in the following 
areas: spectral analysis of one-dimensional 
Schrödinger and Jacobi operators, discrete WKB 
analysis of solutions of second order difference 
equations, and applications of functional models 
of non-selfadjoint operators. Several develop-
ments treated appear for the first time in a book. 
It is addressed to a wide group of specialists 
working in operator theory or mathematical 
physics.

2004. VIII, 244 p. Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-7643-7133-3

List price
 € 118,00 | £91.00
 * € (D) 126,26 | € (A) 129,80 | sFr 188,00

Sale price
  € 59,90 | £46.00
  * € (D) 64,09 | € (A) 65,89 | sFr 105,00

A. Jüngel, University of Konstanz, Germany

Quasi-hydrodynamic 
Semiconductor Equations
This book presents a hierarchy of macroscopic 
models for semiconductor devices, studying 
three classes of models in detail: isentropic drift-
diffusion equations, energy-transport models, 
and quantum hydrodynamic equations. The 
derivation of each, including physical discus-
sions, is shown. Numerical simulations for 
modern semiconductor devices are performed, 
showing the particular features of each. The 
author develops modern analytical techniques, 
such as positive solution methods, local energy 
methods for free-boundary problems and 
entropy methods.

2001. X, 293 p.  (Progress in Nonlinear Differential 
Equations and Their Applications, Volume 41) 
Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-7643-6349-9

List price
 € 128,00 | £98.50
 * € (D) 136,96 | € (A) 140,80 | sFr 198,00

Sale price
  € 64,90 | £50.00
  * € (D) 69,44 | € (A) 71,39 | sFr 109,00

M. Kashiwara, T. Miwa (Eds.)

MathPhys Odyssey 2001
Integrable Models and Beyond

Developments in mathematical physics during 
the second half of the 20th century influenced a 
number of mathematical areas, among them 
representation theory, differential equations, 
combinatorics, and algebraic geometry. In all of 
these, the dynamic role of integrable models has 
been central. This volume focuses on the ongoing 
importance of integrability in conformal field 
theory, massive quantum field theory, solvable 
lattice models, quantum affine algebras, the 
Painlevé equations and combinatorics.

2002. XI, 474 p. 46 illus.  (Progress in Mathematical 
Physics, Volume 23) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-8176-4260-0

List price
 € 138,00 | £106.00
 * € (D) 147,66 | € (A) 151,80 | sFr 228,00

Sale price
  € 69,90 | £54.00
  * € (D) 74,79 | € (A) 76,89 | sFr 119,00

S. Kaufmann

A Crash Course in Mathematica

From the Reviews  Written with the beginner in 
mind...[the book] is easier to handle than the 
standard manual... Exercises are set throughout 
the text ... to provide a graduated introduction ... 
This crash course will appeal to teachers and to 
enthusiastic computer literate students wanting to 
be ‘fast-tracked’ into MATHEMATICA®. It is 
clearly written, and should work well as a tutorial 
text.  The Australian Mathematics Teacher

1999. 200 p. Softcover
ISBN  978-3-7643-6127-3

List price
 € 29,00 | £22.50
 * € (D) 31,03 | € (A) 31,90 | sFr 46,00

Sale price
  € 19,90 | £15.50
  * € (D) 21,29 | € (A) 21,89 | sFr 32,90
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N. D. Kopachevskii, S. G. Krein, Taurida National  
V. Vernadsky University, Simferopol, Ukraine

Operator Approach in Linear 
Problems of Hydrodynamics
Volume 1: Self-adjoint Problems for an Ideal Fluid

This is the first volume, of a set of two, devoted to 
the operator approach to linear problems in 
hydrodynamics.

2001. XXIV, 384 p. Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-7643-5406-0

List price
 € 208,00 | £160.00
 * € (D) 222,56 | € (A) 228,80 | sFr 338,00

Sale price
  € 109,00 | £84.00
  * € (D) 116,63 | € (A) 119,90 | sFr 179,00

N. D. Kopachevskii, S. G. Krein, Taurida National  
V. Vernadsky University, Simferopol, Ukraine

Operator Approach to Linear 
Problems of Hydrodynamics
Volume 2: Nonself-adjoint Problems for Viscous 
Fluids

This is the second volume of a set of two devoted 
to the operator approach to linear problems in 
hydrodynamics. It presents functional analytical 
methods applied to the study of small move-
ments and normal oscillations of hydromechan-
ical systems having cavities filled with either 
ideal or viscous fluids. The second part of the 
present volume collects nonself-adjoint problems 
on small motions and normal oscillations of a 
viscous fluid filling a bounded region.

2003. XXIV, 444 p. Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-7643-2190-1

List price
 € 188,00 | £144.50
 * € (D) 201,16 | € (A) 206,80 | sFr 278,00

Sale price
  € 99,00 | £76.00
  * € (D) 105,93 | € (A) 108,90 | sFr 169,00

R. S. Krausshar, University of Ghent, Belgium

Generalized Analytic 
Automorphic Forms in 
Hypercomplex Spaces
This book offers basic theory on hypercomplex-
analytic automorphic forms and functions for 
arithmetic subgroups of the Vahlen group in 
higher dimensional spaces. Vector- and Clifford 
algebra-valued Eisenstein and Poincaré series are 
constructed within this framework and a detailed 
description of their analytic and number 
theoretical properties is provided. It establishes 
explicit relationships to generalized variants of 
the Riemann zeta function and Dirichlet L-
series, and introduces hypercomplex multiplica-
tion of lattices.

2004. XV, 167 p.  (Frontiers in Mathematics) Softcover
ISBN  978-3-7643-7059-6

List price
 € 38,00 | £29.00
 * € (D) 40,66 | € (A) 41,80 | sFr 62,00

Sale price
  € 19,90 | £15.50
  * € (D) 21,29 | € (A) 21,89 | sFr 32,90

V. Lakshmibai, Northeastern University, Boston, MA, 
USA; V. Balaji, V. B. Mehta, K. R. Nagarajan,  
K. Paranjape, P. Sankaran, R. Sridharan (Eds.)

A Tribute to C.S. Seshadri
A Collection of Articles on Geometry and 
Representation Theory

C.S. Seshadri turned seventy on the 29th of 
February, 2002. To mark this occasion, a 
symposium was held in Chennai, India, where 
some of his colleagues gave expository talks 
highlighting Seshadri’s contributions to 
mathematics. This volume includes expanded 
texts of these talks as well as research and 
expository papers on geometry and representa-
tion theory. It will serve as an excellent reference 
for researchers and students in these areas.

2003. XXIX, 541 p.  (Trends in Mathematics)  
Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-7643-0444-7

List price
 € 128,00 | £98.50
 * € (D) 136,96 | € (A) 140,80 | sFr 198,00

Sale price
  € 64,90 | £50.00
  * € (D) 69,44 | € (A) 71,39 | sFr 109,00

J. Le Gall, Ecole Normale Superieure, Paris, France

Spatial Branching Processes, 
Random Snakes and Partial 
Differential Equations

From the Reviews Concise and essentially self-
contained… A very accessible text…written by a 
leading expert of the field… It provides a clear and 
precise presentation of several important aspects of 
the theory…developed over the recent years. There 
is no doubt that such a monograph will be used 
both by beginners to learn the theory and by 
experts as a reference text.  Zentralblatt Math

1999. IX, 163 p.  (Lectures in Mathematics. ETH 
Zürich) Softcover
ISBN  978-3-7643-6126-6

List price
 € 23,00 | £17.50
 * € (D) 24,61 | € (A) 25,30 | sFr 38,00

Sale price
  € 19,90 | £15.50
  * € (D) 21,29 | € (A) 21,89 | sFr 32,90

A. Locatelli, Politecnico di Milano, Italy

Optimal Control
An Introduction

From the Reviews  The style of the book reflects 
the author’s wish to assist in the effective learning 
of optimal control by suitable choice of topics, the 
mathematical level used, and by including 
numerous illustrated examples. The book has been 
written for undergraduate and postgraduate 
students who already know control theory, basic 
linear systems and possess a background in 
calculus ... In my view the book suits its function 
and purpose, in that it gives a student a compre-
hensive coverage of optimal control in an easy-to-
read fashion.  Measurement and Control

2001. VIII, 294 p. Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-7643-6408-3

List price
 € 45,00 | £34.50
 * € (D) 48,15 | € (A) 49,50 | sFr 72,00

Sale price
  € 24,90 | £19.00
  * € (D) 26,64 | € (A) 27,39 | sFr 42,90
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V. Palamodov, Tel Aviv University, Israel

Reconstructive Integral 
Geometry
This book covers facts and methods for the 
reconstruction of a function in a real affine or 
projective space from data of integrals, particu-
larly over lines, planes, and spheres. Recent 
results stress explicit analytic methods. Coverage 
includes the relations between algebraic integral 
geometry and partial differential equations. The 
first half of the book includes the ray, the 
spherical mean transforms in the plane or in  
3-space, and inversion from incomplete data.

2004. IX, 164 p.  (Monographs in Mathematics, 
Volume 98) Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-7643-7129-6

List price
 € 68,00 | £52.50
 * € (D) 72,76 | € (A) 74,80 | sFr 108,00

Sale price
  € 34,90 | £27.00
  * € (D) 37,34 | € (A) 38,39 | sFr 59,90

A. O. Petters, Duke University, Durham, NC, USA;  
H. Levine, Brandeis University, Waltham, MA, USA;  
J. Wambsganss, University of Potsdam, Germany

Singularity Theory and 
Gravitational Lensing

From the Reviews  The time is ripe for a 
comprehensive volume explaining gravitational 
lensing to mathematicians and reviewing relevant 
singularity theory for astrophysicists. This is such a 
book. [It] ... is accessible and attractive, ... ranging 
widely through the history, physics and math-
ematics to paint a full picture of this ... theory. This 
most attractively presented book summarizes 
current mathematical methods in the field and sets 
the stage for further exciting developments ...  
A collaboration between a mathematical physicist, 
a mathematician, and a physicist, it has something 
for everybody.  Mathematical Reviews

2001. XXV, 603 p. 184 illus.  (Progress in Mathematical 
Physics, Volume 21) Hardcover
ISBN  978-0-8176-3668-5

List price
 € 148,00 | £114.00
 * € (D) 158,36 | € (A) 162,80 | sFr 198,00

Sale price
  € 74,90 | £57.50
  * € (D) 80,14 | € (A) 82,39 | sFr 129,00

P. Picco, CNRS, Marseille, France; J. San Martin, 
Universidad de Chile, Santiago, Chile (Eds.)

From Classical to Modern 
Probability
CIMPA Summer School 2001

This volume is based on the lecture notes of six 
courses delivered at a Cimpa Summer School in 
Temuco, Chile, in January 2001. Leading experts 
contribute with introductory articles covering a 
broad area in probability and its applications, 
such as mathematical physics and mathematics 
of finance. Written at graduate level, the lectures 
touch the latest advances on each subject, 
ranging from classical probability theory to 
modern developments. Thus the book will appeal 
to students, teachers and researchers working in 
probability theory or related fields.

2003. XVI, 219 p.  (Progress in Probability, Volume 54) 
Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-7643-2169-7

List price
 € 88,00 | £67.50
 * € (D) 94,16 | € (A) 96,80 | sFr 138,00

Sale price
  € 44,90 | £34.50
  * € (D) 48,04 | € (A) 49,39 | sFr 75,00

V. Pikulin, Moscow Power Engineering Institute, 
Russia; S. I. Pohozaev, Steklov Institute of  
Mathematics, Moscow, Russia

Equations in Mathematical 
Physics
A practical course

Transl. Russian: A. Iacob

The aim of the present book is to demontstrate 
the basic methods for solving the classical linear 
problems in mathematical physics of elliptic, 
parabolic and hyperbolic type.

 Original Russian edition published by Russian 
Academy of Sciences

2001. VIII, 207 p. Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-7643-6501-1

List price
 € 118,00 | £91.00
 * € (D) 126,26 | € (A) 129,80 | sFr 188,00

Sale price
  € 59,90 | £46.00
  * € (D) 64,09 | € (A) 65,89 | sFr 105,00

T. Qian, University of Macau, Macau; T. Hempfling, 
Basel, Switzerland; A. McIntosh, Australian National 
University, Canberra, Australia; F. Sommen, Ghent 
University, Belgium (Eds.)

Advances in Analysis and 
Geometry
New Developments Using Clifford Algebras

At the heart of Clifford analysis is the study of 
systems of special partial differential operators 
that arise naturally from the use of Clifford 
algebra as a calculus tool. This book focuses on 
the study of Dirac operators and related ones, 
together with applications in mathematics, 
physics and engineering. This book collects 
refereed papers from a satellite conference to the 
ICM 2002, plus invited contributions. All articles 
contain unpublished new results.

2004. XIV, 376 p.  (Trends in Mathematics) Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-7643-6661-2

List price
 € 98,00 | £75.50
 * € (D) 104,86 | € (A) 107,80 | sFr 158,00

Sale price
  € 49,90 | £38.50
  * € (D) 53,39 | € (A) 54,89 | sFr 85,00

M. Reimer, University of Dortmund, Germany

Multivariate Polynomial 
Approximation
This book introduces general theory by 
presenting the most important facts on 
multivariate interpolation, quadrature, orthog-
onal projections and their summation, all treated 
under a constructive view, and embedded in the 
theory of positive linear operators. On this 
background, the book builds the first compre-
hensive introduction to the theory of generalized 
hyperinterpolation. Several parts of the book are 
based on rotation principles, which are presented 
in the beginning of the book.

2003. X, 358 p.  (International Series of Numerical 
Mathematics, Volume 144) Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-7643-1638-9

List price
 € 98,00 | £75.50
 * € (D) 104,86 | € (A) 107,80 | sFr 156,00

Sale price
  € 49,90 | £38.50
  * € (D) 53,39 | € (A) 54,89 | sFr 85,00
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H. E. Rose, University of Bristol, UK

Linear Algebra
Pure Mathematics Approach

From the Reviews  Rose’s Linear Algebra is a 
highly sophisticated undergraduate work ... This 
book would be excellent for mathematics majors or 
for non-majors with access to a second course in 
which applications were presented. Summing Up: 
Recommended for lower- and upper-division 
undergraduates.”  CHOICE

2002. XIV, 250 p. Softcover
ISBN  978-3-7643-6792-3

List price
 € 23,00 | £17.50
 * € (D) 24,61 | € (A) 25,30 | sFr 38,00

Sale price
  € 19,90 | £15.50
  * € (D) 21,29 | € (A) 21,89 | sFr 32,90

R. B. Schinazi, University of Colorado, Colorado 
Springs, CO, USA

Probability with Statistical 
Applications

From the Reviews  This book is well-written and 
the presentation is clear and concise. The textbook 
is an introduction to probability theory and 
statistics. ... in most of the chapters of the book 
only basic calculus is required. As promised by the 
author “theory is kept to a minimum’’ and it is 
successfully tried to “minimize the difficulties 
students often have with calculus’’. ... In the huge 
variety of examples rather explicit calculations are 
presented ... Every subsection is rounded off by 
numerous exercises. Only the last part of the book 
relies on advanced calculus: Taylor’s formula, 
Fubini’s theorem, and calculus of severable 
variables. In the appendix some tables of quantiles 
are provided.  Zentralblatt Math

2001. XIII, 218 p., 25 illus. Softcover
ISBN  978-0-8176-4247-1

List price
 € 64,00 | £49.00
 * € (D) 68,48 | € (A) 70,40 | sFr 85,00

Sale price
  € 34,95 | £27.00
  * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 59,90

M. Slodicka, H. H. Gerke, U. Hornung, Y. Kelanemer, 
S. Schumacher

Optimal Control of Soil Venting: 
Mathematical Modeling and 
Applications
A description of the latest and most appropriate 
mathematical and numerical methods for 
optimizing soil venting. The monograph 
considers mathematical, numerical, and 
technical aspects as well as their practical 
significance. This book will be of interest to 
applied mathematicians, geophysicists, geoecolo-
gists, soil physicists, and environmental 
engineers.

1999. 168 p.  (International Series of Numerical  
Mathematics, Volume 127) Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-7643-6041-2

List price
 € 108,00 | £83.00
 * € (D) 115,56 | € (A) 118,80 | sFr 172,00

Sale price
  € 54,90 | £42.00
  * € (D) 58,74 | € (A) 60,39 | sFr 95,00

J. Steinbach, Augsburg

A Variational Inequality 
Approach to free Boundary 
Problems with Applications in 
Mould Filling
This monograph studies an evolutionary 
variational inequality approach to a degenerate 
moving free boundary problem. It takes an 
intermediate position between elliptic and 
parabolic inequalities and comprises an elliptic 
differential operator, a memory term and time-
dependent convex constraint sets. Finally, a 
description of injection and compression 
moulding is presented in terms of different 
mathematical models, a generalized Hele-Shaw 
flow, a distance concept and Navier-Stokes flow.

2002. X, 294 p.  (International Series of Numerical 
Mathematics, Volume 136) Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-7643-6582-0

List price
 € 118,00 | £91.00
 * € (D) 126,26 | € (A) 129,80 | sFr 218,00

Sale price
  € 59,90 | £46.00
  * € (D) 64,09 | € (A) 65,89 | sFr 105,00

R. Stroeker, J. Kaashoek

Discovering Mathematics with 
Maple
An Interactive Exploration for Mathematicians, 
Engineers and Econometricians

From the Reviews This book distinguishes itself... 
[the] reader learns how to use MAPLE® by posing 
problems of strictly mathematical nature, and – as 
a result – the reader gets insight into the practical 
and theoretical framework mathematics ... Highly 
recommended.  Simulation News Europe

         1999. With CD-ROM. Softcover
ISBN  978-3-7643-6091-7

List price
 € 41,00 | £31.50
 * € (D) 43,87 | € (A) 45,10 | sFr 68,00

Sale price
  € 19,90 | £15.50
  * € (D) 21,29 | € (A) 21,89 | sFr 32,90

K. Thas, University of Ghent, Belgium

Symmetry in Finite Generalized 
Quadrangles
This monograph classifies finite generalized 
quadrangles by symmetry, generalizing the 
celebrated Lenz-Barlotti classification for 
projective planes. The book introduces combina-
torial, geometrical and group-theoretical 
concepts that arise in the classification and in the 
general theory of finite generalized quadrangles, 
including automorphism groups, elation and 
translation generalized quadrangles, generalized 
ovals and generalized ovoids, span-symmetric 
generalized quadrangles, flock geometry and 
property (G), regularity and nets, split BN-pairs 
of rank 1, and the Moufang property.

2004. XXI, 214 p.  (Frontiers in Mathematics)  
Softcover
ISBN  978-3-7643-6158-7

List price
 € 38,00 | £29.00
 * € (D) 40,66 | € (A) 41,80 | sFr 58,00

Sale price
  € 19,90 | £15.50
  * € (D) 21,29 | € (A) 21,89 | sFr 32,90
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H. Triebel

Fractals and Spectra
Related to Fourier Analysis and Function Spaces

This book deals with the symbiotic relationship 
between the theory of function spaces, fractal 
geometry, and spectral theory of (fractal) 
pseudodifferential operators as it has emerged 
quite recently. Most of the presented material is 
published here for the first time.

1997.  p.  (Monographs in Mathematics, Volume 91) 
Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-7643-5776-4

List price
 € 118,00 | £91.00
 * € (D) 126,26 | € (A) 129,80 | sFr 188,00

Sale price
  € 59,90 | £46.00
  * € (D) 64,09 | € (A) 65,89 | sFr 105,00

V. Turaev, CNRS, Strasbourg, France

Torsions of 3-dimensional 
Manifolds

From the Reviews  This is an excellent exposition 
about abelian Reidemeister torsions for three-
manifolds.  Zentralblatt Math 
 
 The present monograph covers in great detail 
the work of the author spanning almost three 
decades ... [Establishing an explicit formula given 
a 3-manifold] is a truly remarkable feat ... This 
monograph contains a wealth of information 
many topologists will find very handy. …Many of 
the new points of view pioneered by Turaev are 
gradually becoming mainstream and are spreading 
beyond the pure topology world. This monograph 
is a timely and very useful addition to the 
scientific literature.  Mathematical Reviews

2003. X, 196 p.  (Progress in Mathematics, Volume 
208) Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-7643-6911-8

List price
 € 82,00 | £63.00
 * € (D) 87,74 | € (A) 90,20 | sFr 132,00

Sale price
  € 44,90 | £34.50
  * € (D) 48,04 | € (A) 49,39 | sFr 75,00

P. Walczak, University of Lodz, Poland

Dynamics of Foliations, Groups 
and Pseudogroups
This book deals with the dynamics of general 
systems such as foliations, groups and pseudo-
groups, systems which are closely related via the 
notion of holonomy. It concentrates on notions 
and results related to different ways of measuring 
complexity of systems under consideration. More 
precisely, it deals with different types of growth, 
entropies and dimensions of limiting objects. 
Problems related to the topics covered are 
provided throughout the book.

2004. XI, 225 p.  (Monografie Matematyczne,  
Volume 64) Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-7643-7091-6

List price
 € 82,00 | £63.00
 * € (D) 87,74 | € (A) 90,20 | sFr 132,00

Sale price
  € 44,90 | £34.50
  * € (D) 48,04 | € (A) 49,39 | sFr 75,00

A. Weil

The Apprenticeship of a 
Mathematician
Translated by: J. Gage

From the Reviews Extremely readable ... rare 
testimony of a period of the history of 20th century 
mathematics. Includes very interesting recollec-
tions on the author’s participation in the 
formation of the Bourbaki Group, tells of his 
meetings and conversations with leading 
mathematicians, reflects his views on math-
ematics. The book describes an extraordinary 
career of an exceptional man and mathematicians. 
Strongly recommended to specialists as well as to 
the general public.  EMS Newsletter, 1992

1992. 198 p. Hardcover
ISBN  978-3-7643-2650-0

List price
 € 42,00 | £32.50
 * € (D) 44,94 | € (A) 46,20 | sFr 68,00

Sale price
  € 19,90 | £15.50
  * € (D) 21,29 | € (A) 21,89 | sFr 32,90
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K. H. Borgwardt

Optimierung, Operations 
Research, Spieltheorie
Mathematische Grundlagen

Das vorliegende Buch gibt eine mathematisch 
fundierte Einführung in die vier Themenbreiche 
lineare Optimierung, nichtlineare Optimierung, 
ganzzahlige und kombinatorische Optimierung 
sowie Spieltheorie. Es basiert auf Vorlesungen 
des Autors, die er während vielen Jahren gehalten 
hat.

2001. 642 S. Brosch.
ISBN  978-3-7643-6519-6

List price
 € 44,39 | £34.00
 * € (D) 47,50 | € (A) 48,83 | sFr 68,00

Sale price
  € 23,27 | £18.00
  * € (D) 24,90 | € (A) 25,60 | sFr 39,90

P. Gabriel, Universität Zürich-Irchel

Matrizen, Geometrie, Lineare 
Algebra
Hochschulunterricht für Mathematiker ist meist 
abstrakt und führt vom Allgemeinen zum 
Speziellen. Dieses Lehrbuch verfährt umgekehrt 
– von zwei Spezialfällen zur Allgemeinheit. Es 
erläutert zunächst Beweise der abstrakten 
Algebra am konkreten Beispiel der Matrizen und 
beleuchtet dann die Elementargeometrie. So 
bereitet es Lernende auf die “geometrische” 
Sprache der linearen Algebra am Ende des 
Buches vor. Plus: Beispiele, historische Kommen-
tare.

1996. XII, 634 S.  (Birkhäuser Advanced Texts / Basler 
Lehrbücher) Geb.
ISBN  978-3-7643-5376-6

List price
 € 39,25 | £30.00
 * € (D) 42,00 | € (A) 43,18 | sFr 64,00

Sale price
  € 18,60 | £14.50
  * € (D) 19,90 | € (A) 20,46 | sFr 29,90

O. Gloor, C. Richard, M. Wolff

Analysis Alive
Ein interaktiver Mathematik-Kurs

Analysis Alive bietet einen neuen, anschaulichen 
und interaktiven Zugang zur Analysis. Es wendet 
sich an Studierende der Mathematik, Physik, 
Informatik und der Ingenieurwissenschaften 
sowie an Lehrerinnen und Lehrer der gymna-
sialen Oberstufe. Buch und CD-ROM bilden bei 
Analysis Alive eine Einheit: Das Buch deckt den 
Stoffumfang etwa eines Studienjahres ab und 
eignet sich sowohl als unterrichtsbegleitendes 
Lehrmittel als auch zum Selbststudium. Eine 
Zusammenfassung der wesentlichen Inhalte am 
Ende jedes Abschnitts erleichtern den Studieren-
den die Übersicht über das Erlernte. Zahlreiche 
Beispiele und Übungsaufgaben, viele davon mit 
Lösungen, und ein umfassendes Stichwort-
register runden das Buch ab. Die mitgelieferte 
CD enthält eine Fülle von Grafiken und 
Animationen zur Veranschaulichung der 
abstrakten mathematischen Begriffe. 

          1998. Mit CD-ROM. Brosch.
ISBN  978-3-7643-5966-9

List price
 € 38,00 | £29.00
 * € (D) 40,66 | € (A) 41,80 | sFr 58,00

Sale price
  € 18,60 | £14.50
  * € (D) 19,90 | € (A) 20,46 | sFr 29,90

J. Glynn, MathWare, Urbana, IL, USA

Mathematik entdecken mit 
DERIVE – von der Algebra bis zur 
Differentialrechnung
DERIVE: ein vielseitiges, leistungsstarkes und 
benutzerfreundliches Mathematikprogramm, das 
auf kleinen PC’s zum Einsatz kommen kann. 
Dieses Buch zeigt die vielfältigen Einsatz- 
möglichkeiten von DERIVE für den Mathematk-
unterricht an Schulen und (Fach)hochschulen: 
von der elementaren Algebra bis zur Differen-
zial- und Integralrechnung. Die Beispiele für 
DERIVE-Eingaben sind durch viele weiterfüh-
rende Aufgaben ergänzt und bereichern den 
Unterricht.

1995. X, 154 S. Brosch.
ISBN  978-3-7643-5001-7

List price
 € 21,50 | £17.00
 * € (D) 23,00 | € (A) 23,65 | sFr 36,00

Sale price
  € 13,93 | £10.50
  * € (D) 14,90 | € (A) 15,32 | sFr 22,90

S. Kaufmann

Mathematica – Kurz und bündig
Mathematica – kurz und bündig ist eine 
kompakte Einführung in das in der Mathematik 
sowie in den Natur- und Ingenieurwissen-
schaften weitverbreitete Programm Mathematica. 
Die für den Einstieg wesentlichen Aspekte der 
Version 3 (Front End, Kernel und wichtigste 
Standard-Pakete) werden mit einfachen, 
fachunabhängigen Beispielen erläutert und in 
Übungsaufgaben vertieft. Anschliessend können 
die Leserinnen und Leser Problemstellungen aus 
ihrem Fachbereich, eventuell unter Zuhilfe-
nahme der elektronischen Dokumentation, 
selbständig lösen. Die beigefügte CD-ROM 
enthält das ganze Buch in Form von Matema-
tica-Notebooks mit farbigen Versionen der 
Grafiken und Animationen. In die Notebooks 
eingebaute Hyperlinks dienen internen 
Referenzen und verweisen auf die elektronische 
Dokumentation des Programms und auf 
Ressourcen im Internet. 

        1998. 200 S. Mit CD-ROM. Brosch.
ISBN  978-3-7643-6008-5

List price
 € 28,22 | £21.50
 * € (D) 30,20 | € (A) 31,04 | sFr 44,00

Sale price
  € 13,93 | £10.50
  * € (D) 14,90 | € (A) 15,32 | sFr 22,90

E. Menzler-Trott, Freising-Weihenstephan

Gentzens Problem
Mathematische Logik im nationalsozialistischen 
Deutschland

Mit Beiträgen von: J. Plato

Gerhard Gentzen (1909-1945) ist der Begründer 
der modernen mathematischen Beweistheorie. 
Die nachhaltige Bedeutung seiner Arbeiten zeigt 
sich bis heute in der Informatik und beeindruckt 
durch Einsicht und Eleganz. Der Autor 
dokumentiert in dieser ersten umfassenden 
Biografie Leben und Werk Gerhard Gentzens, 
seinen tragischen Lebensweg: Festnahme 1945 in 
Prag, Gefangenschaft und Tod. Plus: zahlreiche, 
bislang unveröffentlichte Dokumente und Fotos.

2001. XVIII, 411 S. Geb.
ISBN  978-3-7643-6574-5

List price
 € 40,19 | £31.00
 * € (D) 43,00 | € (A) 44,21 | sFr 65,00

Sale price
  € 23,27 | £18.00
  * € (D) 24,90 | € (A) 25,60 | sFr 39,90
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